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To Whom Are We Talking?
The Need for a Primer on
"Conversational" Rasch

Rita Bode
Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago

ave you ever walked in on a conversation where people were speaking
another language? This happened to me when I attended an AERA ses-
sion sponsored by a nonquantitative division that sounded interesting. As
I sat there I realized that, although they were speaking English, I didn't
have the foggiest idea what they were saying. That's what a novice must

feel like when tuning into some Rasch "conversations," be they oral or written, and that is one
reason why a publication such as Popular Measurement is needed . While I'm hardly an expert
(I consider myself an advanced novice), I have noticed the glazed look on the faces of some audi-
ence members at Rasch presentations and thought about the need to improve our ability to commu-
nicate .

What is jargon and why do people use it? Jargon isn't just the use of specialized terminology ; it
also refers to the use of ordinary words that are given special meaning in certain contexts . Experts
may use certain terminology to describe a complex set of phenomena or train-of-thought . When
other experts use that same terminology to refer to these phenomena, jargon is created . As these
descriptions become more widely known, the jargon becomes more familiar. For novices, however,
the use of the jargon alone will not lead to understanding without reference to the original descrip-
tion of the phenomena.

Thus, within a group of experts, jargon is useful in making communication more efficient. But
why do experts use jargon in other situations? There are probably many reason why they do so . They
may become so accustomed to using the jargon that they forget that they acquired an understanding
ofit through some learning process . They assume that others have gone through the same process in
understanding of the underlying phenomena . In this process, we typically acquire specific bits of
information until we've collected a critical mass which enables us to understand the concept as a
whole . Once we've assimilated this critical mass, we take mental shortcuts that skip over the inter-
mediate steps . We forget that we progressed from step A to step B to step C, etc., in our acquisition
and automatically leap from step A to step Z . While other experts can follow these leaps, it confuses
novices who need to be lead step-by-step (as did the experts when they first acquired their knowl-
edge) to understand new concepts .

Another reason jargon is used might be that it masks a lack of true understanding of some of
the concepts involved . In the process of acquiring knowledge, certain connections may not have
been made which resulted in these gaps in knowledge . If the concepts involved are truly under
stood, they can be explained in other terms ; however, where there are gaps in understanding, one
may resort to the use of jargon .

Whatever the reason for using jargon, we need to do a better job in communicating what
Rasch is all about to those who don't already know about it . If conversing with Rasch experts, we
can still use jargon to expand our collective understanding of new applications, but if we want to
converse with novices, we need to develop bilingual skills . Conversing with novices requires the use
of language which novices can understand, and contexts and examples that are relevant to them.
Since there is no readily available "Rasch-to-English" dictionary, we need to develop one based on
what would make sense to novices, not other experts. With the multiplicity of contexts in which
Rasch is used-in education, medical rehabilitation and health sciences in general, business, etc.-
multiple versions would be needed . We need to pool our resources and over time compile a list of
ways of describing objective measurement to introduce new audiences .
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Research Problems
Rasch Solutions

Donna Surges Tatum, Ph.D.
DECISION MAKING

e conduct research because we have questions about how to react to a
given situation . The time, energy and money invested in the research
and the effects of decisions require confidence in the research process .
Unfortunately the complete information contained in the data does
not always see the light of day. This is because traditional data analysis

techniques do not access the subtleties and complexities inherent in most research situations .
We know that there are problems we should deal with when analyzing data . But because we do

not know how to do so, we do the best we can with what we are used to . Today techniques enable us
to address these problems directly and efficiently, instead ofhaving nightmares about them .

RATING SCALES
RAW RATING SCALES DO NOT HAVE A UNIFORM, LINEAR STRUCTURE

Rating scales are one of the most commonly used research tools . Surveys, evaluation instru-
ments, and psychological tests depend on ratings . Standard analyses treat these ratings as if the choices
were evenly spaced steps equally separated . This is not the case .

Research shows that the spacing around rating choices are not equal . Many raters have a
tendency to group their choices around the middle of the scale values . The end categories are further
from the points next to them than the other categories are from each other, because some raters do
not like to make extreme judgments .

Instead of the intention that each category on the scale be evenly spaced :
1 2 3 4 5 6

Reality is messier :
1

	

2

	

3 4

	

5

	

6
terrible

	

poor

	

fair

	

good

	

very good excellent
RAW SCORES ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR ADDING AND AVERAGING

ITEMS
ALL ITEMS ARE NOT EQUAL

When surveying for such things as attitudes, speech confidence, or speaking ability, the items
used are not all at the same point on the scale . Some items demand a more intense attitude than
others, or a greater level of ability.

It is easier for students to agree that they are more comfortable preparing a speech than that
they enjoy giving speeches . It is easier for them to demonstrate knowledge of their topic than to have
good gestures .

Indeed, it would not be useful if all items did measure at the same point on the scale . That
would not allow us to discover the structure of the variable . Important information is contained in
the differences between elements, the difference between hard and easy items . Understanding the
hierarchal structure of the items improves information for decision-making.

ITEMS MUST BE PROVEN VALID AND RELIABLE
Items must also be examined to determine whether they all relate to the same variable, or

whether there are different subscales . The items must behave in a predictable manner. When some
items are misunderstood by those that use the rating form, we must discover this . We must find out
whether our items fit the theoretical construct we intend - the idea which motivates our research .

EXAMINE ITEMS FOR ORDER OF DIFFICULTY AS WELL AS VALIDITY



RATERS
ALL RATERS ARE NOTEQUAL - THEY ARE
INDIVIDUAL IN THE WAY THEY
JUDGE A SITUATION

Raters are a crucial element in many research projects .
We know from Communication and Psychology theory that
we each live in our own perceptual world, and attend to our
own things . One person will react more to how a speech is
organized than how it is delivered . Another may be the oppo-
site .

No matter how hard we try to train raters, we will never
achieve the ideal in which all raters are the same. Instead ofa
false assumption of sameness, we must address the issue ofdif
ferences . In fact, the real differences between raters is impor-
tant additional information.

But different raters have different levels ofseverity when
judging an event, thus we cannot take their raw scores and
add them to come up with an objective measure . One rater's
"3" may be worth more than another rater's "4" because that
first rater is consistently more critical in her judgments . Once
again we see that we cannot use the raw scores for mathemati-
cal functions .

RATERS MUST BE CONSISTENT
IN THEIR JUDGMENTS

We hope that our raters are well-trained and well-be-
haved . But if a rater is inconsistent in judgment, then we must
be able to detect who is or is not providing consistent evalua
tions. Otherwise we will have no basis upon which to make
comparisons .

RESULTS
ANAVERAGEORPERCENTAGE IS NOTAMEASURE

When results are given in terms ofraw scores with aver-
ages or percentages, they are descriptive of one-time events .
The results are not true measures because they can not be
used to perform arithmetic functions such as addition, sub-
traction, and multiplication.

One of the fundamental errors made in research is to
use scores to perform a function for which they are not
equipped- to measure instead ofdescribe . This is like using
a "rubber ruler ;" there is no consistency or comparability be-
tween persons, items, or groups . Scores describe a one-time
event, after which the rubber ruler has to be thrown away be-
cause it is of no further use . It is not a calibrated ruler of units
with fixed intervals . There is no common frame of reference
with standardized measures . Subsequent research will be "mea-
sured" with another rubber ruler that is not really the same
thing, even though the appearance is the same . This leads to
fuzzy descriptions instead of facts of measurement .
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DIRECT COMPARISONS REQUIRE
A STRAIGHT LINE

Without a straight line marked in equal intervals, direct
comparisons lack precision and accuracy. Tracking products
over time, from group to group, or in field tests can be tedious,
difficult, and imprecise . If a calibrated ruler is used to measure
instead of a rubber ruler, then pictures and maps can be drawn
to show the results . A well-drawn picture is worth a thousand
numbers . It creates perspective .

A STABLE FRAME OF REFERENCE MUST BE
CREATED AND MAINTAINED TO MAKE

MEANING OUT OF DATA

SOLUTION
Many years of careful research produced a scientific

method based on the Rasch Model . This system for research
and data analysis is Objective Measurement. In 1953 Georg
Rasch, a Danish mathematician, was hired by the Danish gov-
ernment to develop achievement tests to place army recruits .
He discovered a mathematical model that was completely dif-
ferent from any used previously for this type of data analysis .
In 1960 Rasch came to the University of Chicago for a year
where he met Benjamin D . Wright. Professor Wright, a psy-
chologist who originally trained as a physicist, saw the impli-
cations of this method . In 1963 he founded the MESA Psy-
chometric Laboratory at the University of Chicago where he
and his colleagues refined and extended the Rasch model . In
the process they revolutionized social science research.

METHOD IN BRIEF

This is a brief explanation of the concepts inherent to
understanding Objective Measurement. This unique approach
to rater-mediated evaluations provides the most objective
means for assessment yet discovered .

The Research Situation:
A traditional analysis of raw scores is primarily descrip-

tive . It gives us a simple snapshot ofthe research situation . It
portrays a specific group ofpeople using a particular set oftest
items at a given time . All the elements are inextricably bound
together. Raw scores are not linear, and do not have the math-
ematical properties of true measurement .

Social scientists take a snapshot of the research situa-
tion as represented by the circle below. They or others repli-
cate the snapshot and then compare snapshots. However, these
circles are not directly comparable . Each one is unique unto
itself. Each circle reflects a particular, discrete situation . Av-
erages, percentages, or percentiles based on raw scores are
sample dependent, and can only represent what is happening

POPULAR MEASUREMENT 7



in that circle with those elements at that time . The results
are not a measure that transcends from the particular to the
general.

PERSON ITEMS

items RATERS
4,

ITEMS
PERSON

Measured Elements
When raw score's are conditioned using Objective

Measurement techniques, something wondrously useful oc-
curs . The strands in the analysis are disentangled from each
other, and smoothed out into straight lines . They are cali-
brated into common units, providing context-free rulers that
are able to measure at any time and any place . These results
are precise reproducible measurement instead of fuzzy idio-
syncratic descriptions of statistics .

Investigation is now possible in a manner that conforms
to scientific principles . Instruments are constructed and cali-
brated to produce generalizable results . Each element can be
examined separately, allowing us to delve into the data in a far
deeper way than has been possible with traditional methods .
We discover information heretofore unavailable.

personpersonpersonpersonpersonpersonpersonperson

rafersrafersrafersrafersrafersrafersrafersrafersrafersra

ifemsifemsifemsifemsifemsifemsifemsifemsifemsifem

This is it in a nutshell :
Observational statistics like raw scores and ratings de-

scribe a one-time event with all elements interwoven . Objec-
tive Measurement gives us straight lines, precise measures, and
separated elements that remain stable across time and sample .
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Ph.D. in
Disability Studies

The College of Associated Health Professions
at the University of Illinois at Chicago is now
accepting applications for a new interdisciplinary
doctoral program in Disability Studies offered
jointly through three academic units, the Depart-
ment of Disability andHuman Development, the
Department of Occupational Therapy, and the
Department of Physical Therapy. This research
is intensive program is designed to prepare stu-
dents for leadership roles in the disability field.

Minimumrequirements for admission to the pro-
gram are a bachelor's degree, a GPA of 4.0
(A=5 .0), Graduate Record Exam Score (quanti-
tative + verbal) of at least 1000, three references
pertaining to the applicant's academic skills and
accomplishments, anda 300-500 word statement
addressing one's research interests in Disability
studies, goals for graduate study, andcareer de-
velopment. Apersonal interview with faculty is
recommended. Fall 1998 applications deadline
is June l .

Prospective applicants may obtain additional in-
formation andan application by writing to :

Disability Studies Admissions Committee
College of Associated Health Professions (M/C 518)
808 S . Wood Street Room 169
Chicago, IL 60612
Telephone inquiries should be directed to :

(312) 996-8237
Fax : (312) 413-0086
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THE LEXILE FRAMEWORK FOR READING
This Lexile Framework for Reading helps you to match your Lexile measure to literature titles and everyday world

texts such as USA Today. Your reading measure is determined by locating the text measure in Lexiles you can read with 75%
comprehension . In other words, ifyou can read The Old Man and the Sea measured at 900 Lexiles, and answer correctly 75
out of 100 questions about it, you can read at 900L. Each entry on this map has been measured to determine its location.
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200 Ronald Morgan Goes to Bat
260 One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish
300 Mog - The Forgetful Cat
350 Little Rabbit
380 Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing
430 Yonder

L

480 Curious George c
530 There's a Boy in the Girls' Bathroom
560 Madeline's Rescue C7
620 Jack and Jill
640 The Hardy Boys : The Submarine Caper F"

690 How to Eat Fried Worms
730 Harriet the Spy

a

780 The Boy Scout Manual
810 Johnny Appleseed
830 Sounder
880 The Red Pony C7
920 To Kill a Mockingbird
960 The Adventures of TomSawyer lb

`5
Y

990 Jonathan Livingston Seagull
d v

1040 The Pearl w
1060 Dr. Zhivago 5
1080 USA Today
1100 Treasure Island C7
1120 National Geographic w y

t~
1160 Trivial Pursuit Game Instruction ,e =W l=
1200 Gulliver's Travels

m o

1220 The Call of the Wild
1240 1040 Tax Instructions
1300 U.S . News and World Report
1340 A Brief History of Time a w

o u
1360 The Odyssey v d
1400 The Wall Street Journal c c~
1450 The Complete Works of Homer c

s

U

1480 The Gettysburg Address ~Y
v

1540 The U.S . Constitution
1570 The Declaration of Independence

b

1630 The New England Journal of Medicine
1670 The Age of Empire
1690 Antiseptic Principles of the Practice of Surgery



A Map To
Higher Levels
Of Achievement

A. Jackson Stenner, A.D.

Student testing is a sensitive topic, one that often gen-
erates more heat than light among educators, parents, com-
munity groups, and other interested parties . By measuring stu
dents' skill levels, teachers and administrators hope to gain
information that can help them to improve student perfor-
mance . Unfortunately, current testing methods interpret re-
sults in terms of how the test-taker compares with other stu-
dents, rather than assessing achievement against meaningful
standards . Students, along with their parents and teachers,
are left with the knowledge that "Johnny is at the eightieth
percentile ofcomparison group," instead of understanding that
"Johnny has achieved a desirable goal, such as being able to
read USA Today."

As a result, teachers lack an objective assessment ofwhat
their students can read, and parents have only a frustratingly
vague sense of whether or not their children are progressing
satisfactorily.

To combat this problem, several researchers under the
auspices of the National Institutes of Health have developed a
unique tool that provides a clear measure of a student's read
ing assessment . Called the Lexile Framework, this tool assesses
students according to an absolute, invariant standard, rather
than merely comparing their reading performance to that of
their peers . Teachers and parents receive the information they
need to help students take the necessary steps to improve their
reading .

WHAT IS THE LEXILE FRAMEWORK?
The Lexile Framework is an assessment system that en-

ables educators to determine precisely a student's level ofread-
ing comprehension. The system is based on research conducted
over a 15-year period by Drs . A. Jackson Stenner and Malbert
Smith of MetaMetrics, Inc ., Dr. Donald S . Burdick of Duke
University, and faculty from the University ofNorth Carolina,
the University of Chicago, and Stanford University, with fund-
ing from the National Institutes of Health . This research, in
turn, was based on more than 40 years ofstudy by various spe-
cialists in the field of reading comprehension . In 1994, the
Lexile Framework was made commercially available by
MetaMetrics, Inc ., an educational research and development
firm based in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina .

The Lexile Framework applies well-established analytic
methods to the definition of "reading comprehension ." At
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the heart of this system is the Lexile Analyzer, a Windows-
based software program that can evaluate the reading chal-
lenge of any text - books, articles, test items - by analyzing
its syntactic complexity and semantic difficulty. The analyzer
calibrates the text by carefully dissecting it and studying its
characteristics, such as sentence length and word frequency.
Unlike other readability formulas, the Lexile Framework en-
ables you to place people and text on the same scale .

One outcome ofco-calibrating text and people is a mea-
sure of reading difficulty expressed as a Lexile, a unit of mea-
surement for reading comprehension . Longer sentence lengths
and words of lower frequency lead to higher Lexile measures,
since words that are unfamiliar to the reader contribute more
to a text's difficulty than do familiar words . Word frequency
information is derived from the five-million word corpus
American Heritage Word Frequency Book by John B . Carroll,
Peter Davies, and Barry Richman .

Text samples from any source-books, newspapers, stan-
dardized test items- can be calibrated simply by being scanned
into a computer and imported into the Analyzer. For example,
the Lexile Analyzer could be used to calibrate the contents of
an entire school library. With each book's Lexile calibration
included in the card catalog, librarians, teachers, and students
could select materials appropriate for readers at different lev-
els more easily and accurately.

In addition to calibrating the reading difficulty of spe-
cific text, the Framework also can be used to measure a student's
reading ability. When standardized test items are calibrated,
the Analyzer generates a table, called a correspondence table,
that acts as a yardstick for measuring a student's level of read-
ing comprehension . Such a correspondence table can be gen-
erated for any test, thereby providing a corresponding Lexile
measure to each number correct on the test . If a student's
Lexile measure is already known, the table can be used to pre-
dict a student's count correct on the test .

Students' Lexile measurements can also be determined
by the Lexile Test of Reading Comprehension, which uses au-
thentic text from published sources to assess students' reading
abilities . Alternately, school systems can construct their own
tests using the Lexile Analyzer.

"The Lexile Framework standards are literature-based,
making the Framework uniquely useful to educators and par-



ents," says Dr. William J . Brown, Jr., an assessment specialist
and former director of testing with the North Carolina De-
partment of Public Instruction . "All other reading tests re-
quire you to interpret results in terms of how the test-taker
compares to others . Because the frame ofreference is the nor-
mative group, the ruler by which you're measuring is made of
rubber - it bends as the cohort changes ."

In contrast, notes Brown, the Lexile Framework creates
an absolute standard that is embedded in the ability to read
the text, and measures the ability of the test-taker by his per-
formance against those reading standards .

"You might compare it to the President's Physical Fit-
ness Test," says Brown . "A child is expected to do so many
push-ups and pull-ups or run a certain distance in a certain
time, and that tells you how fit he is ad what he needs to do to
increase his level offitness . In the same way, if you know that
a student is reading at 700 Lexiles, you understand what level
of material he's mastered and what books you could recom-
mend that would help him to improve his academic skills ."

The production ofrecommended reading lists is another
unique benefit of the Lexile Framework . Through a
component of the system called the Lexile Report /(,
Generator, parents and teachers receive students'

	

M.;
Lexile measures with examples of what they can
read, along with student-specific lists of books
whose Lexile measurements are appropriate for'~~""':, .;-~ ..'-

readers at that level . These recommended materials
are an ideal match for a student's current ability- neither so
easy as to bore nor so difficult as to frustrate the student. Stu-
dents and their parents and teachers are presented with a clear
path to improved reading comprehension .

In addition, a richly annotated Lexile Map provides an
extensive list of texts, from novels and nonfiction books to
newspapers and magazines, at various levels of Lexile measure
ment . This color-coded poster-sized graphic makes it easy to
"see" how reading develops and to select other reading mate-
rials as students progress in their reading comprehension .

"The Lexile Framework manifests what good teachers
try to do anyway, which is to judge where a student is and find
material that will challenge him adequately without being so
difficult that he loses his motivation," says Brown . "The prob-
lem is that as children get into the latter stages of elementary
school, the variance in texts and among students increases
dramatically. The choice ofmaterial expands and the range of
reading skills widens, so it becomes much harder for teachers
to make accurate judgments about where children are and what
materials are good choices for them . By using the Lexile Frame-
work, schools can take the guesswork out of this equation, and
operationalize the selection of developmentally appropriate
material for their students ."

The benefits for families are no less important . By giv-
ing parents an accurate assessment of their children's achieve-
ments and recommending specific materials to enhance their
skills, the Lexile Framework can relieve parents' frustration
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and confusion and make them active partners with the teacher
in students' academic progress .

"Most teachers will tell you that trying to explain to par-
ents a child's test results in percentiles is their worst night-
mare," says Brown . "Saying that little Julie is in the sixty-fifth
percentile for her grade is too vague for a lot of parents .

	

It's
the kind of `eduspeak' that can confuse and possibly alienate
families instead ofbringing them into the educational process .
What parents want to know is, `How is my child doing? Is she
learning what she needs to learn and moving forward at a steady
pace? And what can I do to help her?' With the Lexile Frame-
work, parents get firm answers to these questions and con-
crete suggestions for helping their child ."

In addition, Lexile measurements can help students
themselves to take a more active role in their own learning, by
giving them a clear picture of their abilities and a map they
can follow to increase their reading comprehension.

"If you can say to a student, `You are reading at 900
Lexiles, so a good choice for you now would be Hemingway's

The Old Man and the Sea. When you master that, you'll be
ready for Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea

or The Hobbit,' it gives him the idea that he
has an important role to play in his own

progress . Having a clear-cut path to follow en-
courages him to move forward and succeed ."

Using score-to-measure correspondence
tables, the Report Generator can forecast a student's

performance on standardized tests such as the Scho-
lastic Aptitude Test (or SAT) . This "advance warning" can
give students the information and incentive to achieve the
levels of mastery needed for optimal performance on critical
tests like the SAT

"'Empowerment' has become a hackneyed word, but
that's the key advantage of the Lexile Framework - it gives
students, parents teachers and administrators accurate infor
mation that empowers them," says Brown . "With a Lexile
measure, you know precisely where a student stands in terms
of an absolute scale of reading comprehension, and you know
exactly what steps that student needs to take to reach higher
levels of performance ."

A. Jackson Stenner, Ph.D.
Jack Stenner is co-founder and Chairman of MetaMetrics, Inc.
MetaMetrics is a privately held corporation that specializes in research

and development in the field ofeducation. He has been Principal Investigator
on five grants from the National Institute of Health, (1984-1996) dealing with
the measurement of literacy.

Jack Stenneris also former Chairman andco-founderofNational Tech-
nology Group, a 700-person firm specializing in computer networking and sys-
tems integration which was sold to VanStar Corporation in December 1996 .

He holds a Ph.D degree from Duke University and Bachelor degrees
in Psychology and Education from the University of Missouri .

Jack is President of the Institute for Objective Measurement in Chi-
cago, Illinois . He serves as a board member for The National Institute for
StatisticalSciences (NISS) and is Immediate Past President ofthe Professional
Billiard TourAssociation (PBTA) .

Jack resides in Chapel Hill, North Carolina with his wife, Jennifer, and
their four sons .
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A Map To
Higher Levels
Of Achievement

A. Jackson Stenner, A.D.

Student testing is a sensitive topic, one that often gen-
erates more heat than light among educators, parents, com-
munity groups, and other interested parties . By measuring stu
dents' skill levels, teachers and administrators hope to gain
information that can help them to improve student perfor-
mance . Unfortunately, current testing methods interpret re-
sults in terms of how the test-taker compares with other stu-
dents, rather than assessing achievement against meaningful
standards . Students, along with their parents and teachers,
are left with the knowledge that "Johnny is at the eightieth
percentile ofcomparison group," instead of understanding that
"Johnny has achieved a desirable goal, such as being able to
read USA Today."

As a result, teachers lack an objective assessment ofwhat
their students can read, and parents have only a frustratingly
vague sense of whether or not their children are progressing
satisfactorily.

To combat this problem, several researchers under the
auspices of the National Institutes of Health have developed a
unique tool that provides a clear measure of a student's read
ing assessment . Called the Lexile Framework, this tool assesses
students according to an absolute, invariant standard, rather
than merely comparing their reading performance to that of
their peers . Teachers and parents receive the information they
need to help students take the necessary steps to improve their
reading .

WHAT IS THE LEXILE FRAMEWORK?
The Lexile Framework is an assessment system that en-

ables educators to determine precisely a student's level ofread-
ing comprehension. The system is based on research conducted
over a 15-year period by Drs . A. Jackson Stenner and Malbert
Smith of MetaMetrics, Inc ., Dr. Donald S . Burdick of Duke
University, and faculty from the University ofNorth Carolina,
the University of Chicago, and Stanford University, with fund-
ing from the National Institutes of Health . This research, in
turn, was based on more than 40 years ofstudy by various spe-
cialists in the field of reading comprehension . In 1994, the
Lexile Framework was made commercially available by
MetaMetrics, Inc ., an educational research and development
firm based in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina .

The Lexile Framework applies well-established analytic
methods to the definition of "reading comprehension ." At
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the heart of this system is the Lexile Analyzer, a Windows-
based software program that can evaluate the reading chal-
lenge of any text - books, articles, test items - by analyzing
its syntactic complexity and semantic difficulty. The analyzer
calibrates the text by carefully dissecting it and studying its
characteristics, such as sentence length and word frequency.
Unlike other readability formulas, the Lexile Framework en-
ables you to place people and text on the same scale .

One outcome ofco-calibrating text and people is a mea-
sure of reading difficulty expressed as a Lexile, a unit of mea-
surement for reading comprehension . Longer sentence lengths
and words of lower frequency lead to higher Lexile measures,
since words that are unfamiliar to the reader contribute more
to a text's difficulty than do familiar words . Word frequency
information is derived from the five-million word corpus
American Heritage Word Frequency Book by John B . Carroll,
Peter Davies, and Barry Richman .

Text samples from any source-books, newspapers, stan-
dardized test items- can be calibrated simply by being scanned
into a computer and imported into the Analyzer. For example,
the Lexile Analyzer could be used to calibrate the contents of
an entire school library. With each book's Lexile calibration
included in the card catalog, librarians, teachers, and students
could select materials appropriate for readers at different lev-
els more easily and accurately.

In addition to calibrating the reading difficulty of spe-
cific text, the Framework also can be used to measure a student's
reading ability. When standardized test items are calibrated,
the Analyzer generates a table, called a correspondence table,
that acts as a yardstick for measuring a student's level of read-
ing comprehension . Such a correspondence table can be gen-
erated for any test, thereby providing a corresponding Lexile
measure to each number correct on the test . If a student's
Lexile measure is already known, the table can be used to pre-
dict a student's count correct on the test .

Students' Lexile measurements can also be determined
by the Lexile Test of Reading Comprehension, which uses au-
thentic text from published sources to assess students' reading
abilities . Alternately, school systems can construct their own
tests using the Lexile Analyzer.

"The Lexile Framework standards are literature-based,
making the Framework uniquely useful to educators and par-



ents," says Dr. William J . Brown, Jr., an assessment specialist
and former director of testing with the North Carolina De-
partment of Public Instruction . "All other reading tests re-
quire you to interpret results in terms of how the test-taker
compares to others . Because the frame ofreference is the nor-
mative group, the ruler by which you're measuring is made of
rubber - it bends as the cohort changes ."

In contrast, notes Brown, the Lexile Framework creates
an absolute standard that is embedded in the ability to read
the text, and measures the ability of the test-taker by his per-
formance against those reading standards .

"You might compare it to the President's Physical Fit-
ness Test," says Brown . "A child is expected to do so many
push-ups and pull-ups or run a certain distance in a certain
time, and that tells you how fit he is ad what he needs to do to
increase his level offitness . In the same way, if you know that
a student is reading at 700 Lexiles, you understand what level
of material he's mastered and what books you could recom-
mend that would help him to improve his academic skills ."

The production ofrecommended reading lists is another
unique benefit of the Lexile Framework . Through a
component of the system called the Lexile Report /(,
Generator, parents and teachers receive students'

	

M.;
Lexile measures with examples of what they can
read, along with student-specific lists of books
whose Lexile measurements are appropriate for'~~""':, .;-~ ..'-

readers at that level . These recommended materials
are an ideal match for a student's current ability- neither so
easy as to bore nor so difficult as to frustrate the student. Stu-
dents and their parents and teachers are presented with a clear
path to improved reading comprehension .

In addition, a richly annotated Lexile Map provides an
extensive list of texts, from novels and nonfiction books to
newspapers and magazines, at various levels of Lexile measure
ment . This color-coded poster-sized graphic makes it easy to
"see" how reading develops and to select other reading mate-
rials as students progress in their reading comprehension .

"The Lexile Framework manifests what good teachers
try to do anyway, which is to judge where a student is and find
material that will challenge him adequately without being so
difficult that he loses his motivation," says Brown . "The prob-
lem is that as children get into the latter stages of elementary
school, the variance in texts and among students increases
dramatically. The choice ofmaterial expands and the range of
reading skills widens, so it becomes much harder for teachers
to make accurate judgments about where children are and what
materials are good choices for them . By using the Lexile Frame-
work, schools can take the guesswork out of this equation, and
operationalize the selection of developmentally appropriate
material for their students ."

The benefits for families are no less important . By giv-
ing parents an accurate assessment of their children's achieve-
ments and recommending specific materials to enhance their
skills, the Lexile Framework can relieve parents' frustration
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and confusion and make them active partners with the teacher
in students' academic progress .

"Most teachers will tell you that trying to explain to par-
ents a child's test results in percentiles is their worst night-
mare," says Brown . "Saying that little Julie is in the sixty-fifth
percentile for her grade is too vague for a lot of parents .

	

It's
the kind of `eduspeak' that can confuse and possibly alienate
families instead ofbringing them into the educational process .
What parents want to know is, `How is my child doing? Is she
learning what she needs to learn and moving forward at a steady
pace? And what can I do to help her?' With the Lexile Frame-
work, parents get firm answers to these questions and con-
crete suggestions for helping their child ."

In addition, Lexile measurements can help students
themselves to take a more active role in their own learning, by
giving them a clear picture of their abilities and a map they
can follow to increase their reading comprehension.

"If you can say to a student, `You are reading at 900
Lexiles, so a good choice for you now would be Hemingway's

The Old Man and the Sea. When you master that, you'll be
ready for Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea

or The Hobbit,' it gives him the idea that he
has an important role to play in his own

progress . Having a clear-cut path to follow en-
courages him to move forward and succeed ."

Using score-to-measure correspondence
tables, the Report Generator can forecast a student's

performance on standardized tests such as the Scho-
lastic Aptitude Test (or SAT) . This "advance warning" can
give students the information and incentive to achieve the
levels of mastery needed for optimal performance on critical
tests like the SAT

"'Empowerment' has become a hackneyed word, but
that's the key advantage of the Lexile Framework - it gives
students, parents teachers and administrators accurate infor
mation that empowers them," says Brown . "With a Lexile
measure, you know precisely where a student stands in terms
of an absolute scale of reading comprehension, and you know
exactly what steps that student needs to take to reach higher
levels of performance ."

A. Jackson Stenner, Ph.D.
Jack Stenner is co-founder and Chairman of MetaMetrics, Inc.
MetaMetrics is a privately held corporation that specializes in research

and development in the field ofeducation. He has been Principal Investigator
on five grants from the National Institute of Health, (1984-1996) dealing with
the measurement of literacy.

Jack Stenneris also former Chairman andco-founderofNational Tech-
nology Group, a 700-person firm specializing in computer networking and sys-
tems integration which was sold to VanStar Corporation in December 1996 .

He holds a Ph.D degree from Duke University and Bachelor degrees
in Psychology and Education from the University of Missouri .

Jack is President of the Institute for Objective Measurement in Chi-
cago, Illinois . He serves as a board member for The National Institute for
StatisticalSciences (NISS) and is Immediate Past President ofthe Professional
Billiard TourAssociation (PBTA) .

Jack resides in Chapel Hill, North Carolina with his wife, Jennifer, and
their four sons .
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GALTON: The First Psychometrician?

E ver wonder how many brush
strokes it takes to create a
painting? Or how to measure
boredom, attraction to the op-

posite sex, the efficacy of prayer, or the
intelligence of earthworms? Sir Francis
Galton wondered about these things
and set out to develop procedures and
instruments by which such questions
could be answered and replicated . In
fact, he counted everything that appeared
to have any form of regularity.

He counted brush strokes while
sitting for his own portrait at two differ-
ent times in his life . Karl Pearson sug
gested his "pained" expression was due
to his concentration while counting . It
took about 24,000 strokes for each paint-
ing.

He counted spikes of flowers on
trees . By counting the spikes of flowers
on a typical tree, and then the number
of trees along a one mile stretch ofroad,
he estimated that the number "one mil-
lion" could be represented as the flowers on a row of trees ten
miles in length .

He counted the fidgets of persons sitting through a bor-
ing lecture. He investigated the "instances in which men who .
are more or less illustrious have eminent kinfolks ." This was
the basis for his argument that genius is hereditary (Galton,
1869) . One conclusion was that great commanders tend to be
small because their relative chance of being shot varies as the
square root of the product of their height and weight .

When looking at facial features, he wondered whether
persons with differentiated mental characteristics also have
differentiated physical features .

	

He actually attempted the
development of composite portraits for "ideal criminal" classes .
He also looked at the numbers of attractive, indifferent, and
repellent-looking women . The objective was to form a "Beauty
Map" of the British Isles.

Galton's work produced many "firsts ." His investigation
of points of similarity between twins was the first use of con-
trol groups in psychological research . His research into varia
tions in weather conditions resulted in the first published me-
teorological maps of Europe . His work on fingerprint charac-
teristics led to the legal use of fingerprint identification .

He counted earthworms on a rainy sidewalk when he
was helping Charles Darwin investigate the intelligence of
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Larry H. Ludlow, Ph.D. - Boston College

Larry H.

worms . He examined the degrees ofviv-
idness of mental imagery, and the in-
stances of phantasmagoria, causes of
snoring, and on and on. He seems to
have always carried a notebook and
some type of ingenious device capable
of pricking a piece ofpaper by which he
recorded, unobtrusively, various aspects
of events occurring around him . He
even performed arithmetic by taste and
smell .

What, you might reasonably ask,
is the purpose ofthis article? It was writ-
ten because it provides some relatively
obscure, yet fascinating, information on
the early history of psychometrics . For
some years now I have taught a course
in psychometrics . An important feature
of the material covered in the course is
the historical context within which the
models and methods we employ have
evolved . However, my lectures never
included anything about Galton other
than his development of regression and

correlation . A little-appreciated fact is that Galton's original
version of regression analysis consisted of reading the "incli-
nation" off a graph of medians, labeling it r as a coefficient of
"reversion," and then using it as an "index of co-relation ."
Correlation, as we know it, was actually a byproduct of
regression . (See Pearson, 1930, Vol . IIIA, Chap XIV) .

My approach to the history ofpsychometrics is fairly stan-
dard . It begins with the classical German psychophysics of the
1800's with Weber, Wundt, and Fechner, moves into the 1900's
ability testing movement with Cattell, Binet, and Spearman,
and then into the psychological scaling methods associated
with Thurstone . Modern test theory texts are introduced
where standard presentations include something like "the field
of psychometrics has a history of growth and development ex-
tending over some 75 years since the early work of Binet in
France and Spearman in England" (Thorndike, 1982, p 1) .
And "psychometric methods" is simply defined as "procedures
for psychological measurement" (Guilford, 1954, p 1) . Stan-
dard stuff.

But, while working on a project tracing the role that re-
siduals have played in the evolution of scientific models, I
stumbled across some early research of Galton's . Practically
everything a reasonable (or obsessed) person might want to
know about Galton appears to be covered in the four volumes

Ludlow
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of The Life, Letters and Labours of Francis Galton by Karl
Pearson . In particular I became intrigued with his reference to
"psychometric experiments" and I subsequently set out to track
down the original use of the word "psychometrics ." That ef-
fort resulted in this paper.

Galton's interests in mental operations led him to pro-
pose a "new instance of psychometry" (Galton, 1879, p 149) .
In his article, "Psychometric Experiments," he defined "psy
chometry" as the "art of imposing measurement and number
upon operations of the mind." He then argued that "until the
phenomena of any branch of knowledge have been subjected
to measurement and numbers, it cannot assume the status or
dignity of a science ."

There are two interesting points in these quotes. First, I
assumed psychometry was simply a term coined by Galton and
that it represented some transference of Galton's experiences
in the German psychophysics labs to the realm of "mind." It
turns out that there was a "science of psychometry" during
the mid-to-late 1800's devoted to the investigation of mental
divining of qualities and properties of objects or persons by a
"psychometrician" (Buchanan, 1854) .

Second, his quote is remarkably similar in spirit to Will-
iam Thomson's circa 1883 famous dictum about measurement
and science . See Merton et al . for what Baron Kelvin of Largs,
or Lord Kelvin (William Thomson at the time) said, and how
and why it differs from what is engraved in the facade of the
University of Chicago Social Science research building. Ac-
tually, the statement's sentiment can be traced back to John
Arbuthnot (1692) . His work illustrated what he called the
psychometric side of anthropology.

For his 1879 article Galton repeated an experiment in
"mental operations" four times, under different circumstances,
at intervals of about one month . The experiment consisted of
recording the "thoughts arisen through direct association" with
a list of 75 words . He did not publish his lists because "they lay
bare the foundations ofa man's thoughts with curious distinct-
ness, and exhibit his mental anatomy with more vividness and
truth than he would probably care to publish to the world."
This is a good example of the honest and open writing style so
characteristic of the period. In other words, he conducted
experiments in what we now call free-association . This could
well be the earliest investigation of free-association, a psycho-
analytic technique developed from the `talking cure' and
Freud's interpretation of dreams (Berg and Pennington, 1966,
p 594)) . He threw his resulting thoughts into a "common sta-
tistical botch-pot" (This sounds like our word "hodgepodge"
and our analysis called the "shotgun approach") . Galton de-
termined (a) the rate at which ideas were formed (50 per
minute), (b) the frequency of recurrent associations (about
one halo, (c) the frequency within periods of his life that asso-
ciations could be attributed (showing "in a measurable degree,
the large effect of early education in fixing our associations"),
and (d) the character of associations that occurred (verbal,
sensory, "histrionic") .
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The significance of this article is that it is, I believe, the
first published investigation in the field that we presently know
as psychometrics . Although he had notes titled "Psychomet
ric Inquiries 1876," and published "Psychometric Facts" in
Nineteenth Century, March 1879, p 425-33, they were not of
a statistical nature . Granted, Galton's psychometric research
differs somewhat from what we, as psychometricians, typically
mean when we say we are conducting psychometric analyses,
but his work is compatible with our current approach to psy-
chometrics . That is, psychometrics is the quantification of
psychological phenomena .

What else does Galton have to offer? When addressing
mental tests he states :

"There are many faculties that may be said to be potentially
constant in adults though they are not developed, owing to want of
exercise. After adequate practice, a limit ofefficiency would in each
case be attained and this would be a personal constant (emphasis
added) ; but it is obviously impossible to guess what that constant
would be from the results of a single trial. No test professes to do
more than show the efficiency of the faculty at the time it was ap-
plied, and many tests do even less than this" (Galton (1885), in
Pearson, Vol . II, pp . 371-2) .

This quote contains the kernel of the classical true-score
concept, including notions ofreliability and validity. Note also
that the quote appears 20 years earlier than the seminal work
on measurement error by Spearman . Galton, the first
psychometrician? . .Yes .
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GEORG RASCH

The Man
Behind

The Model

Georg Rasch, Doctor of Philosophy in mathematics
(1930), member of the International Statistical
Institute (1941), charter member of the Biomet-
rics Society (1947), Professor of Statistics at the

University of Copenhagen (1962), and Danish Knight of the
Order of Dannebrog (1967), was born in Odense, Denmark,
on 21 September 1901, the youngest and "least practical" of
three brothers .'

His mother was ill throughout his childhood and Rasch
had few recollections of her. But his fiercely religious father
left deep and lasting impressions . Wilhelm Rasch, sailor, ship's
officer, mathematics teacher and self-anointed missionary, was,
"the most hard-boiled evangelist I have ever known."

Wilhelm dragged his family to Svendborg in 1906 to open
a mission high school for prospective seamen . In 1914 Georg
became fascinated by the trigonometry texts in his father's li-
brary and fell in with aschool teacher who made mathematics
"something with which a wonderful world was opened ."

The teacher realized that Georg was a born mathemati-
cian and persuaded his frugal father to invest in sending Georg
to the cathedral school in Odense where there was a good
mathematics curriculum . Georgmade the most of it and went
on to the University of Copenhagen in 1919 .

I entered the Faculty of Science, to which math-
ematics belonged, and got into immediate contact with
my teachers . I had, ofcourse, to learn the elements of
function theory and even geometry, but I concentrated

Benjamin Drake Wright, Ph.D.

Georg Rasch

upon the analytic part . What caught my interest was
the theory ofLagrange equations . This resulted in my
first publication (Neilsen & Rasch 1923).

Igot a stipendfor my studies and became amem-
ber of college Regensen where we received free room
and board. Since I did not see any further reason for
doing arithmetical work for my living, I left Professor
Neilsen and got another teacher, Professor Norlund,
who had written an extremely good book on difference
equations .

Nprlund was my professorfor the rest ofmy time
as a student, and I was his assistant teacher from 1925,
when I graduated, until 1940 . The topics in function
theory that Norlund lectured about together with the
other topics I had to study in order to lecture as his
assistant built up my mathematical background.

Norlund was also director ofthe Geodetic Insti-
tute to which I became attached to provide mathemati-
cal and computational assistance . This added to my
income and in 1928, I married my sweetheart, Elna
Nielsen, with the charming nickname "Nille" . Two
daughters were added to the family in 1931 and 1933.

My thesis, defended in 1930, was the fruit of
my cooperation with Norlund, but in a field which he
himself did not cultivate . It dealt with matrix algebra
and its applications to linear systems of differential equa-
tions . I have always loved to think, but I have never
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been inclined to do much reading. So I had never seen
anythingabout matrices . Norlund gave lectures on dif-
ference equations in which he wrote out every equation
in detail every time . When working through my notes 1
discovered, to my surprise, that these long equations
could be condensed in a simple way . I did not know
anything about matrices at that time, but just invented
them for myself and discovered what their rules must
be. Only later did Ifind out thatothers had formalized
the same idea .

I invented my own theory ofmatrices, especially
as they applied to linear systems of differential equa-
tions. The part of my thesis on the theory and applica
tion ofproduct integrals which developed a linear sys-
tem ofdifferential equations as a generalization of the
ordinary elementary integral was published in German
(Rasch 1934) . Years later I learned that the techniques
developed in this paper played a part in solving prob-
lems in atomic theory and were also used to prove some
difficult theorems in group theory .
The early 1930s were difficult . Aside from teaching as

Norlund's assistant and small jobs for the Geodetic Institute,
there was no work in mathematics . So Rasch helped two medi
cal acquaintances studying the reabsorption of cerebrospinal
fluid to understand their data . This gave him his first experi-
ence with the exponential distribution and material for his first
experimental paper (Fog, Rasch & Starup 1934) .

The success of this collaboration motivated Fog and
Starup to engage Rasch to teach mathematics and statistics to
a small group of psychiatrists and neurologists . Word of this
got to the head of the Hygienic Institute, who was also inter-
ested in statistics . The outcome was that Rasch served the
Hygienic Institute as statistical consultant from 1934 to 1948
and also become attached to the State Serum Institute, a rela-
tionship which continued until 1956 .

About the same time Norlund, for whom Rasch still
taught mathematics, and Madsen, Director of the Serum In-
stitute, got into a conversation about Rasch's work and de
cided that to do his job at the Serum Institute, he needed to
learn the latest developments in statistics . They applied to
the Rockefeller Foundation for Rasch to study with R.A . Fisher.

The Rockefeller fellowship was granted, but, while it was
brewing, Rasch went to Oslo on a Carlsberg grant to study
Ragnar Frisch's confluence analysis, a technique developed for
economics, but similar to factor analysis . Then in September
1934 Rasch joined Fisher at the Galton Laboratory in Lon-
don.

I went through Fisher's statistical methods and
soongot hold ofhis 1922 paper where he developed his
theory ofmaximum likelihood . What caught my inter
est was his idea that this is a form ofgeneralization of
the same kind as Gauss attempted when he invented
least squares .

The meaning of least squares is not, in Fisher's
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interpretation, however, just a minimization of a sum
ofsquares . It is a maximization of the probability ofthe
observations . There is an essential difference between
this and the simple idea ofminimizing sums ofsquares .

This philosophy went further when Fisher got to
his concept ofsufficiency . To mathematical minds suf-
ficiency may appeal as nothing more than a surprising
nice property, extremely handy when accessible, but, if
not, then you just do without it . But to me sufficiency
means much more than that . When a sufficient esti-
mate exists, it extracts every bit of knowledge about a
specified feature of the situation made available by the
data as formalized by the chosen model . `Sufficient'
stands for `exhaustive' as regards the feature in ques-
tion .

What is left over when a sufficient estimate has
been extracted from data is independent of the trait in
question and may therefore be used for a control of the
model that does not depend on how the actual estimates
happen to reproduce the original data . This is the cor-
nerstone of the probabilistic models that generate spe-
cific objectivity.

The realization of the concept of sufficiency, I
think, is a substantial contribution to the theory of
knowledge and the high mark ofwhat Fisher did . His
formalization of sufficiency nails down the conditions
that a model must fulfill in order to yield an objective
basisfor inference .
During his year in London, Rasch also discussed the prob-

lem of relative growth with Julian Huxley. Using data on crab
shell structure, Rasch discovered that it was possible to mea-
sure the growth of individual crabs as well as populations .

It meant a lot to me to realize the meaning and
importance ofdealing with individuals and not with de-
mography . Later I realized that test psychologists were
not dealing with the testing of individuals, but were
studying how traits, such as intelligence, were distrib-
uted in populations . They were making demographic
studies and not studies of individuals .
Rasch began teaching statistics to biologists in the fall of

1936 . Then in 1938 the director of the University of
Copenhagen Psychological Laboratory learned of Rasch's in
terest in statistics . The director asked Rasch to give some lec-
tures to his psychologists . The result was a connection lasting
thirty years .

Rasch began his work on psychological measurement in
1945 when he helped standardize an intelligence test for the
Danish Department of Defense (Rasch 1947) .

In carryingout the item analysis I became aware
ofthe problem ofdefining the difficulty ofan item inde-
pendently of the population and the ability of an indi
vidual independently of which items he had actually
solved .
A friendship with Chester Bliss formed in London in 1935
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brought Rasch to the United States in 1947 to participate in
the founding of the Biometrics Society (Rasch 1947a) and the
postwar reorganization of the International Statistical Insti-
tute . Tjalling Koopmans, a fellow student of Ragnar Frisch's
confluence analysis and Fisher's sufficient statistics, invited
Rasch to spend two months with the Cowles Commission for
Research in Economics at the University of Chicago, where
Rasch met Jimmie Savage .

In 1951 I was faced with a task the solution of
which added a new tool to my arsenal . The Danish
Ministry of Social Affairs wanted an investigation of
the development of reading ability in 125 former stu-
dents of public schools in Copenhagen, who in their
school years had suffered from serious reading difficul-
ties and therefore had received supplementary educa-
tion in that discipline.

For each ofthese students were recorded the re-
sults of repeated oral reading tests during his school
years . It would be a simple task to follow the develop
ment of a student's reading ability over a number of
years if the same part of the same test were used every
time, but at each testing it was necessary to choose a
test which corresponded to the student's standpoint, so
each student was followed up with a series of tests of
increasing "degrees of difficulty ."

In a concrete formulation ofthis problem I imag-
ined - in good statistical tradition - the possibility
that the reading ability of a student at each stage could
be characterized in a quantitative way - not through
a more or less arbitrary grading scale, but by apositive
real number defined as regularly as the measurement
oflength.

Whether this would be possible with the tests in
question could not be known in advance . It had to be
tried out through a separate experiment which was car
ried out in January 1952 . In this experiment 500 stu-
dents in the 3rd - 7th school year were tested with 2 or
3 of the texts used in the earlier investigation . (Rasch
1977, 58-59)

1 chose the multiplicative Poisson for the reading
tests because it seemed a good idea mathematically, if
it would work . It turned out that it did and so I wanted
to have some motivation for using it . In order to do so,
I imitated the proof of a theorem concerning a large
number of independent dichotomous events, each of
which had a smallprobability . Under these conditions
the number of events becomes Poisson distributed . I
took care that my imitation ended up with the multipli-
cative Poisson model, that is, I made sure that there
was a personal factor entering into each of the small
probabilities for the dichotomous outcome and that each
item would have its own parameter and then I had my
new model.

I had taken a great interest in intelligence tests
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while working with them in 1945 . It struck me that I
might analyze the test we had constructed then, and
which had been taken over by the Military Psychology
Group .

The first thing I did was to analyze the Raven
tests . They worked almost perfectly according to the
multiplicative model for dichotomous items . That was
myfirstexample using the newly discovered model . Now
I compared the results of the Raven's test and the re-
sults ofmy analysis of the military intelligence test . The
intelligence test did not conform .

When I showed this to the head of the military
psychologists he saw the point . I had talked to him about
my attempts to make sense ofintelligence tests by means
of the model I had discovered in connection with the
multiplicative Poisson . I had also told him about the
Raven's tests . Now I presented the examination ofthe
test he actually had in current use from the Psychology
Laboratory . I pointed out that it seemed to consist of
different groups of items with quite different kinds of
subject matter.

His immediate reaction was to call on Borge Prien
who was working for the military psychologists and to
give him the order that, within the next six months, be
fore the next testing session in November 1953, to have
ready a new intelligence test consisting offour different
subtests, each of these to be built in such a way that
they followed the requirements that Rasch demanded .

It was remarkable. Prien actually did that in six
months . He invented tests, which, when you see them,
are rather surprising. He really did invent items of the
same sort, from very easy to very difficult, and spaced
in a sensible way. We did do some checking in the pro-
cess and omitted or modified items that did not seem to
be working. It was a masterpiece . Prien had been told,
All you have to construct isfourdifferent kinds of tests,
with very different subject matters and each of them
should be just as good as Georg tells us that Raven's
tests are .' And so he did. That was when I really began
to believe in the applicability of that elementary model .

THEBOOK
The establishment in 1955 of the Danish Institute for

Educational Research brought Rasch a wealth of problems re-
quiring clarifications, elaborations, and extensions of the prin-
ciples already laid down.

In 1957 I gave some lectures on the researches I
had done since Prier's construction of the new intelli-
gence tests . I told about the multiplicative Poisson and
about the nice little model which sorts items out from
each other. My lectures were tape-recorded, and my
daughter Lotte got the task of deciphering them and
writing them down . She made a proper work out of it,
and what she did was taken over by the Educational
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Institute, and they had it mimeographed .
At that time the institute consisted of five differ-

ent departments, each with its own head. Every Friday
morning the company ofthem, together with the direc
tor, Erik Thomsen, and I had a meeting where we dis-
cussed current matters. Thomsen organized it so that
on a number of these Fridays we went through my
manuscript . That clarified many points that I had been
vague about. I was forced by the youngfellows there to
make clear what I meant.

Apreliminary Danish edition ofthe manuscript
was carefully scrutinized by the staff members of the
Institute. The Danish text was transformed into En
glish by G. Leunbach, who has also revised later addi-
tions in English. Finally, in 1960, LjSavage of the
University of Chicago reviewed the final manuscript
critically.

The outcome of the reading test experiment was
beyond expectation : a statistically satisfactory analysis
on the basis ofanew model which represented a genu-
ine innovation in statistical techniques!

But the understanding ofwhat the modelentails
tarried several years. Then at the 1959 anniversary of
the University ofCopenhagen the highly esteemed Nor
wegian economist Ragnar Frisch - later Nobel Prize
winner-came to Copenhagen to receive an honorary
doctorate. I visited him the next day, and he asked me
what I had been doing in the 25 years since I stayed at
his institute in Oslo for a couple ofmonths to study his
new techniques of statistical analysis . I soon concen-
trated on the comparison ofreadingspeeds which I pro-
ceeded to explain .

Applying my measurement model to reading
speeds states that the probability that person n in a given
time reads an., words oftext i is determined by the Pois-
son distribution.

The Poisson distribution has the importantprop-
erty that the sum of the two Poisson distributed vari-
ables is also Poisson distributed with a parameter which
is the sum of the two parameter values .

In a class ofpossible outcomes of this kind where
the total number ofwords read, an+ , has a fixed value,
the probability of the outcomes an and an conditional

on the total an+ , is given by dividing the two Poisson
variables.

Until now Frisch had only listened politely, but
now I presented a crucialpoint which demands a care-
ful inspection .

When one Poisson distribution is divided into
another, factors cancel, and the resulting conditional
probability does not contain the person parameter. The
probability that the given number of words read, an+,
is composed of an and an words of the two tests is
therefore expressed by
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which is determined by the observed numbers
an and an and by the ratio between the difficulty pa-
rameters of the two tests E and E ., while it is not influ
enced by which person is involved . On seeing this Frisch
opened his eyes widely and exclaimed: "It (the person
parameter) was eliminated, that is most interesting!"
And this he repeated several times during our further
conversation. To which I of course agreed every time
- while I continued reporting the main results of the
investigation and some ofmy other work .

Only some days later did I all ofa sudden realize
what in my exposition had caused this reaction from
Ragnar Frisch. And immediately Isaw the importance
offinding an answer to thefollowingquestion: "Which
class ofprobability models has the property in common
with the Multiplicative Poisson Model, that one set of
parameters can be eliminated by means ofconditional
probabilities whileattention is concentrated on the other
set, and vice versa?"

What Frisch's astonishment had done was to
point out to me that the possibility of separating two
sets of parameters must be a fundamental property of
a very important class ofmodels . (Rasch 1977, 63-66)
By 1953 Rasch had used a Poisson model to analyze a

family oforal reading tests and with Borge Prien had designed
and built a four-test intelligence battery each test ofwhich fit
the requirements of his logistic model for item analysis . Rasch
discussed his concern about sample dependent estimates in
his article on simultaneous factor analysis in several popula-
tions (Rasch 1953) . However, his work on item analysis re-
mained unknown outside Denmark until 1960, when he lec-
tured in Chicago, gave a paper at the Berkeley Symposium on
Mathematical Statistics (Rasch 1961), and published Probabi-
listic Models .

PREFACE to Probabilistic Models
For several years statistical methods have been a fa-

vorite instrument within various branches ofpsychology. Warn-
ings have, however, not always been wanting. Two instances
from recent literature may serve as examples .

Skinner' vigorously attacks the application of statistics
in psychological research, maintaining that the order to be found
in human and animal behavior should be extracted from in
vestigations into individuals, and that psychometric methods
are inadequate for such purposes since they deal with groups
ofindividuals .

As far as abnormal psychology is concerned Zubinz ex-
presses a similar view in stating : "Recourse must be had to
individual statistics, treating each patient as a separate uni
verse . Unfortunately, present day statistical methods are en-
tirely group-centered so that there is a real needfor developing
individual-centered statistics ."



Individual-centered statistical techniques require mod-
els in which each individual is characterized separately and
from which, given adequate data, the individual parameters
can be estimated . It is further essential that comparisons be-
tween individuals become independent ofwhich particular in-
struments tests or items or other stimuli - within the class
considered have been used. Symmetrically, it ought to be pos-
sible to compare stimuli belonging to the same class - "mea-
suring the same thing" - independent of which particular
individuals within a class considered were instrumental for
the comparison.

This is a huge challenge, but once the problem has been
formulated it does seem possible to meet it. The present work
demonstrates, by way ofthree examples from test psychology,
certain possibilities for building up models meeting these de-
mands . And it would seem quite possible to modify and ex-
tend the methods used here to cover much larger areas, but in
order to investigate how far the principles go - and what
should be done outside possible limits - much research is
needed . It is hoped, however, that planned continuations of
the present work and contributions from others will gradually
enlarge the field where fruitful models can be established .
(Rasch 1960, xx-xxi)

In her 1965 review Jane Loevinger wrote,
Rasch (1960) has devised a truly new approach to psy-

chometric problems . . . . He makes use of none of the classical
psychometrics, but rather applies algebra anew to a probabi-
listic model . The probability that a person willanswer an item
correctly is assumed to be the product ofan ability parameter
pertaining only to the person and a difficulty parameter per-
taining only to the item . Beyond specifying one person as the
standard of ability or one item as the standard of difficulty,
the ability assigned to an individual is independent of that of
other members of the group and of the particular items with
which he is tested ; similarly for the item difficulty . . . . Indeed,
these two properties were once suggested as criteria for abso-
lute scaling (Loevinger, 1947) ; at that time proposed schemes
for absolute scaling had not been shown to satisfy the criteria,
nor does Guttman scaling do so . Thus, Rasch must be cred-
ited with an outstanding contribution to one of the two cen-
tral psychometric problems, the achievement ofnon-arbitrary
measures . Rasch is concerned with a different and more rigor-
ous kind of generalization than Cronbach, Rajaratnam, and
Gleser. When his modelfits, the results are independent of the
sample ofpersons and ofthe particular items within some broad
limits . Within these limits, generality is, one might say, com-
plete . (Loevinger 1965, 151) .

In the 60's I introduced a more definite version of an
old epistemological concept. I preserved the name of objectiv-
ity, but since the meaning of that word has undergone many
changes since its Hellenic origin and is used in everyday speech
as well as scientific discourse with many different contents, I
added a restricting predicate : specific.
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My professional background is mathematical and sta-
tistical, notphilosophical . The concept has therefore not been
carved out in a conceptual analysis, but, on the contrary, its
necessity has appeared in my practical activity as a statistical
consultant . (Rasch 1977, 58)

It is the two earliest and most popular members of this
"very important class of models" which Rasch applies in Proba=
bilistic Models . Although the book focuses on the measure
ment of reading accuracy, speed, and intelligence, the basic
principles employed are fundamental to all scientific work .

Whenfirst suggesting the models (formeasuring) I could
offerno better excuse for them than their apparent suitability,
which showed in their rather striking mathematical proper-
ties . In Rasch (1961) a more general point of view was indi-
cated, according to which the models were strongly connected
with what seemed to be basic demands for a much needed
generalization of the concept ofmeasurement.

In continuation of thatpaper my attention was drawn
to otherfields ofknowledge, such as economics, sociology, his-
tory, linguistics, evaluation ofarts, etc. where claims are aris-
ing of being taken just as seriously as Natural Sciences .

On afirst sight the observational material in Humani-
ties would seem very difficult from that in physics, chemistry
and biology, not to speak of mathematics . But it might turn
out that the difference is less essential than it would seem . In
fact, the question is not whether the observations are of very
different types, but whether Sciences could be firmly estab-
lished on the basis ofquite different types ofobservation. (Rasch
1967.)

The psychometric methods introduced in Rasch's book
go far beyond measurement in education or psychology. They
embody the essential principles ofmeasurement itself, the prin
ciples on which objectivity and reproducibility, indeed all sci-
entific knowledge, are based . (Rasch 1960, xix)

THE FRIEND
One day in November 1959 Jimmie Savage asked me

whether I knew a Dane named Rasch . He had encountered
Rasch at a biostatistics conference in Washington. Drawing
on a 1947 association in Chicago, Rasch had pressed for a re-
turn visit . He had a new way to construct objective mental
measurements . Jimmie had some money for a visiting profes-
sor. If he invites Rasch, will I guarantee students? Having no
control over students, I guaranteed myself.

Georg began his lectures in March 1960 . At first they
are jammed - most of the statistics department, quite a few
social scientists, even some students . Georg is bold, dramatic,
and uncompromising. He is also enthusiastically forthright
about the futility of many traditional procedures . Unfortu-
nately the statisticians are not interested in changing their ways
and the social scientists find it "too mathematical." By three
weeks only one "student" remains .

Nevertheless, Georg marches in each morning, sets up
his notes, grasps the lectern and delivers a lecture . Then he
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scans the room, focuses on his one student, steps off the plat-
form and squeezes into the seat beside me to answer all my
questions .

But it is lunchtime . In order not to interrupt our dis-
course, Georg invites me to his
kitchen where, while continuing
our animated discussion, we
mash sardines into black bread
with plenty of oil and black pep-
per and wash them down with
Danish beer.

Why did I stay with Georg
when my students and colleagues
departed? Was it my promise to
Jimmie? Was it my compassion
for Georg? Of course . But the
clincher was a dawning realiza-
tion that Georg had discovered
a practical solution to the most
stubborn and seemingly insur-
mountable obstacle to any real
social science, the almost com-
plete absence of reproducible
measures .

Later, as we became com-
fortable, I dared to tell Georg
about my disappointments with
the instability of the many fac-
tor analyses I had performed .
Georg told me about his 1953
article on this very problem. The
danger in factor analysis is that
it seldom reproduces its results .
But only when it can be demon-
strated to have done so can it serve as a useful scientific method .

Intrigued by my failed attempts to control semantic dif-
ferential data with factor analysis, Georg insists on taking a
look at my data . Always ready for a new problem, he sits right
down and begins to do some quick calculations and to draw a
few rough plots . Then he writes out a "Rasch" model for rat-
ing scales and we try to apply it to my data by hand . It is May
1960.

Georg's new model makes its public debut in his June
1960 Berkeley Symposium talk and travels home to Denmark
to become the basis for Erling Andersen's education. We never
finish applying it by hand but after I spend the spring of 1964
and, then with Bruce Choppin, the summer of 1965 in
Copenhagen with Georg the new model finally gets applied to
my semantic differential data through a pairwise FORTRAN
algorithm, "BIGPAR," written by Bruce in the fall of 1965 .

The day after my family and I arrived in Copenhagen in
May 1964, I went to Georg's Institute about l lam . He was
very happy to see me, showed me around quickly and hurried
me off to lunch at his "nearest favorite restaurant," The Little
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Ben Wright and Georg Rasch in Athens, Geor-
gia, April 1973 .

Prince, where Georg was very well known to the management.
Course by course, the proprietor brought us samples of every
kind of dish imaginable . In Denmark they call this the
"Alretning" which I believe means "everything in the kitchen ."

Georg encouraged me with "the
advice the wise old Chinaman
gave his son . If one eats slowly
there is no limit to how much one
can eat ."

So we ate slowly and for
hours . Frequently in the course
of our infinite banquet we
stopped religiously to toast one
another and slake our thirst . This
was especially important when
eating herrings on black bread
smeared with lard - a Danish
delicacy.

After each bite it was de
rigueur to look directly into one
another's eyes, raise our glasses
toward each other, emit a hearty
"Skol" and down the 2 ounces of
Akvavit in a gulp . This was nec-
essary so that "the herring could
swim." Two ounces of liquid,
however, almost always proved
insufficient to keep the herrings
happy. So we usually followed
the Akvavit with a halfbottle of
good Danish beer "to keep those
herrings swimming."

Later, as we moved on from
fish to beef, we shifted naturally

to a "nice red wine" which kept us and I suppose the herrings
swimming through meat and cheese but had to yield to an even
"nicer white wine" to float fruits and desserts which in their
turn must be saluted farewell with some "fine cognac." The
proprietor who had been with us off and on all afternoon fi-
nally sat down with us at about 3 :30 to help smoke a rich cigar
and sip "very old Madeira ." Georg apologized that he himself
had never learned to smoke . But he assured us that his dear
wife Nille did smoke and especially liked cigars.

Most of the time we did not meet at his Institute . In-
stead I took a perfect commuter train out to suburban Holte
where he lived in a handsome mansion of many large rooms .
Our mathematical work, however, took place upstairs in a
rather small bedroom because that was the only place in the
house where Nille had allowed Georg to install a blackboard .
And without a blackboard, Georg could not work at all.

Georg had a regular round of consultations at various
research institutes : The Army, The Serum Institute, The Eu-
genics Society, and Erik Thomsen's Institute for Educational
Research which published Georg's great book.
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These consultations usually took place after lunch .
Georg would introduce me to everyone there, settle down in
the big chair and invite the young men attending to report
their progress with the measurement research they were doing
under his direction . Once they got started Georg's eyes would
fall shut and it would look for all the world like he was defi-
nitely sound asleep . Not at all surprising considering what we
had had for lunch . This usually embarrassed the host who
would hasten to my side and whisper into my ear that Georg
was not really asleep . And perhaps not. For when the reports
where done and the voices of the young reporters faded away,
Georg would shake himself, open his eyes, tell them in detail
exactly what to do next and rush us off to the next consulta-
tion .

When Georg and Nille gave us a dinner party out in
Holte . Georg met each guest at the door, asked them what
they would like to drink, and then, whatever they asked for, be
it sherry, whiskey, vermouth or a dry martini, always had their
first drink with them . He had a vodka martini with Claire and
then a Bourbon whiskey with me.

At the dinner table a large bottle of red wine was put
between every lady and gentleman so that the gentleman could
keep the lady's glass full without inflicting upon her the em
barrassment ofasking for more . Throughout the many courses,
whenever a guest caught the eye of another anywhere around
the table, each grasped their wine glass firmly, raised it high,
invoked a hearty "Skol" and finished the glass . As far as I can
remember it was a lovely evening. I believe that was the evening
Nille taught me to whisper endearments in Danish into the
inviting ears of her beautiful daughters .

My subsequent gastronomical adventures with Georg
never fell short of our first lunch . On Laesoe in August 1967
where I spent a month in his 200-year-old thatched rooffarm
house, we began each day by cooking a fine English breakfast
which we served to Nille on a tray in her bedroom and then
downed ourselves in the little dining room that looked out on
the yard .

Then Georg would take me back to his office/bedroom,
"created out of the former pigpen of the farm house" where
one wall was a large blackboard . There we would spend 3 or 4
hours working on the mathematics and implications of his
measurement models and would just be getting really serious
when the sound of clinking glasses would drift down the gar-
den path toward our mathematical sanctuary. It was Nille with
a choice of cocktails before lunch .

Whenever possible lunch was in the garden and it was
always fulsome : herrings, cheeses, cold meats and salads, and,
of course, the essential Akvavit and beer to help it down .
Needless to say, after lunch we all napped or perhaps "passed
out" would be a better description .

About 3pm Georg would push his head through the small
window just above the bed in my tiny guest room, look fiercely
down upon my unconscious form and shout, "BOO!!" That
was when we submitted ourselves to Nille's devotion to race
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car driving and surged out to explore the island . Georg always
sat in back, clutching the dog, "just in case." We careened
around the narrow lanes of the little flat island to visit Nille's
many island conquests, the fishing folk who lived on the is-
land for whom Nille was the grandest of urban ladies .

We usually took a large box of candy to the island "Fat
Lady," so fat in fact that she had not been able to squeeze
through a door or window of the room she inhabited for de
cades . The "Fat Lady" held court every afternoon, listened to
and resolved family and financial disagreements, and told for-
tunes . The grateful islanders never failed to bring her a few
more pieces of candy.

When the weather was warm we went to Danzigmann
beach, a sandy peninsula jutting out into the Kattegat toward
Sweden . We changed into our bathing suits in front of one
another without the least self-consciousness . Georg, who was
then 66, set off on his "traditional" run way down the beach
and back and then we threw ourselves into the 50-degree wa-
ter for a brief and extraordinarily invigorating "swim." Georg
usually did more of that than I did . Nille took the sun . And
then of course we had a "bite to eat" which often took the
better part of an hour to complete .

In the evening a local lady referred to by Nille as "Mrs .
Laeso" served by candlelight the sumptuous banquet that Nille
had somehow gathered and supervised during the morning and
perhaps when Georg and I were napping.

There were many courses and several wines . Often there
was amazing, "just caught today," fish, virgin lobsters, and crabs
which Nille had collected from her fishing friends down at the
docks . As the evening darkened we talked about old times,
their childhoods, their young marriage, the hardships of the
1930's and the war. Often as Georg remembered a particular
time or moment he wept with the joy and sadness of it .

After the long meal we usually went into the next room,
put an Italian or French opera on the phonograph, sipped co-
gnac and/or Madeira, and Nille and I smoked our cigars .

Once in a while we drove out into the Laesoe night to
visit a party at a fisherman's thatched cottage . The light was
by candle as no electricity had as yet reached these cottages .
The music was homemade and the dancing lively, much like
our American folk dancing . Most of the dancing was done by
the women, as the men seemed cautious about becoming in-
volved in anything so impulsive . Nille sported about the room
arousing excited, happy conversation with the ladies, intro-
ducing me each time, and then getting me to dance with each
lady in turn and also having a dance or two herself. All the
while Georg would sit contentedly in a comfortable corner sip-
ping beer. "On occasions like these, I only get involved at the
highest diplomatic level ."

Most nights before we finally retired we took Nille's dog
for a walk down the country road beyond the cottage . Some-
times it was pitch black, sometimes bright moonlight . We held
hands and talked and laughed as we walked .

I worked and played with Georg for 20 years . He was
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always happy, optimistic, full of fun, ready for anything . He
loved puns and knew countless anecdotes of endearing hu-
man foibles. He was generous, wise, infinitely forgiving, and
the most modest genius I have ever met .
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for Some Intelligence and Attainment Tests", Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1980 ; MESA Press, 1992 .

B. E Skinner, A Case History in Scientific Method . The American Psychologist
11 (1956), p . 221-33 .

J. Zubin et al ., Experimental Abnormal Psychology. Columbia University Store.
New York 1955 . Mimeographed . - p . 2-28 .

The Preface by Georg Rasch to his "Probabilistic Models for Some Intelligence
and Attainment Tests", Chicago : University ofChicago Press, 1980;
MESA Press, 1992 .

'The quotations come from David Andrich's interviews with Rasch on Laesoe
June 1979 and Rasch's February 1980 letter to me .

The University of Toledo
The department of Educational Psychology, Research, and Social
Foundations at the University of Toledo offers both masters and
doctoral program in Research and Measurement .

Research and Measurement faculty profiles :
Gregory Cizek joined the UT faculty in 1991 and received his Ph.D . in Mea-
surement, Evaluation, and Research Design from Michigan State University. He
teaches courses in measurement, statistics, and research design . Previously,
Dr. Cizek managed national licensure and certification testing programs at
American College Testing (ACT), conducted educational policy analyses for the
Michigan Senate, assisted in test development projects for the Michigan Edu-
cational Assessment Program (MEAP), and taught in the elementary grades in
Michigan . His current interests are in the areas of standard setting, test and
item development, classroom assessment, and testing policy analysis . Or.
Cizek's work has been published in measurement and policy journals . He has
conducted numerous task/job analysis, item writing workshops, and test
specifications design studies .

Christine Fox joined the UT faculty in 1994 after completing her doctoral
work in Evaluation and Measurement from Kent State University. In 1991 she
earned an M.A . in Consumer-Industrial Research Psychologyfrom Cleveland
State University. During her five years at KSU, Christineworked as a statistical
consultant for the College of Education, specializing in computer applications
of statistics both on microcomputers and mainframes . She also conducted
numerous evaluations and worked on several test development projects . She
teaches a variety of statistics classes, including structural equation modeling .
Her research interests include applications of both measurement and statis-
tics, with specific interests in Rasch measurement model and multivariate sta-
tistics .

Stephen G. Jurs received his Ph .D . from the University of Colorado-Boulder.
He teaches courses in statistics, testing, research design, and program evalu-
ation, and wasa recipient of the University's Outstanding Teacher Award. He is
co-author of widely used textbooks in statistics and measurement. Current
research interests are both >theoretical (such as adapting statistical proce-
dures from factor analysis to applications in survey research) and practical
(such as determining the cost-effectiveness of preventive health care pro-
grams) . Recent research efforts have focused on determining the demand for
child care across the state of Ohio and identifying utilization patterns and
unmet needs. This includes investigating the child care needs of the homeless.
He has served on the Executive Boards of the Mid-Western Educational
Research Association and the Ohio Program EvaluatoCs group.

http://www.mindspri ng.com /-gtanoto/education/index .ht ml
chris.fox@utoledo.edu (Chris Fox)
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Ben Wright:
the Measure
of the Man

John Michael Linacre, Ph.D.

For over 30 years Benjamin D. (Ben) Wright has been the
leading expert on measurement (in its usual sense) in
the social sciences . For many years he was its only con-

spicuous proponent . Yet this inevitable situation came about
seemingly by accident .

Ben was raised in pre-WWII New York City. His mother
was a Professor of Psychology at New York University, but the
exciting field ofstudy was physics . Quantum mechanics seemed
to be the key to an intriguing, dynamic future . WWII was
joined, and in 1944 Ben volunteered for the Navy. As part of
his training to become a Naval officer, he was sent to Cornell
University where he obtained a Bachelor's degree with honors
in Physics and Philosophy.

The war concluded, and Ben embarked, not onboard
ship, but on his intended career in advanced physics . In 1947
he took a job at the Bell Telephone Laboratories in New Jersey
to work with Charles H . Townes on microwave spectroscopy.
Then, in 1948, he became a research assistant to Prof. Robert
S . Mulliken at the University of Chicago to work on ultravio-
let absorption spectra . His research entailed performing the
same experiment over and over again . Each experiment re-
quired many precise measurements . Almost all experiments
ended up invalid . There were incorrect experimental condi-
tions, flawed experimental procedures, and human errors . Fi-
nally an experiment yielded results that documented theoreti-
cal predictions in a useful way. That experiment would be
deemed a success, and the next experiment would commence .
This research was ideal for obsessive introverts . But, despite
his love for physics, Ben was not one of those . So he looked
around for a more lively field of study. His first choice was
English, but the English professor he interviewed was so un-
happy with his life that Ben looked further.

Society at large was just becoming aware of the problem
of the mentally disordered . It was still routine to incarcerate
such people in a lunatic asylum. For mentally disturbed chil-
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dren, this implied a life sentence . Bruno Bettelheim had a
broader vision . He was convinced that seriously disturbed
children could be helped to live productive lives at some level .
He took on the Orthogenic School and engaged on a radical
and highly experimental program to discover how to help chil-
dren whom others had rejected as beyond help . Ben was fasci-
nated by this daunting challenge, and so, in 1950, he joined
the School as a counselor ofschizophrenic children and Bruno's
research assistant . In later years, Bruno was criticized for his
many failures, but Ben already knew from his experience in
physics that it is the long road of learned-from failure that leads
to success .

Ben now embarked on the study of Freudian psycho-
analysis and psychotherapy, but maintained his interest in
mathematics and measurement . He published two papers with
Bruno (1955, 1957) focusing on teachers and counselors, rather
than children . But ultimately the emotional, mental, and even
physical stress of dealing with dysfunctional children became
overwhelming . Ben began to realize that child psychoanalysis
might not be the way for him after all .

Bruno was a Professor in the Department of Education
at the University ofChicago . The Department encountered a
sudden need for an instructor in introductory statistics and
Bruno nominated Ben because of his ease around numbers .
So Ben started teaching statistics in 1956, but soon ran into
trouble . He noticed that the statistical textbook gave errone-
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ous advice . Accordingly Ben followed his training in physics,
and started teaching according to his theory of statistics rather
than parroting accepted wisdom . This soon drew the ire of
the Education faculty as they encountered students who had
not been indoctrinated into the conventional statistical lore .
The Chair of the Department, Frank Chase, supported Ben,
but the matter was finally brought before the University's fore-
most statistician, Prof. Leonard "Jimmy" Savage . Jimmy dis-
cerned that Ben was indeed correct . Thus Ben's status as a
maverick statistician was confirmed .

Louis Thurstone had been active in the University's Psy-
chology Department, advocating the theory and practice of
factor analysis until 1950, and Ben had gotten to know him in
1948 .

	

In 1959, Ben took advantage of the University's re-
cently acquired Univac I (1 kilobyte) computer to write a fac-
tor analysis program . This was part of "exploratory work on
ways to convert observational and test data to meaningful mea-
sures" (Orden, 1961, p.11) . Over the next few years, Ben per-
formed hundreds of analyses for clients, using the resulting in-
come to support his wife, Claire, and chil-
dren Amy, Sara, Chris, and Andy. The cli-
ents, however, were frustrated . Factor
analysis proved to be highly sample- and
analyst-dependent . Each new sample of
the "same" data yielded a different factor
structure . Factor analysis was clearly not
the road to scientific progress .

In 1959, Jimmy Savage ran into
Danish mathematician Georg Rasch at a
Biometrics Society meeting in Washing
ton D.C . (Georg was a founding member) .
Jimmy had gotten to know Georg in the
Autumn of 1947 when Georg was a guest
at the Cowles Commission for Research
in Economics at the University ofChicago .
Rasch had also published papers on factor
analysis (1953), but it was the need to tell
the world of his recent discoveries in so-
cial science measurement that Georg im-
pressed upon Jimmy .

Shortly afterwards, Jimmy talked
about Georg's work to Ben, and Ben ex-
pressed some interest . Jimmy had funds
for a visiting professorship, so he said :
"Well, Ben, if you tell me to have him
come, I'll bring him . I don't see a reason for the Statistics De-
partment to have him . But, if you think the people in Psy-
chology or Education will be interested, then I'll bring him."
So Georg came to the University of Chicago in 1960, and Ben
felt himself obligated to attend Georg's lectures .

Georg's first lecture was heavily attended by the Statis-
tics Department and the statistical people in the Social Sci-
ence Division . In his lecture Rasch criticized factor analysis,
but, more significantly, his teaching style was bombastic and
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uncompromising. As the lecture series continued, people
stopped coming. The social scientists couldn't understand the
math . The statisticians thought he might be insulting them .
Jimmy fell asleep about half way through the first lecture and
slept all the way through the second . Then he stopped com-
ing. Ben felt concerned about Georg being deserted by his
audience and also discerned that what was being said was in-
teresting. And Georg didn't give up . He brought in his note-
book . He opened it carefully. He gave his lecture, even when
there was no one there but Ben, his last student . So they made
friends . They discussed methods to analyze Ben's semantic
differential data . But then Rasch's visit was over and he went
back to Denmark .

Ben and Georg maintained desultory contact over the
next three years . Then, in 1964, when Ben again encoun-
tered the problem of analyzing semantic differentials, he used
a visit to Georg as an excuse to take a trip overseas .

In Denmark, Georg and his wife, Nille, proved genial
hosts to Ben, Claire, and their four children . Georg spent the

Claire and Ben

mornings lecturing Ben on math and statistics. He rejected
the conventional emphasis ofsocial scientists on summary sta-
tistics, such as correlations and reliabilities, and went right to
the observation itself and modeled it . To Ben this made sense,
in fact, better sense than anything he had heard previously.

When Ben returned to Denmark in 1965, he took along
graduate student Bruce Choppin . On their return to Chicago
they got right to work writing FORTRAN programs for all the
algorithms described in Georg's book (1960) . The theory and
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technique were presented at a Mid-West Psychological Asso-
ciation symposium, encompassing all those interested in Rasch
measurement, in the fall of 1965 in Chicago. That was the
debut of Rasch work in this country.

Again Ben might have drifted away from measurement,
except that he encountered Nargis Panchapakesan, a physi-
cist from Calcutta with an interest in education. Ben per
suaded her to get another Ph.D . while developing effective es-
timation procedures for Rasch measures. By 1967, the work of
Ben, Bruce, and Nargis was bearing fruit in the newly imple-
mented UCON estimation procedure . In the spring, Ben pre-
sented a paper to the Psychometric Society. Then, in the fall,
Benjamin Bloom, at Georg Rasch's instigation, invited Ben to
speak at the 1967 Educational Testing Service (ETS) Invita-
tional Conference . Ben felt that ETS talk, and a few pub-
lished papers, would surely allow him to pass the baton to other
researchers and lead to the speedy completion ofhis own Rasch
work . But this was not to be .

The introduction of the UCON procedure marked a
change in the relationship between Georg and Ben . This new
development, which melded theoretical ideal with practical
necessity, offended Rasch's mathematical sensibility. Ben was
no longer Georg's compliant disciple, but was becoming an
authority in his own right .

The practical application of Rasch measurement now
proceeded apace . The first ever pre-session at the Annual
meeting of the American Educational Research Association
(1969) was on the Rasch model . Researchers, in small num-
bers at first, started to become interested in capitalizing on
Rasch measurement . The second pre-session in 1970 proved
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"Measurement is not just any arbitrary arithmetical manipulation of
responses; it is a theory of the phenomenon being measured . The theory
may be relatively strong or weak in the assumptions it makes, but theoreti
cal assumptions are being made, implicitly or explicitly. If the theory is
wrong, or ifour numerical relational system is not related homomorphically
to our empirical relational system, then the arithmetic we perform on our
numbers will not answer questions about the empirical relational system
- or worse, it will answer them incorrectly. In a time that permits the
facile use of various computer algorithms to turn responses into numbers,
this point is important. All measurement is theory in some sense and we
ignore the theory at our peril." pp . 245-6 in Anderson, A. B., Basilevsky,
Alexander, Hum, Derek P J. Measurement: Theory and Techniques . In
PeterH. Rossi, James D. Wright &Andy B. Anderson (Eds.) 1983. Hand-
book ofSurvey Research . San Diego, CA: Academic Press, pp. 231-287.

to be the start ofthe long-continuing Rasch-based testing pro-
gram operated by the Portland (Oregon) Public Schools . And
then students started to enroll with Ben . David A. Andrich in
1971 (Ph.D. '73), Graham A. Douglas in 1972 (Ph.D . '75),
Geofferey N. Masters in 1977 (Ph.D. '80), and the flow con-
tinues . Ben has chaired 110 Ph.D. committees, of which 75
focused on Rasch measurement .

Ben is as active as ever, in many ways more so . His expe-
rience in constructing Rasch measures from many different
types ofsocial science data, and in reviewing analyses performed
by others, far exceeds that of any other researcher. Yet he per-
ceives there are vast areas of observational data waiting to be
addressed and still much to be learned . Rasch measurement
has now become exactly that intriguing and dynamic field of
study for which Ben yearned as a young man .

Bettelheim B. & Wright B.D. 1955 . StaffDevelopment in a Treatment
Institution . TheAmerican Journal of Orthopsychiatry, Vol. XXV, No. 4, October
p . 705-719 .

Orden A. (1961) A Report on Use of the UNIVAC, 1958-1961 . Uni-
versity of Chicago, Operations Analysis Laboratory.

Rasch G. 1953 . On simultaneous factor analysis in several populations .
Uppsala Symposium on Psychological Factor Analysis. Nordisk Psykologi's Mono-
graph Series 3 :65-71, 76-79, 82-88,90 .

Wright B.D . 1967 . Rasch Model for Item Analysis . Psychometric Soci-
ety Annual Meeting. University of Wisconsin . Madison .

Wright B.D. 1967 . Sample-free Test Calibration and Person Measure-
ment . Published in Bloom B. (Ed.) Proceedings of the ETS 1967 Invitational Con-
ference on Testing Problems (1968), 85-101 .

Wright B.D. & Bettelheim B. 1957 . Professional Identity and Personal
Rewards in Teaching. The Elementary School Journal . March p . 297-307
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David Andrich :
A Genius From Down Under

26 POPULAR MEASUREMENT

Linda Webster, Ph.D.

David Andrich has accomplished more in his first fifty-
seven years than most expert teams might hope to accomplish
in several lifetimes . From research grants to fellowships to award
winning research, Andrich is worthy ofnote in the field of mea-
surement .

David Andrich was born in Perth, Western Australia in
1941 . Earning a Bachelor of Science degree in Mathematics
from The University of Western Australia in 1961, he began
teaching math while working on additional curricula . In 1968,
he completed a Bachelor of Education Degree with First Class
Honors and was awarded the Cameron Prize for his B.Ed .
Honors Thesis.

Three years later, in 1971, he completed an M.Ed . at West-
ern Australia and headed for the United States as a Fulbright
Fellow.

	

Over the next two years, 1971-1973, Andrich com
pleted the Ph.D. at the University of Chicago and earned the
Susan Colver Rosenberger Prize for the best Ph.D. thesis in the
Division of Social Sciences . His internationally known Ph.D.
committee included psychoanalyst and physicist B.D. Wright,
statistician Shelby Haberman, and R. D . Bock, a quantitative
psychologist .

In 1977, Andrich spent six months working with Danish
mathematician, Georg Rasch, at the Danish Institute for Edu-
cation Research . He has twice been invited to six-month stints
at the University of Chicago in 1977 and 1986 . The University
of Trento, Italy, appointed him Visiting Professor in 1991 for
two months and in 1993 for three months . He has given lec-
tures or workshops in Great Britain, Denmark, Germany, Aus-
tria, The Netherlands, Italy, Hong Kong, Singapore, the United
States, Canada, and Australia .

His "day" job has kept him rather busy, as well. In 1985,
he was appointed Professor of Education at Murdoch Univers-
ity in Western Australia, and he held the position of Dean from
1988 through 1990 .

Elected a Fellow of the Academy of Social Sciences of
Australia in 1990, Andrich has an extensive research resume to
support that election . In 1989, he completed a commissioned
study ofUpper Secondary School Certification and Tertiary En-
trance for the Minister ofEducation in Western Australia . Last
year, he completed the International Perspectives on Selection
Methods ofEntry into Higher Education for the Higher Educa-
tion Council, DEETYA . He serves on the editorial boards of
Psychometrika, Applied Psychological Measurement, the Jour-
nal ofEducational Measurement, the Australian Journal of Edu-
cation, and Education Research and Perspectives .

In 1988,
Sage Publications
brought out his
Rasch Models for
Measurement un-
der the Quantita-
tive Applications
in the Social Sci-
ences Series .
Andrich has con-
tributed chapters
to a variety of books and conference proceedings, as well as
writing articles for eight major journals .

He has been awarded research grants by the Australian
Research Council beginning in 1985 and has completed research
on the Intellectual Development of Pre-Adolescent and Ado
lescent Children, Advancing Psychometric Theory for Study-
ing Profiles of Performance and Structuring and Assessing the
Latitude of Acceptance .

His professional memberships and appointments are in-
ternational in scope. These include the American Educational
Research Association, Research Methodology Chapter of the
International Sociological Association, the Australian Associa-
tion for Research in Education, and the National Council for
Measurement in Education . He served on the National Con-
sultative Council of the Federal Government from 1989-1991 .

His current research includes the affective development
and assessment ofopinion, attitude and preference and choice,
educational and social processes including assessment and se
lection, integrating qualitative and quantitative methods in the
social sciences, the development of models for the measure-
ment of processes in the social sciences, and the philosophy of
social measurement . He is known for his innovative work in
modern test theory and, in particular, Rasch models for mea-
surement .

David Andrich

Dr. Linda J. Webster is an associate professor of speech and director of
the university Honors Program at the University of Arkansas, Monticello . She
was installed as first vice-president ofthe Arkansas State Communication As
sociation on March 6 and will be assuming the office of president in 1999 . She is
the editor of the "Journal ofCommunication Studies" and is a practicing jour-
nalist who teaches introductory newswriting along with courses in rhetoric,
women's studies, museum management, and interdisciplinary studies in the
Honors Program.
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Some Insights into Objective Measurement

There are many aspects of my studies in quantitative
methods with Georg Rasch that have been important
in my work, but I will focus here on two related in-

sights that were the most telling in affecting my outlook on
measurement .

I was a student at the University of Chicago in 1971 -
1973, at a time when the Department was extremely exciting.
Among his many favors, Ben Wright did his biggest one byin
troducing me to Georg Rasch . On completing my Ph.D ., I vis-
ited Rasch in Denmark and arranged for him to be a visiting
professor in the Departments of Education and Mathematics
at the University of Western Australia in 1974 . I spent many
hours during the day with Georg, and my wife Joan and I en-
joyed the company of Georg and his wife Nille during the eve-
nings and weekends for seven months . We then repeated the
pleasure in Denmark in 1977 for another five months .

In studying general quantitative methods in the social
sciences, I had learned a whole range of techniques and skills
for using models and analyzing data . In addition, however, I
learned the implied general philosophical position behind these
studies, namely, that the task is to find a model that accounts
for the data. One could debate this position in general, but in
the case of measurement, I realized through the work with
Rasch that the case for his class of models does not depend on
modeling any particular data . This was a very important shift
in perspective for me, and I believe that where there is contro-
versy in the use of Rasch models, it is where people consider
that the choice of one model or another rests essentially on
how the models account for data . The Rasch class of models
are justified as expressions of the requirements of measure-
ments ; they are not justified as descriptions of data . Although
it now seems obvious, at the time it seemed a very important
insight to me .

The case for the model rests on the requirements of
measurement, and if data are to be transformed to measure-
ments, then they must be valid expressions of the construct in
all the traditional senses, and in addition, need to meet the
requirements of the Rasch class of models . In the special case
of dichotomous responses, the discrimination at the difficul-
ties (item thresholds) has to equal . To estimate the discrimi-
nations destroys the requirement of invariance ofperson abil-
ity estimates in the model, and if items have different
discriminations, then item difficulties can take different or-
ders depending on the distribution of the persons . Of course,
it is an empirical question as to the degree that real data show
equal discriminations, and many data sets will not immedi-
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ately have equivalent discriminations . That is why it is tempt-
ing to try to estimate the discriminations . It is not surprising
that data sets which have been collected without an eye to
these requirements do not follow a model with the equal dis-
criminations criterion - indeed it is surprising how many data
sets do follow the models sufficiently well to be informative .

My second insight came with the resolution of the coef-
ficients in Rasch's form ofthe multicategory model . Rasch gen-
eralized his dichotomous model to one for many categories as
a multidimensional model and then specialized it to the case
of a single location parameter for the persons and items. In
the process he had a coefficient and a scoring function for
each category.

These coefficients and scoring functions were difficult
to make sense of in any concrete way. I constructed the model
for the response of a single person to a single item beginning
with the simple model for dichotomous responses at each
threshold of a multicategory item, and that gave me the inte-
ger scoring function and the resolution of the category coeffi-
cients into the sums of successive thresholds . I did this while
Rasch was in Perth in 1974 . However, more data sets than not
showed reversed thresholds in their estimates, which was in-
consistent with the construction of the model. While in
Copenhagen, in 1977, Erling Andersen showed me a
prepublication copy of a paper to appear in Psychometrika, in
which he showed that the scoring functions had to have a
constraint. My integer scoring functions had such a constraint,
which confirmed to me that I was on the right track, but as I
indicated, more data sets than not showed a problem with the
estimates . My insight came in realizing that when the thresh-
old estimates were reversed, this was not a problem with the
model, but with the data . In particular, if discriminations at
the thresholds were not equal, then it was possible, as in the
dichotomous case, to get any ordering of the thresholds, de-
pending on the distribution of the persons . Again, after the
formalization, the result seemed obvious and a simple gener-
alization of the dichotomous case . However, at the time, it
revealed the level of resistance in my mind in taking seriously
that the case for the model rests on criteria independent of
the data, and not in modeling data . Because of our traditional
studies in quantitative methods, it is much easier to think that
the model should describe whatever data are at hand, and it is
difficult to maintain in our thinking that the case for the Rasch
models become independent of data . It is also difficult to resist
the temptation to use other models to model the data, rather
than to examine the data to see how and why they violate the
requirements of measurement .
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Methodology and
Morality

Are qualitative (feminine, collaborative) and quan-
titative (masculine, domineering) methodologies merely bet-
ter or worse ways of addressing different problems (Short
DeGraff & A. Fisher, RMT 7 :3, p.301) or do they connote
different moralities?

Even in measurement, it is clear that competing meth-
odologies reflect rival systems of ethics . Richard Jaeger, in his
1987 NCME Presidential Address, quoted Wright (1977, p.77)
"To arrive at a workable position, we must invent a simple con-
ception of what we are willing to suppose happens, do our best
to write items and test persons so that their interaction is gov-
erned by this conception, and then impose its statistical con-
sequences upon the data to see if the invention can be made
useful ." In contrast, Jaeger quotes Lindquist (1953, p.35) "The
objective [of an educational test] is handed down by those
agents of society who are responsible for decisions concerning
educational objectives, and what the test constructor must do
is to attempt to incorporate that definition as clearly and ex-
actly as possible in the examination that he builds ."

Notice that in Wright's approach, the community of ob-
jective-definers, test-constructors, and tested-persons is egali-
tarian. Every member of the community has a voice in decid
ing which items are useful and which are not . The basic ethic
includes fair play, justice, and democracy - and even aesthet-
ics, as represented by the mathematical elegance of the Rasch
model .

Lindquist, however, is concerned with content validity
rather than construct validity. There is elitist and centralized
control of the objective . Test-constructors and tested-persons
are at the mercy of the test-definers . "The definition of the
objective is sacrosanct" (Lindquist ibid .) .

Here the Rasch debate is but a microcosm of the quali-
tative/quantitative debate, since virtually all quantitative meth-
ods proceed in a manner more akin to Lindquist than to Wright .
"The question is not about how to define words like truth or
rationality or knowledge orphilosophy, but about what self-image
our society should have of itself" (Rorty, 1985, p.11) . Now, as
much as in Galileo's time, our scientific methodology reflects
our innermost selves .

The appeal of Rasch methodology is not in its some-
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what abstract scientific qualities, but in its capacity to build
solidarity and community by ensuring that everyone can con-
tribute in a constructive way, building consensus while simul-
taneously acknowledging and learning from dissent. High qual-
ity measuring instruments extend our conversation into new
domains, justifying our theoretical constructs and their mea-
surement, not through appeal to an arbitrary, unfeeling higher
authority, but through the way they emerge from within the
community affected by them . The mutual interaction of sub-
ject and object is unavoidable . Rasch helps us to capitalize on
this mutual interaction and so increase its flow.

E.E Lindquist (1953) Selecting appropriate score scales for tests (Dis-
cussion), Proc. 1952 Invit. Conf. on Testing Problems . Princeton, NJ : ETS

R. Rorty (1985) Solidarity or objectivity. inJ. Rajchman&C.West (Eds.)
Post-Analytic Philosophy.NewYork : Columbia

B.D. Wright (1977) Solving measurement problems with the Rasch

model. Jou Ed Meas 14,2 p.97-116.

Theory vs . Practice
"People sometimes say, This is right in theory but it doesn't

work in practice . They ought to say, This is wrong in theory and
consequently it is wrong in practice . There is no true theory which
could be wrong in practice . This contrast between theory and
practice is contrived by people who want to escape hard and
thorough thinking. They like to abide in the shallowness of
accustomed practices, on the surface of a so-called experience .
They will accept nothing but a repeated confirmation of some-
thing they already know or believe . Only those questions for
truth which have challenged and disturbed centuries of prac-
tice have brought about a fundamental transformation ofprac-
tice . This is true of the history of science, morals and reli-
gion."

Paul Tillich, "Doing the Truth", in "The Shaking of
the Foundations", 1949 .
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Rasch Invents
"Ounces"
Ellie Choi, University of Chicago

One might wonder how civilization ever arrived at the
efficient and reliable abstraction we call "weight"- measured
out, for instance, in ounces? We could not get along without
this lovely abstraction . Not only physics and engineering, but
commerce also would collapse . But where did the measure-

to compare pairs of objects for their apparent relative heft by
passing them back and forth from hand to hand and record
which one seems heavier. Nothing more exact or demanding
is needed . An entirely psychometric, that is mathematical,
construction built from a collection of these simplest of all
observations produces a linear equivalent to "objective" weight .

Ellie Choi poured different amounts of rice into 10 un-
marked paper cups, sealed the cups, and labeled them "A"
through "J" at random. Then she asked each of 13 students
she happened to encounter to pick up pairs of these cups, one
in each hand, pass them back and forth and then tell her which
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Figure . Perceived and real weights of 10 cups of rice .

2 .62.4 2 .5
Real Ounces of

2 .7 2 .8 2 .9
Weight

r

3 3.2 3.3

cup seemed heavier. The 10 cups produced 45 pairings per
student . Her experiment produced 580 separate paired com-
parisons with the heavier-feeling cup scored "1" and the lighter-
feeling cup scored "0" each time . After Ellie had collected
these data, she weighed each cup on a postal meter to deter

mine its "official"
weight in ounces .

When Ellie
analyzed these
simple dichoto-
mous paired
comparisons with
the Rasch mea-
surement pro-
gram Facets, she
found that the
Rasch calibra-
tions of the 10
cups in logits
formed a statisti-
cally linear rela-
tion with their
weight in ounces .
Here is her pic-
ture of this rela-
tionship .

The impli-
cations of Ellie's
experiment for
the history of
measurement is

that the linear abstraction of "weight" has been resident in
our simplest perceptual judgements since our beginning, when-
ever that was . All we did over all those centuries was to dis-
cover, step-by-step, how to make the implications of what we
felt in our hands into objective, reproducible measures .

Ellie's experiment was replicated by Natalie Colabianchi
last autumn with the same result .

Choi, Sungeon "Ellie" (1995) Using Paired Comparisons to Determine
Weight Perception. Unpublished paper. University ofChicago .
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ment of weight
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We cannot
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Rasch's
Novel
Wisdom

William P Fisher, Ph.D.

The wisdom of Rasch measurement is the same as what
Milan Kundera calls the "wisdom of the novel . . . the fascinat-
ing imaginative realm where no one owns the truth and every
one has the right to be understood" (quoted by Richard Rorty
in the April 1994 University ofChicago Magazine, p. 23) . Data
are fictions that provide evidence in support ofmeasures, but
do not determine or prove them; thus, to the extent that they
enable learning about people and ideas, data are fascinating
imaginative realms .

In these realms, no one owns the truth about the vari-
able or the measures ; neither the test designer nor the person
with the highest measure can know all there is to know about
the variable . The variable and the measures always remain
open to new interpretations ; indeed, the notion of scale-free
measurement could be taken to follow from the observation
that the universe of items embodying a particular construct is
potentially infinite . Since it is impractical to consider admin-
istering or even conceiving all of the items on a variable, it
becomes necessary to recognize each individual instrument as
just one interpretation of the variable, and to evaluate it in
terms of its targeting and the consistency of the data it pro-
duces .

Finally, data consistency is the means by which everyone's
right to be understood is realized. Fit statistics (measures of
data consistency) inform us about the validity of a measure,
and indicate when, someone's ability or attitude is likely to be
misrepresented by a measure .

So interpretation of a Rasch analysis is a matter of ask-
ing what story is told by the data. What's the plot? Who are
the characters? What's the setting? Is there a subplot? Is
there a single overall theme, or does the story try to go in too
many directions at once?
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In actual practice, of course, most tests are taken to de-
fine the variable in and of themselves, so no imaginative realm
is opened up . Test content is considered sacrosanct and of
predetermined validity, so the truth of a test is owned by whom-
ever wrote it, published it, or set up the learning objectives .
These same people are the only ones who have the right to be
understood, since they set the rules, referee, and control the
scoreboard .

Rasch analysis in itself does not open up fascinating
imaginative realms, unlock the truth, and give everyone the
right to be understood . These things can happen in educa
tional and psychological measurement without any help from
Rasch . Conversely, Rasch's models can be applied in ways that
will never free the imagination, truth, or other people . But
Rasch's approach to measurement does offer us just that com-
bination offeatures and techniques sufficient to the job, and it
offers them to us efficiently packaged, making Rasch measure-
ment simple, elegant, and parsimonious . Where Rasch analy-
sis coincides with the wisdom of the novel, contemporary prob-
lems become more manageable and hope for the future is born .
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Three Stages of Construct Definition
The development of construct definition follows a process that is

articulated by its source of knowledge.

Stage 1) Instrument calibration based on
personal knowledge, intuition, and

subjective analysis .
Pre-Galilean discussions of temperature measurement

are interspersed with references to subjective "scales" of mea-
surement anchored by terms like "as cold as when it snows" or
"too hot to touch." A recent example is the attempt to mea-
sure "health risks of exposure to ionizing radiation." The ob-
servation (quantity of ionizing radiation) is converted into a
measure (health risk) via calibrations based on the observer's
value system . Objective measurement of constructs in their
formative stages is difficult because theory is weak .

Stage 2) Data-based instrument calibration .
17th Century temperature measurement employed data-

based calibration . In Europe, two dozen "scales" competed for
favor. Calibrations of thermometers were done on an instru-
ment-by-instrument basis in the laboratory of the instrument
maker. The particular readings of the thermometer, when ex-
posed to states with known temperatures (e.g., human tem-
perature), were used to calibrate each thermometer as it was
manufactured . Measures from the same instrument maker were
consistent and "specifically objective," i .e ., two instruments
from the same maker produced basically the same numbers .
Measures from thermometers built by different instrument
makers differed, and there was no common frame of reference
to permit a measure's reexpression in another metric .

A recent example of second stage construct definition is
"mathematics achievement ." Numerous instruments (tests)
exist for measuring "mathematics ability," each with its own
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scale . Fifty years of factor-analytic research imply that all in-
struments measure something in common, but there is no
shared framework that permits reexpressing one measure (e.g.,
NAEP) in terms of another (e.g., CAT) . The confusion pro-
duced by multiple metrics contributes to the lack of consensus
about what is, or should be, measured under the label of"math-
ematics ability"

Stage 3) Theory-based instrument calibration.
Thermometers made today are manufactured and

shipped to customers without reference to data on the perfor-
mance characteristics ofthe particular instrument . Instrument
calibration is accomplished via theory-based equations and
tables . Manufacturing proceeds with total reliance on theory.
Theory enables any measure to be reexpressed in the metric of
another instrument maker (e .g., Celsius to Fahrenheit) . Mea-
sures calibrated by theory are "generally objective." Any two
observers given the same observation (volume displacement
of mercury in a tube) will report back the same number as a
measure .

The only behavioral science construct that approaches
third stage development is "reading comprehension." This is
because the Lexile Framework enables generally objective,
theory-based measurement of reading comprehension . Read-
ing comprehension tests can be calibrated on the same metric,
without reference to the performance of actual readers . The
only reference required is the Lexile equation .

A . Jackson Stenner & Ivan Horabin
28 Stoneridge Circle, Durham, NC 27705

`Applying the Rasch model in test development gives us new versions of the old statistics .
These new statistics contain all of the old familiar information, but in a form which solves
most ofthe measurement problems that have always beset traditional test construction" (Wright
and Stone 1979: 24) .

Wright, Benjamin D. and Mark Stone . 1979 . Best Test Design . Chicago : MESA Press .
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Where Do
Dimensions
Come From?

Physicists are in no doubt about how they think of the
world about them: "It seems inevitable that we should speak
in terms of some definite theoretical model of the world of
experience . There appears, however, to be no meaning in sup-
posing there to exist a unique final model that we are trying to
discover. We construct a model, we do not discover it"
(McCrea 1983, p . 211) . The idea of length is a theoretical
model for an attribute of an object . Length does not exist on
its own in nature, we invented it because it suits our purposes .

The idea of length is operationalized by means of de-
vices such as rulers . Rulers are always imperfect representa-
tions of the idea of length . They are inaccurate and imprecise,
but we use them because they are good enough for our pur-
poses . Ofcourse, every length-measuring process must be regu-
lated to insure that the resulting number fits with our idea of
length . Bending, breaking, or otherwise misapplying the ruler
still produces numbers, but not numbers that fit our idea of
length .

Length is apparent to us because it is visible, but what
about temperature? We want to think about heat in the same
way we think about length, as linear quantities . But we don't
see heat in this way. Consequently we convert heat to length,
or length-like numbers, by thermometers . Now we can think
about and manipulate temperature in just the same way that
we do length . Representation of abstract ideas requires visu-
alization : rulers meet our need to think in a well-controlled,
uniform way.

Educational tests must operate in the same way, if we
want to make sense of them . We use our imaginations to in-
vent a construct, math ability, that suits our purposes . This
construct is our dimension. We express it in terms of an ab-
stract item hierarchy : addition, substraction, multiplication,
division . We operationalize it in a math test . But is this di-
mension useful?

We discover whether our invented dimension, our con-
struct, has any meaning and utility beyond our own imagina-
tion by looking for confirmation and contradiction of our in
tentions . We analyze the responses to our test . Do the item
difficulties correspond with our intended hierarchy? Do indi-
vidual items maintain their locations, i .e ., do they fit? Are
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Are "dimensions" facts of nature wait-
ing to be discovered, or are they artifacts
ofour imagination waiting to be invented?

noticeably different persons positioned at noticeably different
locations on the dimension, i .e ., separated, in a way that suits
our purposes? Contradictions and deficiencies lead us to re-
express our construct and revise our operationalization of it.
Perhaps it would be more useful for our purposes for addition,
substraction, multiplication, and division each to have its own
dimension, but that would lead to four measures . We must
choose : Are four measures more useful or more confusing than
one? Theory can't answer this, only practice can . If we have
only one decision to make, then we want only one measure to
base it on . If that one decision is actually a series of smaller
decisions, then for each of those we want only one measure .
Discovering that an individual's height is multidimensional
with head dimension, torso dimension, and leg dimension is of
no help, and so ignored for most purposes involving subject
heights .

We know that perfection in conceptualization and
operationalization will never be reached . A yardstick is not
perfectly unidimensional, nor perfectly precise, nor perfectly
accurate . But it is good enough for our purposes . So the ruler
we construct from test responses falls short in just the same
way. In both cases, we maintain the meaning of our dimen-
sion by careful use and maintenance of the ruler. We screen
out and investigate errant measurements, misapplications, in-
consistent results, and warped test instruments . We insist that
only measures in useful accord with our invented dimension
have the meaning we impute to the numbers . If no such mea-
sures are found, our dimension is useless, however conceptu-
ally sound it may be . If such measures are found, then they
and only they suit our purposes, and the dimension is useful,
however unrefined it may be .

Further thought and investigation will always reveal that
our current idea of any dimension, "length," "temperature,"
"math ability" is deficient, and its operationalization by our
ruler is defective . Progress requires that we be prepared to
base our actions on what we can usefully achieve now, rather
than on the perfection of the infinitely distant future :

Ben Wright
WH. McCrea (1983) Introductory Remarks. Phil . Trans . R. Soc . Lond .

A.310:211-213 .
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"In our studies, we found that every flow
activity. : . provides a sense of discovery, a
creative feeling of transporting the person

into a new reality."
(Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, The Psychology of Optimal

Experience, Harper & Row, 1990 p.74)
Csikszentmihalyi describes how human activities often

comprise two opposing components, which in the Diagram are
characterized as Challenges and Skills . So long as the level of
challenge facing the player of a game is in rough accord with
the level of the player's skill, then the player will experience a
"sense of discovery," or even a "previously undreamed-of state
of consciousness" - that is flow . But as the player's skill in-
creases, the player will grow bored . Or when the challenge of
the game increases too far beyond the player's skill, frustration
will set in . Both boredom and frustration inhibit the flow ex-
perience . The motivation towards enjoyment provokes one
to desire to balance challenge with skill, and so to induce flow.

Tailored testing can take advantage of the phenomenon
of flow to make the testing experience pleasurable and to im-
prove individual performance . Well-targeted items will make
the testing situation less irksome, perhaps even enjoyable!
Targeting removes items that are too hard, so inducing anxi-
ety, and those that are too easy, so inducing boredom . Psycho-
metrically, the better the match between the item's difficulty
and the test-taker's ability, the greater the likelihood that the
situation will produce accurate measures . After a test that
successfully matches item difficulties with test-taker ability, test-
takers can leave feeling content that their optimum perfor-
mance levels have been demonstrated, and test constructors
can count on accurate measures . A flow experience for all!

Craig Deville, Ohio State University
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"Flow" as a
Testing Ideal

A Savvy
Test-taker.

Thomas O'Neil

In 1996, I decided to sit for the GRE. Working for a com-
pany that creates and administers several computer-adaptive
tests, I knew adaptive tests were usually less grueling than the
pencil and paper variety. Being human, I also wondered if there
was some way to exploit the adaptive nature of the test . I read
in the ETS brochure that there is a minimum number of ques-
tions that had to be answered in order to receive a score . This
seemed to me to be an opportunity to control when the test
stopped . I decided that I would do my best on each subtest up
to the minimum number ofquestions . Thereafter, I would take
my time, endeavoring to answer all the questions correctly,
but if I was uncertain of the answer, I would stop and wait for
time to run out . When I actually took the test, I found myself
faced with this situation only once .

I thought that this strategy would help me because all
adaptive tests are based on some type of latent trait theory.
Usually, the ability estimate is the log of an odds ratio (right
over wrong) . My thinking was that I wanted to increase the
numerator (number correct) without increasing the denomi-
nator (number wrong) . Provided there was no penalty after
answering the designated minimum number ofitems and pro-
vided that I could accurately predict whether I answered a
question right or wrong, this strategy should have given me a
slight advantage .

As expected, I did reasonably well on the test, but I still
wonder what difference the test-taking strategy really made, if
any. I have run some simulations using other data sets and found
some slight mean increases, but I still don't know what differ-
ence it made for me . The experience caused me to think about
the role of time in a test and the treatment of incomplete test
records in a variety of situations . There has been a great deal
of concern about the opportunity to "cheat" on adaptive tests
by manipulating responses so the algorithm is more favorable
to the examinee . Having attempted a test-taking strategy that
was supposed to produce more favorable results, I still have no
way of knowing if it worked, or if I would have earned the
same score having taken the rest ofthe test . Obviously, I'll never
know, unless ETS asks me to take a complete test, but indicate
where I would stop using this strategy and then compare the
two scores. Anyhow, I prefer to think that my score is a reflec-
tion of my scholastic achievement rather than my ability to
devise a "cunning" strategy.
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What is the "Right"
Test Length?

The "right" test length is more folklore and accident than in-
tention . Anastasi assures us that "other things being equal, the longer
a test, the more reliable it will be ." Unfortunately "other things" are
never equal. Nunnally mandates that for "settings where important
decisions are made with respect to specific test scores, a reliability of
.90 is the minimum that should be tolerated." Unfortunately he
does not explain how to determine the test length that gets a .90.
That's because reliability is an awkward amalgam ofthe length and
targeting of the test, and'the spread of the examinees who happen to
take this test .

What's wrong with a one-item test?
1) Content Validity

To be useful a test must implement the one intended
dimension. We assert our singular intention through the for-
mulation of test items. But each item, in all its reality, inevita
bly invokes many dimensions . No matter how carefully con-
structed, the single item will be answered correctly (or incor-
rectly) for numerous reasons. The unidimensional intention
ofa test only emerges when this intention is successfully repli-
cated by essentially identical, yet specifically unique test items.
Whether an item requiring Jack and Jill to climb a hill con-
tributes to test score as a reading, physics, or social studies item
depends on the other items in the test .
2) Construct Validity

The various items in a useful test replicate our singular
intention sufficiently to evoke singular manifestations we can
count on to bring out the one dimension we seek to measure.
Arithmetic addition is usually intended to be easier than mul-
tiplication . We could write hard multiple-digit additions that
would be more difficult to answer than simple single-digit
multiplications. But such a test would not realize our inten-
tion to measure increasing arithmetic skill in an orderly and
easy-to-use way. Once we have successfully implemented our
construct, the qualifying items define our variable, and their
calibrations provide its metric benchmarks .
3) Fit

A useful test gives examinees repeated opportunity to
demonstrate proficiency. An examinee mayguess, make a care-
less error, or have unusual knowledge. One, two, or even three
items provide too little evidence . We need enough replica-
tions along our one dimension to resolve any doubts about
examinee performances . As doubts are resolved, the relevance
of each response to our understanding ofeach examinee's per-
formance becomes clear. We can focus attention on the re-
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sponses that contribute to examinee measurement, reserving
irrelevant responses (guesses, scanning errors, etc.) for quali-
tative investigation.

4) Precision
Auseful test must measure precisely enough to meet its

purpose. The logic precision (standard error) ofan examinee's
measure falls in a narrow range for a test of L items:

	

2/ L <
SEM < 3/ L. Doubling precision (halving the standard error)
requires four times the items. The placement of examinee
measures and confidence intervals (±SEM) on the calibrated
variable shows us immediately whether the test has provided
enough precision for the decisions we need to make .

When there is a criterion point, it is inevitable that some
measures will be close enough (less than 2 SEM) to leave doubt
whether the examinee has passed or failed . In these cases, an
honest, but statistically arbitrary, pass-fail decision may have
to be made. There is no statistical solution. Increasing the
number of items increases test precision, but we always reach
a point at which we no longer believe the added precision . If
your bathroom scale reports your weight to the nearest pound,
you could weigh yourself 1000 times and get an estimate of
your weight to within an ounce. But youwould not believe it .
Your weight varies more than an ounce and, indeed, more than
a pound over the course of a day.

So what is the "right" test length?
1) Enough items to clarify the test's intention and rep-

licate out a unidimensional variable .
2) Enough person responses to each item to confirm

item validity and provide a calibrated definition of the vari-
able .

3) Enough item responses by each examinee to validate
the relevance of this examinee's performance.

4) Enough responses by each examinee to enable pre-
cise-enough inferences for the decisions for which the test was
constructed and administered .

	

Ben Wright
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Cross-Language Test Equating
Richard W. Woodcock, Ph.D. and Ana

How can performance levels in different languages be
compared? Here are the steps we used to equate four tests,
each developed to measure one offour skills (vocabulary, analo
gies, reading, and writing) in one language (English), to four
similar tests in a second language (Spanish) for the Woodcock-
Munoz Language Surveys (Chicago: Riverside, 1993) .

Step 1 . Develop a bank of English items for each of
the four skill areas .

Step 2. Rasch analyze the responses ofsubjects (6,359,
ages 2 to 95) to establish the scale underlying each of the four
banks of English items . Discard misfitting items .

Step 3 . Compute norm measure tables of typical En-
glish language performance at different educational levels, ages,
etc .

Step 4. Select sets of items for the four published En-
glish tests from their respective banks . Compute a raw score-
to-measure table for each test for field use .

Step 5. Identify a subset ofitems covering the full dif-
ficulty range from "easy" to "difficult" in each English test and
translate into Spanish . Verify that each English item has a
reasonably direct counterpart in Spanish, e .g ., authority/
autoridad . (Though translated from English items of known
difficulty, the difficulty of the Spanish items is still unknown.)

Step 6. Develop item banks for the four Spanish tests .
Imbed in each bank of Spanish items the set of equating items
translated from English .

Step 7. Rasch analyze the responses of Spanish speak-
ers from outside the USA (1,200) and Spanish speakers from
within the USA (800, pre-school to university graduate). Es-
tablish item difficulties for each Spanish item bank .

Step 8. Plot the English and Spanish difficulties for
equivalent items for each skill area . Do not expect perfect
agreement between the two sets ofcalibrations, because there
are language-related differences for specific item content .
Evaluate outliers from the best fit line for exclusion from the
set ofequating items. (This step verifies success in construct-
ing comparable English- and Spanish-language variables .)

Step 9. Select items for the published versions of the
Spanish tests . Compute a raw score-to-Spanish measure table
for each test .
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Step 10. Compute means (M. for English and M' for
Spanish) and standard deviations (Se for English and S s for
Spanish) of the English and Spanish equating item calibra-
tions for each pair of tests .

Step 11. Equate each Spanish measure, B 5, to the scale
of English measures, with value B . .

Step 12. Construct a raw score to English equated
measure table for each Spanish test, so that an examiner using
the Spanish tests on native Spanish-speaking subjects can use
the English equated measures to identify in the English lan-
guage norm tables the typical performance levels for native
English speakers of equivalent language competency.

Richard W Woodcock
University of Virginia

Ana Munoz-Sandoval
Measurement/Learning/Consultants
Box 161
Tolovana Park, OR 97145

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
"Individual-centered statistical techniques

require models in which each individual is char-

acterized separately and from which, given ad

equate data, the individual parameters can be

estimated. It is further essential that compari-

sons between individuals become independent of

which particular instruments-tests or items or

other stimuli-within the class considered have

been used . Symmetrically, it ought to be possible

to compare stimuli belonging to the same class -

`measuring the same thing'- independent ofwhich
particular individuals within a class considered

were instrumental for the comparison."
Rasch, G. (1960) . Probabilistic models for

some intelligence and attainment tests (reprint,

with Foreword andAfterword by B. D. Wright)

Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980, p.

xx .
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No gain by
cheating

CAT and TestooWiseness
When first introduced, MCQ tests were thought immune to test-taking strategy.

We were soon disillusioned . Now computer-adaptive (CAT) tests are thought to be im-
mune, but this time test constructors are alert . A tempting strategy is to deliberately fail
the first CAT items, in order to solicit easier items from then on . This will produce an
artificially high success rate and, perhaps, a higher measure than would have otherwise
been obtained .

Gershon and Bergstrom (1995) consid-
ered this strategy under the best possible con-
ditions for the potential cheater: a CAT test
which allows an examinee to review and
cliange any responses . This type of examinee-
friendly CAT is already used in high-stakes
tests and will rapidly spread, once CAT fair-
ness becomes a priority.

Consider an extreme case in which an
examinee deliberately fails all 30 items of a
30-item CAT test . After these 30 items, the
algorithm would assign that examinee a mini-
mum measure . But then, at the last moment,
the examinee reviews all 30 items, most of
which are very easy, and corrects all the re-
sponses. What happens?

The Plot of obtained versus real ability
shows the answer. When real ability is high,
all items will end up correct . But they are
easy items, so the obtained ability will not be
so high . Cheaters with high real abilities will
invariably lose . It turns out that, at best, lower
ability cheaters can obtain no more than an
extra .2 logits beyond their real ability. Usu-

Cheaters win
only when
solid line exceeds
dotted line
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ally even these cheaters lose because, if they
make just one slip, their obtained ability will

Real Ability on 30 Item CAT Test_

	

be lower than their real ability. And now there
may no longer be the opportunity to take more
items to recover from that mistake, as there

would be during normal CAT test administration . Should cheaters accidently exit with-
out making corrections, they could lose 8 or more logits .

Under the most favorable circumstances this strategy can only help the examinee
minutely, and even that at the risk of disaster.

A word to wise examinees:
Do not attempt this method of cheating!

Richard Gershon, Ph.D & Betty Bergstrom, Ph.D.
Computer Adaptive Technologies, Inc .

Gershon R, Bergstrom B (1995) Does cheating on CAT pay : NOT!.
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Web-Enhanced Testing
Q: What is "Web-enhanced testing?"

A:

	

The term "Web-enhanced testing" encompasses any
aspectoftesting-building, registration, delivery, administration,
and scoring that is facilitated by use of the Internet, a public
HTML standards-based network/communications system.

Q: What types of tests
are appropriate
for Web delivery?

A: Technologically, any
test, such as certification,
performance, skill assess-
ment, or self-evaluation,
can be delivered via the
Web. The University of
Washington and the Uni-
versity of Wyoming conduct
their entire distance-learning pro-
grams over the Web . "Web Univer-
sity," as it's called, contains a system
builder, an administration builder, reg-
istration builder, a syllabus builder, and
a courseware builder. Students register
over the Web and "attend classes" by
downloading notes and participating in
listservs and discussion groups and e-mail
homework . They must go to designated test-
ing centers on campus to take proctored tests,
however.

Today only non-proctored tests are appropriate for ad-
ministration through the Web. At this time, identity verifica-
tion is difficult through the Internet, though WebCams and
retinal scanners may make this less of an issue in the future .
Until then a human proctor is necessary to ensure the integ-
rity of high-stakes tests .

Internet traffic, i .e ., the volume and time differential of
Web use, also impacts the type of test mounted. Low stakes or
practice examinations are less likely to be overly faulted than
more complex tests when the Web is running slowly. Though
inconvenienced, examinees will not be severely affected.
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By Richard C. Gershon, Ph.D .

Q: What about Web security?

A: Tests delivered through the Web can have more protec-
tion than tests passed out by hand and guarded by the human
eye . Paper tests must be shipped and stored in advance of a

testing session and ultimately
physically destroyed to en-
sure that copies are not
"appropriated" for illicit
purposes . Web-delivered
tests, however, can be
produced in multiple
formats at the moment
of distribution .

The Internet
was initially de-
signed by the military
as a reasonably secure
communications
channel that could
survive nuclear attack.
Its security comes from
its "packet-switching"
system. The Internet
transmits information in
packets of bytes that
travel through a number of
servers before reaching
their final destination .
While Packet A may go
through computers in
Sydney, Tokyo, Moscow, and

Tel Aviv before reaching its destination in Madrid, Packet B
will take an entirely different route to get to the same place .
Once the packet reaches its destination, the route can be
traced . But the routes of subsequent packets - even from the
same transmission - cannot be designated or predicted be-
forehand.

The security of the CATGlobal(tm) Testing Network,
CAT, Inc .'s international channel of test centers, is based on
this packet-switching system. To further enhance security,
packets transmitted through this network are encrypted to such
a degree that only the National Security Administration can
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Q: How does Web-enhanced testing work?

A: The host computer (which holds the test items) sends
the test to the destination computer (which administers the
test) at the testing center and intermediary computers (which
transmit the information along the way) communicate with
each other through a browser, such as Netscape Navigator or
Microsoft Internet Explorer. Browsers interpret universal
HTML standards, and so the type of host, destination, and
intermediary computer clients, whether Macintosh or PC, are
irrelevant . Likewise, operating systems-Windows, MacOS,
Unix, OS2/Warp, etc.-are equally unimportant . As a result,
any person with an Internet connection can access a test site
on the Web .

In traditional Web-enhanced testing, test questions are
delivered in real time, subject to the limitations ofthe Internet's
low bandwidth, i .e ., the narrowness of the tube that data can
flow through . This method of delivery currently can result in
delays between items and the slow appearance of graphics .

In this regard the CATGlobal(tm) Testing Network takes
a different approach to using the Web for test delivery. In this
case complete tests are sent electronically to a proctored test
center (or anywhere a test is needed) . The test is taken locally
and does not require continuous Web access . Therefore it is
not subject to the unpredictability of the Internet .

break the code .
New test types make content theft impossible . For ex-

ample, the item bank of a properly designed computerized adap-
tive test may contain several thousand items, of which indi
vidual examinees are exposed only to a small fraction during
each test. Similarly, a live-application test requires an exam-
inee to perform an actual task - a process which is fairly im-
mune to most security concerns . If you can do it, you pass . If
you can't do it, you don't!

Q: Where can it take us?

A: With Web-enhanced testing, examinees have the free-
dom to register for tests online, at any time of the day by log-
ging into a particular Web site . Registration takes minutes,
not hours or days . Paperwork will not get lost in the mail and
test candidates do not need to register in person at the testing
center. Because the Web delivers tests in seconds, tests can be
offered daily, registration can be immediate, and recipients and
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sponsors can receive score reports in real time .
The use of the computer as a mechanism for test deliv-

ery allows the testing of virtually any skill through myriad
modalities, including live-application and simulation-type
tests, and computerized adaptive testing (CAT) .

The greatest advantage of any type of Web-enhanced
testing scenario is the ability to deliver the latest tests and re-
turn the results in the least amount of time at minimal cost .
Should a test developer change a test in the morning, it can be
updated for the very next test taker. And when the test is
complete, results are returned to the sponsor immediately.

Richard C. Gershon is President and CEO of Computer
Adaptive Technologies, Inc ., a leading provider of computer-
based solutions to testing and survey organizations worldwide .

Special thanks to Laini Wolman, Technical Editor at
CAT, Inc., who contributed to this article .

Richard C . Gershon, Ph.D.
President, CEO, and founder ofCAT, Inc .
Dr. Gershon has beenaleader in testingand testing automation for over

16 years . He has published articles and presented papers nationally andinterna-
tionally on a wide range of testing issues .

He has served as a program chair and discussant for conferences across
the globe . Dr. Gershon holds numerous copyrights for software algorithms used
in the testing automation process . He is the former Director of the Northwest
ern University Testing Center and continues to serve as anadjunct faculty mem-
ber.
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"What the human sciences require for

more dramatic progress [is] not simply more
data (ofthe same kind), as so many empiri-
cists have stated, but new instrumentation
for obtaining data, or reasonable theoretical
restrictions of data domain so that more ex-
haustive explanatory possibilities can be
tried." Ackermann, John R . Data, instru-
ments, andtheory : a dialectical approach to
understanding science. Princeton, NewJer-
sey: Princeton University Press, 1985, p.
169.
MMMMMMMMMMMMMM
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How Good Was
Bobby Fischer In 1992 .7

In 1992, former world chess champions Bobby Fischer and Boris Spassky met in a
grudge match to finally answer the question, "Who is the better player?" They previ-
ously met in single combat . Fischer defeated Spassky to become world chess champion .
But the match was more an exhibition of gamesmanship than chess . Fischer retired
from competitive chess shortly afterwards .

In 1992, they met again. Once more Fischer prevailed with 10 wins, 5 losses, and
15 draws in 30 chess games . Fischer was no longer internationally ranked, but Spassky's
proficiency was deemed to be 2560 international master points . World champion Gary
Kasparov was then rated at 2780 master points . How would Fischer have fared against
Kasparov?

The proficiency of the leading international players in 1992 can be
ascertained from their performance in the top ten tournaments reported
in Chess Informant . In most tournaments, 10 or 12 players participated,
each playing all others present . The result of each match was recorded, as
well as the international ELO points standing of each player according to
their career performance . In these tournaments there were 88 different
players, with 40 different international standings . Neither Fischer, Spassky,
nor Kasparov participated.

The outcome of each encounter between two players was entered as
a paired comparison into a data file for analysis by the Facets computer
program . The players were identified by their international standings, so
that the measure corresponding to each international standing could be
estimated from a many-facet Rasch analysis of player performance . Re-
sults are shown in Figure 1 . Each "X" in the figure corresponds to one of
the 88 tournament players . The most proficient player in the tournaments
was Anatoli Karpov with a standing of2715 . His measure was 5.41ogits, relative to the
overall mean performance level of the 88 players which was set at 3.0 logits.

The diagonal line in Figure 1 is the best-fit line between the inter-
national standings and the logit measures. Its slope is 66 international
standing points per logit . From this plot, Spassky's 2650 standing would
give him an expected measure of 3.41ogits . Kasparov's 2780 corresponds
to 6.7 logits . Figure 2 plots match outcomes conceptualized as rating scale
categories (win, draw, loss), based on the performances of the 88 tourna-
ment players . Fischer's raw score of 171/2 against Spassky's 121/2 places
him as .5 logits more proficient than Spassky, i .e ., at 3 .9 logits . Thus
Fischer's estimated international standing is 34 better at 2594 points .

Figure 2 would predict Fischer's outcome in a 30-game match to be
8 wins, 19 draws and 3 losses = 171/2 . This is reassuringly close to the
observed outcome of 10 wins, 15 draws, and 5 losses . This relative lack of
draws by Spassky and Fischer may be explained by players being more ready
to agree to draws in tournaments when the overall winner is no longer in
doubt .

World champion Kasparov had a standing of2780. This is 2.81ogits
above Fischer's estimated 2615. Fischer's performance against Kasparov can be pre-
dicted from Figure 2 . The results of a 30-game match would be 5 draws and 25 losses
for Fischer without any wins! Nevertheless, Fischer could be proud. Despite his almost
20-year absence from tournament play, Figure 1 shows that his performance would
place him among the top twenty of these tournament players
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John Michael Linacre, Ph.D.

Figure 1 . Measures and interna-
tional standings of 88 leading
chess players .

Relative Chess Proficiency (Logits)

Figure 2. Probability of match
outcomes.



With the emphasis on who is truly
the best increasingly debated, outcomes
measurement has finally made its way
to sports performance . Many potential
applications of outcomes analysis are
available : baseball players, college sports
polls, competitive figure skating, and
almost anything related to sports that
currently is evaluated . Some ofthe more
complicated problems may take years of
research to arrive at a complete answer,
while others, much less difficult, can be
analyzed quite simply.

Of all sports measurement prob-
lems, those presented by the game ofgolf
are probably the easiest to solve due to
its scoring method . This FACETS
analysis is ofthe hole-by-hole scoring of
the 1990 United States Open at Medinah Country Club,
Medinah, IL in August, as reported by the United States Golf
Association (USGA) . These data were collected over the four-
day tournament as the players turned in their score cards .

Table 1 shows the players in order of ability in this par-
ticular championship . The winner, Hale Irwin, is at the top,

Table 1 - Persons Measurement Report
-------------------------------------
I Measure Error Persons

	

I
-------------------------------------
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Objective Analysis
Of Golf

Patrick Fisher, M.A.

but he finished regulation play in a tie
with Mike Donald . Irwin won in a sub-
sequent sudden-death playoff, after fin-
ishing in another tie following an 18-
hole playoff round .

Table 2 shows the days in order of
difficulty to achieve a good score from
the hardest, Sunday, to the easiest, Fri
day. In theory, the difficulty order of the
days would be Sunday, then Saturday,
Friday, and Thursday as the easiest . Sun-
day should be the most difficult day be-
cause psychological pressure is most in-
tense on' the final day of scoring, when
tournament ends and the championship
is decided . This analysis shows that
theory to be essentially correct . Thurs-
day and Friday were misordered, but only

slightly, as their mea-
sures were only .03
apart . As expected,
this analysis shows Sun-
day the most difficult
day by a significant
margin .

Table 3 shows the holes in measure order from the hard-
est hole on which to achieve a low (good) score to the easiest .
Holes 12 and 16 were
hardest to get scores
under par, and Holes
14 and 5 were easiest
on which to score
well . Reliability is
very good for the holes
calibrations (bottom
of Table 3, .92) . This
table provides useful
data for golf course
operators wanting to
handicap this course
fairly for non-champi-
onship use .

Table 2 - Day Measurement Report
---------------------------

I Measure Error I DAY

	

/

I 0 .28 0.05 1 Sunday IHARDSST
I -0.01 0.05 I Saturday I

1 -0.12 0.05 I Thursday I

1 -0.15 0.05 I Friday IRASI=ST
-- ------------------- - ---

Reliability 0 .92

Table 3 - Holes Measurement Report
-----------------------------

I Measure Error I Holes

	

I
----------------------------

-----------------------------

Reliability 0 .92

HARDXST

ZASISST
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I 0 .56 0.09 1 Hole 16
I 0.49 0.10 I Hole 12
I 0 .32 0.10 I Hole 18
/ 0 .29 0.10 I Hole 6
I 0 .28 0.10 I Hole 9
1 0 .27 0.10 I Hole 4
I 0 .22 0.10 I Hole 17
I 0 .12 0 .10 1 Hole 15
/ 0 .02 0.10 1 Hole 2
I 0 .00 0.10 I Hole 8
/ -0 .04 0 .10 I Hole 3
I -0 .04 0 .10 I H01e 13
/ -0 .13 0 .10 I Hole I
I -0 .15 0 .10 I Hole 7
/ -0 .34 0 .10 I Hole 10
I -0 .37 0 .10 I Hole 11
/ -0 .70 0 .10 i Hole 14
I -0 .80 0 .10 1 Hole 5

0 .46 0 .20 I Hale Irwin /B=ST
0 .46 0 .20 I Mike Donald 1
0 .38 0 .20 1 Nick Faldo I
0 .38 0.20 I Billy Ray Brown I

0 .34 0 .20 I Mark Brooks I

0 .30 0 .20 I Greg Norman I

0 .30 0 .20 I Tim Simpson 1
0 .30 0 .20 I Steve Jones I

0 .30 0 .20 I Scott Hoch I
0 .26 0 .20 I Craig Stadler I
0 .26 0 .20 I Tom Sieckmann I

0 .26 0 .20 I Jose M . Olazabal I
0 .26 0 .20 I Fuzzy Zoeller 1

0 .26 0 .20 I John Inman 1
-0 .10 0 .19 I Tom Kite I
-0 .10 0 .19 I Blaine McCallister I
-0 .10 0 .19 I David Duval I
-0 .13 0 .19 I Bob Gilder I
-0 .16 0 .19 1 Scott Verplank I

-0 .19 0 .19 1 Ronan Rafferty I
-0 .23 0 .19 1 Robert Gamez /
-0 .26 0 .19 I David Graham I
-0 .29 0 .19 1 Howard Twitty I
-0 .33 0 .19 I Brad Faxon I
-0 .53 0 .18 1 Michael E . Smith /
-0 .59 0 .18 I Randy Wylie 111DRST
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In Table 4, the bolded portion demonstrates the effect
performance pressure had on two players. Brad Faxon and Ian
Woosnam both shot the same score on the same hole, but on
different days . Faxon shot a 3 over par 6 on Sunday, the most
difficult day, while Woosnam shot the same on Friday, one of
the two easiest days . However, the table shows Faxon with a
standardized residual ofthree and Woosnam with a five . Thus,
Woosnam's performance was more unexpected, more of a sur-
prise than was Faxon's . There are two reasons for this differ-
ence . First, Faxon placed second from last (13-over par) ; so a
bad score would have been more expected from him than from
Woosnam. Second, Faxon shot this on Sunday, the day bad
scores were expected more frequently than any other day.

Table 4 - Mistitting ratings
------------------------------------------------
IStResl DAY

	

Persons

	

Holes I
------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------

On each of the four tournament days, the pin place-
ment is changed on each green . This is to prevent the players
from becoming too familiar with each hole and increasing their
knowledge of how best to play the hole . It is done at the dis-
cretion of tournament officials ; however, there are no daily
increments to make one day harder than another. In a pre-
Open article in "Golf Magazine" (Golf, June 1990, pp . 114-
124), Curtis Strange, two-time defending champion ofthe U.S .
Open, identified five holes which "will play a part in deciding
who wins the Open." From this statement we may surmise
that these are the most difficult holes in the tournament. He
chose Holes 4, 7, 12, 13, and 16 . On the FACETS analysis,
Holes 12 and 16 came up to be the most difficult. Thus, Strange
had predicted only two out of the top five "hardest" holes to
play.

However, when looking at actual scores, Strange's fore-
cast was correct to some extent . The second and third place
finishers, Mike Donald and Nick Faldo, respectively, both shot
a bogey on Hole 16 on Sunday that would have given Donald
the championship and Faldo would have qualified for the play-
off with Donald and Irwin . On the other hand, tournament
champion Hale Irwin parred Holes 4 and 16 and scored bird-
ies the other three holes on Sunday. He shot 5-under for the
day, which set him up for the opportunity to win the playoff.
Five-under par was the second lowest score over the four days .
Thus, Strange was partially correct about his selected group of
five holes that would "play a part" in the decision of the win-
ner.

This analysis is simple, but a more detailed analysis is
possible . Each golf stroke results in a task done correctly or
incorrectly, (e .g., in the fairway or not) . Certainly there are
varying degrees of "correctness" - but those that digress also
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vary for each player, given the different skills each pos-
sesses . Long hitters such as John Daly, Fred Couples,
and Tiger Woods would have more room for error
than a
player
with the
different
skill, for
instance,
ofCalvin
Peete. He
hits the ball
short, but accu-
rately. By contrast,
long hitters such as Daly,
Couples, and Woods are
lower in accuracy. They
can overcome an errant
shot with their length on
the next shot . Peete is
the PGA Tour's record
holder for driving ac-
curacy for a season,
hitting 84.6% offair-
ways played in 1982 .
A simple dichotomy
will suffice for driv-
ing accuracy as well
as the other statis-
tical categories in
golf. Currently, sta-
tistics in golf are per
centages of driving accu-
racy, greens in regulation,
and saves. These factors and a few more have an impact on
the score earned on each hole . These factors in golf could be
analyzed to provide a more comprehensive diagnostic view of
players' areas ofweakness and strength.

This kind of analysis can be helpful to golf course ad-
ministrators and players . The players could learn more defini-
tively where their weaknesses lie (driving, the short game, put
ting) and learn how the layout of the course can affect their
play. Course officials could be provided with more accurate
and detailed data on difficulties of holes existing, or planned
for. Such analyses could assist architects in the design of fu-
ture courses .

Patrick B. Fisher, MA
Mr. Fisher earned his Master's from The University ofChicago in 1993 .

His field of study was Measurement, Evaluation, and Statistical Analysis focus-
ingon sports performance measurement . His Master's paper was on measuring
baseball performance . Mr. Fisher is currently employed by the Rehabilitation
Institute of Chicago in the Rehabilitation Services Evaluation Unit as a Pro-
gram Evaluator & Statistician . He is the proud papa of Bradley Patrick and
BrandonMichael born on October 10, 1997 . E-mail: p-fisher@nwu .edu .
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3 Thursday Jose Maria olazabal Hole 17 I
3 Saturday John Huston Hole 17 i
4 Saturday Scott Simpson Hole 17 i
s Friday Ian lloonnan Hole 17 I
3 Saturday Ian Woosnam Hole 17 I
2 Sunday Chip Beck Hole 17 I
2 Sunday Andy North Hole 17 I
2 Sunday Lanny Wadkins Hole 17 I
3 Sunday Brad Faxon Hole 17 I



Assessment:
What is it? Why do we need it? How do we use it?

What Is It?
It is the purpose of the assessment process to develop a

tool or measurement device which, when applied, evaluates
what we are intending to assess . This circular-sounding de
scription can be reduced to : a test tests what the test intends
to test . Or, assessment assesses what the assessment procedure
intends to assess . Therein lies the problem with the assessment
process . Many schools, departments, and instructors don't know
what they want to assess .

A survey by Ellen Hay, reported in "A National Survey
of Assessment Trends in Communication Departments," July,
1992, Communication Education, indicated that only a third
of these departments defined goals and objectives for them-
selves . This means they have no clear goal attainment to as-
sess . In addition, many instructors develop courses with no clear
specific learning and expectancy goals . Many of those same
instructors lack any test and measurement courses or experi-
ences, and so do not have the slightest idea ofhow to develop
assessment tools.

So, we have a problem . Many ofour colleagues start with
an unclear purpose and then find themselves unable to work
toward accomplishing that unclear purpose . Even when they
have a clear purpose and the will to accomplish it, they may
not know how to set up a procedure to assess that purpose .

In our field, we are expected to add the burden of eval-
uating skills and concepts which, in many instances, we can-
not prove work . In public communication, for example, why is
it that student evaluation of "the best" or an "A" speech often
does not correlate with ours? Why is there no absolute winner
in speech contests? And why couldn't Bob Dole's speech advi-
sors for the 1996 Presidential campaign "make" his speeches
work?

Group discussion is another example . How is it that a
group refusing to follow an agenda we have made them de-
velop is still able to complete the task? And, finally, we need
to consider the ethical dimensions in the evaluation of com-
munication . Can we accurately evaluate human acts? Perhaps
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Assessment is one of those concepts that sounds simple until it is time to design
and use an assessment instrument . In order to discuss it, we might ask of the
process: What is it? Why do we need it? And how do we use it?

Roy Berko, D.Ed. & Linda Webster, Ph.D.

it is worth considering that the human tendency toward sub-
jectivity rather than objectivity might get in the way of evalu-
ating communication behaviors . Even more profound, how
does one determine the benchmarks for the evaluation? Do
we use grading forms that may judge the skills that students
brought with them rather than those skills learned in class?

Two students in gym class are required to shoot seven
out of ten baskets to pass the class . One student has played
basketball for manyyears and consistently "hits" seven or more
baskets from the first day of class . The other student has never
played the game and shoots only one or two baskets on an
infrequent basis at the beginning of the basketball unit . But
this student became more consistent and accurate by the time
the coach was ready to grade their performance. The more
proficient young man hit his usual seven baskets and earned
his passing grade . The less proficient young man made five of
his ten baskets and failed the class . Now, if you were grading
on improvement or mastery based on what was taught, how
would you rate the second young man?

Can grading forms used this way be an accurate tool?
What will it take to come up with inter-rater reliability? Are
the questions on the grading form the essence of the real dis-
play of effectiveness of learning?

Why Do We Need It?
One ofthe obvious reasons for needing assessment is that

teachers have to give grades . Coupled with the semester-end
assessment in the classroom is the pressure for performance
testing at all academic levels from state legislatures and De-
partments of Education . Many institutions are moving toward
individual exit competencies for their majors including
capstone courses, testing, and portfolios .

Additional pressure comes for outcomes-oriented teach-
ing assessment at the collegiate level brought by accreditation
agencies . For example, southern collegiate institutions must
graduate communicatively competent students, though no
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definition is included as to what that means .
Beyond assessing the individual student is the move to-

ward assessing whether our departments, schools, and programs
are fulfilling their missions, a particularly tough assignment for
those schools without mission statements . Then there are the
"housekeeping" roles of assessment, such as proficiency test-
ing for waiver credit and placement testing for communica-
tion courses.

Our greatest need is to prove that our courses are accom-
plishing their objectives . The Hay study, "A National Survey
of Assessment Trends in Communication Departments," indi
cated that 66% of the institutions in the survey included "com-
munication skills" in their general education requirements, and
assessment was used to prove that learning had taken place .
How? 83% indicated that by passing the communication re-
quirement, a course or courses, the students had proven that
they were competent. The other 17% required their students
to pass a specific performance or test .

Some schools like Radford and Hamline University are
more specific, requiring that students demonstrate their com-
munication proficiency in a variety of contexts over an ex
tended period oftime . Other institutions, such as Golden West
College, go further by having laboratories where students are
required to prove their skills and knowledge through a series
of performance activities.

We also need to prove to accrediting agencies that the
school/program is reaching its required goals and to certify that
their majors have learned the necessary materials and have
developed the required skills in the completed courses.
The Hay study also indicated that constituents from other fields
have an interest in the development of oral communication
assessment . It was found that 49% ofthe states require teacher
education programs to include an oral communication com-

ponent . It is interesting to note that one of the highest levels
of communication apprehension within occupational groups
is that found among elementary teachers, the very people we
expect to teach communication skills to young children . Ad-
ditionally, organization such as ASTD (Association for Train-
ing and Development) is looking to our field of communica-
tion for teaching and assessment models .

We need to work on answers to these questions . While
this is only one side of the dialogue both within, and without,
the field of oral communication, it is a dialogue that is both
timely and pressing.

The work done by Donna Surges Tatum and her col-
leagues at the University ofChicago provides many ofthe an-
swers for our vexing questions . We need to listen with care
and implement the scientific principals developed for perfor-
mance assessment . By doing so we enhance the credibility of
Communication Studies as a discipline of both the Arts and
Science .

Roy Berko
Roy Berko is aSenior Communication Consultant with Martel and As-

sociates . He was formerly a visiting Professor atGeorge WashingtonUniversity,
an Associate Director with the National Communication Association, and a
Professor at Towson State University and LorainCounty Community College .

A graduate of Kent State, University of Michigan, and Pennsylvania
State University, he is a certified Counselor, hypnotherapist, and negotiator,
and has been in private practice as a psychological counselor.

Dr. Berko is the author or coauthor ofover twenty booksand numerous
scholarly articles . He is a nationally recognized expert in the field ofcommuni-
cation who has appeared on such programs as Good Morning America and Fox
MorningNews, and for three years served as the communication expert for ABC-
TV inCleveland, Ohio . Hehas also appeared regularly on National Public Ra .
dio and served as a Public Relations Advisor to the Volunteer Office at the
White House .

He has received five national teaching awards, including the prestigious
Teacheron Teaching from the National Communication Association and Mas-
ter Teacher Recognition from the National Conference on College Teaching
and Learning .

There is nothing more difficult to plan, more doubtful ofsuccess, nor more dan-
gerous to manage than the creation ofa new system . Forthe initiator has the enmity of
all who would profit by the preservation of the old institutions, and merely lukewarm
defenders in those who should gain by the new ones .

Machiavelli
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Public Speaking Assessment
for College Students

Meaningful Measurement (MM), a system devised by
Donna Surges Tatum based on Communication theory and a
mathematical model, produces objective measures of student
performances. This technique allows us to compare evalua-
tions across sections and courses . We should thus be able to
document real improvement in competence for individual stu-
dents as well as for groups of students, regardless of the persons
doing the rating. The method can provide evidence for actual
"value added" for a given assignment, course, program, or cur-
riculum when used cumulatively (Tatum, 1997) .

Assessment through MM has come to our university at a
propitious time . The university is embarking on a major initia-
tive on student learning outcomes, and the implementation of
MM has been funded by the Lilly Foundation . Our "learning
initiative" is intended to direct attention to measuring student
progress in terms of outcomes, what they actually know and
can do, rather than in terms of hours or courses completed
(the "inputs" approach to charting student progress) . The Lilly
Foundation has provided grants for several private colleges and
universities to enhance the effectiveness of the transition from
high school to post-secondary education. Butler's grant is di-
vided among several initiatives, two ofwhich are Communica-
tion-Across-the-Curriculum and Meaningful Measurement.

The results of our pilot study here based on an analysis
of the use of MM in eight sections of basic public speaking
indicates that the rating items were reliable and that raters
were consistent in their use of the items . Of most interest is
that the analysis documents that student speakers exhibit real
improvement (well beyond chance) as a result of the courses .
The analysis also provides breakdown for improvement from
first to second speech, from second to third, and, when pos-
sible, from third to fourth speeches in a semester. This issue is
of special interest in our department as we are concerned to
determine whether there are an optimum number of graded
speaking assignments that should be required in a basic semes-
ter course . The analysis also provides data indicating the learn-
ing outcomes, or assessment, of the course .

During summer 1997, the Communication Studies De-
partment held a workshop concerned with faculty and course
development . We took up the matter of expanding the imple
mentation of MM to all sections of SH101 . Donna Surges
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William W. Neher, Ph.D.
Deborah Grew, M.A.

Tatum attended two days of the workshop to help faculty fur-
ther understand MM. Several important steps were taken at
the workshop to broaden the program at Butler University.

First, the Communication Studies faculty discussed the
rating form and decided to. make some changes with regard to
the items used on the form. Changes were made to reflect a
more universal consensus ofwhat expectation we have ofskills
students should master in a public speaking course . Two forms
were developed : one with the ratings (1-6) Terrible, Poor, Av-
erage, Good, Very Good, Excellent to the right of each item ;
another was developed for faculty use with a line to write the
numbers 1-6 and also a comment area to the right of each
item . Second, we rated and discussed videotaped speeches of
Butler students in order to examine our rater behavior and to
determine what we look for as instructors . Third, we formed a
small group of three faculty members to view videotaped
speeches from Butler in order to create new norming tapes for
use at Butler. Four videotaped speeches were selected to be-
come norming speeches . These speeches were chosen on the
basis ofcompleteness, relevance and variety, clarity of speech,
and tape quality. The faculty members also looked at delivery,
clarity ofcontent, and variety ofspeaker organizational meth-
ods .

All four speeches were delivered as part of a competi-
tion we call Speech Night . The speakers competing in the pre-
liminary rounds were voted on by their classmates in each sec
tion and were often the better speakers in the class . All speeches
were persuasive . The four speeches selectedby the faculty panel
were then copied onto videotapes for use for norming purposes .
Also during summer 1997, a faculty development workshop
was offered to faculty outside the Communication Studies
Department . Faculty members attended this workshop from
the School of Pharmacy, Fine Arts, Business Administration,
and the Liberal Arts College . MM was of special interest to
pharmacy faculty members because of a course offered in the
School of Pharmacy called "Professional Communications"
which is designed to help student-pharmacists develop their
speaking and consulting skills when discussing medications
with patients and their family members.

In consultation with the pharmacy faculty, the MM rat-
ing form developed at Butler was modified to be applicable to
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their needs . The student-pharmacists were observed and rated
using an interview-style form. Items from the MM form were
chosen which were most applicable . Nineteen items were
pulled out ofthe SH 101 form and the descriptors were changed
to focus the items on the needs of the consultation setting.

The "Student-Pharmacist Consultation" form is now
being used in both sections of the Professional Communica-
tion course . Forty-seven students and five faculty members
were normed using four videotaped student-pharmacist con-
sultations, establishing a baseline for the raters (student-phar-
macists and faculty) with these individuals becoming con-
nected to the larger database through the same MM items as
appear on the SH101 form .

There are four rounds of student-pharmacist consulta-
tions during the semester. In each of the rounds, students re-
hearsed interpersonal skills with different "patients." In Round
One, students act as "patients," and students and School of
Pharmacyfaculty rate the student-pharmacists . In Round Two,
other Butler University faculty members and residents of a lo-
cal retirement community act as "patients ." During Round
Three, faculty was used as "patients," and the consultations,
which are rated by the pharmacy students, are also videotaped,
because the student-pharmacists have the opportunity to com-
pete in a national competition. Round Four consists of "live"
consultations with faculty members as "patients." Service-
learning students, who are students training "in the field" at
pharmacies in Central Indiana, also act as consultants and as
raters .

The logistics of implementing MM are quite simple . Stu-
dents are hired for data entry and have responsibility for par-
ticular classes . Each faculty member organizes his/her semes
ter differently, so weekly data entry duties are a bit unpredict-
able, but an average of about fifteen hours a week is spent en-
tering the speech ratings for all twenty SH101 sections and
the pharmacy course .

All faculty members have elected to use MM in some
manner in their class . Some have every student rate every
speech ; others have students rotate as raters . Data is e-mailed
twice a week to Donna Surges Tatum, and reports are sent
back the following day. Each report consists ofOverall Speech
Measure, and the subscales of Speaker, Audience, and Mes-
sage measures . Instructions are included to help faculty inter-
pret the report and give useful feedback to the students.

Halfway through the MM project, some observations are
possible . Assessment is a faculty development tool. When we
as teachers must think about what is being assessed, it forces
us to re-examine our teaching, and refine the classroom expe-
rience .

The speech measures have a high correlation with the
speech grades as given by faculty. Thus the objective measure-
ment is supported by the subjective evaluation . This is of great
importance to the skeptics who did not believe that it is pos-
sible to produce calibrations and measures in a performance
situation such as public speaking . They now see objective mea-
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surement as a teaching tool and are willing to participate .
Butler University's commitment to the learning ini-

tiative is enhanced when we have a definitive method of as-
sessment . We can pinpoint just how much value has been added
to each student who takes this requited Public Speaking course .

WilliamW Neher
Education: Ph. D ., Northwestern University, 1970 . Communication

Studies, Program of African Studies. Dissertation : Public Address in Kenya : A
Study in Comparative Rhetoric, Intersocietal Studies grant, research in Kenya,
1969-70 . M . A., Northwestern University, 1967, CommunicationStudies. B.A.,
Butler University, 1966, History.

Bill Neher is professor of communication studies at Butler University.
He has been at Butler for 27 years, where he has served as Dean ofthe Univer-
sity College, Director of the Honors Program as well asHead ofthe Department
ofSpeech Communication, now Communication Studies . He is currently the
chairman of the Faculty Assembly, the faculty governance body at the univer-
sity.

He is the author of several books dealing with speech communication
and business and professional communication. His latest book is on organiza-
tional communication, publishedbyAllyn & Bacon of Boston, The Challenges
ofChange, Diversity, andContinuity: Dimensions of Organizational Communi-
cation. Other works include The Business and Professional Communicator, with
David H . Waite, published by Allyn and Bacon in 1993 .

In addition to his duties in the Department ofCommunicationStudies,
he also teaches in the Butler Change and Tradition core program, the MBA
program (courses in organizational communication), as well as courses in Afri
canstudies . He has served as a consultant and trainer in presentational speak-
ing for, among others, AT&T, PSI Energy, Indianapolis Power and Light Co .,
the City of Indianapolis and State of Indiana, TransUnion Corporation, De-
partment of Public Instruction, several health organizations, charitable organi-
zations, and professional associations .

DeborahJean Grew
Director, Computerized Public Speaking Assessment

Butler University
B.A., Indiana University
M.A., UniversityofMontana

Debbi is married with one child and one dog. She enjoys running and
exercise and will run in the Indianapolis 500 Mini-marathon for the sixth time
thisMay.

Her favorite travel spots are Maine and Cape Cod .
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Anew scientific truth does not triumph
by convincing its opponents and making them
see the light, but rather because its oppo
nents eventually die, and a new generation
grows up that is familiar with it .

Max Plank
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Student Progress .? Prove It!
Course Goals

Many business and professional people recognize the
importance of being able to communicate publicly, because
they seek training to improve their skills . Effective communi
cation skills are a highly desired commodity in today's job mar-
ket . Corporations value such things as team-building, account-
ability, customer service, total quality management, and 360-
degree employee evaluations . That, and the increasingly rapid
changes in the workplace, make management acutely aware
of the importance of competent communicators . The seas of
change are best navigated by those who know how to ask for
and give directions .

Butler University responds to this need by offering Pub-
lic Speaking courses . The purpose ofthis assessment project is
to determine the efficacy of the training Butler provides its
students . Careful research design and precise measurement
provide the basis for this report .

Demonstrable results in the following areas are the teach-
ing goals of the course :

To enhance delivery skills
To teach methods of organization and critical thinking

skills
To increase confidence .

Research Questions
1 . Is the evaluation form valid and reliable?
2 . Are student raters reliable and consistent when rat-

ing their peers?
3 . Do students improve their public speaking skills when

they take Public Speaking classes?
4 . Is inconsistency as a rater related to that person's public

speaking ability?
5 . Is rater severity related to public speaking ability?

Data Description
The data were collected Spring semester of 1997, from a

variety of classes taught by four instructors. One hundred forty-
eight students gave 381 speeches which were evaluated by 151
raters using a 29-item, six-point scale instrument .

	

A total of
4925 rating forms are in the database .

The assessment of oral communication skills has long
been fraught with problems other areas such as math and En-
glish do not have . One can administer a test in arithmetic,
count the correct answers, compare standardized scores, and
come up with a reasonable estimate ofa student's ability. The
expectations for ability are grade- and age-related, and a com-
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Assessment Issues

Donna Surges Tatum, Ph.D.

mon frame of reference has been established over the years .
The communication field is now developing such a clear-

cut method of evaluation .

	

This assessment project is using
the Meaningful Measurement system which uses the Linacre
FACETS extension of the Rasch model as the basis for calcu-
lations . It is a method which takes subjective, qualitative ob-
servations, and transforms them into objective, quantitative
measures . The Meaningful Measurement system is designed
to maximize the science ofassessment. All raters evaluate four
videotaped speeches . This provides common ratings to link
and calibrate the raters at this school and others across the
country. The rating items are checked for fit and calibration .

The following questions are the psychometric and fair-
ness issues of any situation where raters assess skills .

1 . What are appropriate expectations?
What proficiency should be required of a ninth grader,

a community college student, or a graduating college senior?
Do we know the hierarchy of skills? Have we calibrated the
competencies? Do we know which skills should be accom-
plished at what level and in what order? Our intuition and
experience must be backed up with the facts of measurement.
The Meaningful Measurement system gives this information
to the faculty of Butler University so they can make the proper
pedagogical decisions .

2. Are the evaluation instruments sound?
Do the items cover the range of the variable? That is,

are there some items that are easier than others? It is not use-
ful if items are bunched together. That would be like giving a
test of only simple addition problems . We would not find out
the student's true ability, only whether he or she can add . If
there is a range ofeasier to harder items, we can pinpoint with
greater accuracy the level of a student's competency.

Do all of the items "fit"? Do they measure what they are
intended to? Which items need to be rewritten or dropped?
Checking for fit also allows us to be sure we are only measur
ing one thing at a time, and not confusing issues . (For in-
stance, a story problem on a math test may be more of a read-
ing than math question .) Ifwe are not careful, and try to com-
pare apples to oranges, what we end up with is fruit salad .

The rating form used for this assessment project passed
all tests with flying colors . It has 29 items targeted to essential
competencies and covers a range of about 90 measure units .
The two misfitting items are visual aid quality and use . This is
due to the visibility in the classroom, which depends on where
the rater is sitting.
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3 . How are differences in raters
accommodated? How do we achieve
objectivity?

Assessing oral communication skills most often is done
by a teacher, or other trained judges, using a rating scale. We
know that we all live in our own perceptual world, and attend
to different things . Thus, no matter how hard we try for "in-
ter-rater reliability," we will never achieve the ideal of all rat-
ers being equal . Instead of a false assumption of sameness, we
must address the issue of differences . The most important fac-
tor in rating is the consistency with which the judge uses the
evaluation form .

When assessing skills, we must be very careful to en-
sure objectivity in a situation which is subjective by nature .
We must have a mechanism to control for levels of severity as
well as bias .

	

Meaningful Measurement adjusts for the varia-
tions in severity, and flags an inconsistent or biased rater.

4. How can we compare results?
What does a raw score of "65" mean? For example,

students are assessed on a 20-item, 4-point rating scale instru-
ment by several different raters . The next year new students
are evaluated by some ofthe old and some new raters . Can we
compare the students to each other? One judge is very easy,
and gives high ratings . Are those students' raw scores "worth"
as much as the raw scores received by students who were rated
by a tough judge? How do you come up with a fair ranking?
Are the students this year truly better than the ones last year?
How do we know for sure?

Meaningful Measurement calibrates all speakers on the
same "ruler." This makes it possible to directly compare stu-
dents from speech to speech, class to class, or year to year.

5 . How does a teacher maintain a stable
frame of reference throughout the course?

It is difficult to think back to the beginning of the se
mester, and pull up an accurate recollection of a student's per-
formance . We usually have a general impression, and perhaps
a remembrance of a specific skill or two . Referring back to
rating forms may help, but it is tedious and fuzzy.

With Meaningful Measurement a teacher can refer to
calibrated measures and know precisely how much improve-
ment has (or hasn't) taken place over the semester.

Results
Units of Measure

When reading Meaningful Measurement reports, all
numbers are directly comparable . For example, money is in
common units ; we all know there are 100 pennies in a dollar
and that a "dollar" is a "dollar." A dollar is comparable from
year to year. We have a common frame of reference . When
Dad reminisces about paying 17 cents for a gallon of gas thirty
years ago, we know we're paying about ten times that amount
today. We can adjust for inflation to determine what the real
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differences are, yet still be in the same units ofmeasure . When
we go to the grocery store to buy food, then to a restaurant for
a meal, the bills are both in dollar units. We can compare the
price of the ingredients in a tossed salad with what it costs to
buy one at a fancy cafe . Even though the situations are differ-
ent, we can maintain a common frame of reference for the
relative costs .

The same situation applies to assessment. When our re-
ports are given, they are in units of measure called "logits ."
Each logit can have 100 points and has the same properties as
a dollar. We can compare one "logit/price" to another. We
can add and subtract with logits . Student As first speech
measure is 10.05, and her second measure is 11 .45 . We know
she has progressed by 1 .401ogits, or 140 points .

The scale has been calibrated so the origin, or balance
point, is "10.00 ." That means a speech which is of average
ability, or a rater who is of average severity, has a measure of
10.00 . The lower the number, the less able or less severe a
person is measured . Measures higher than 10.00 indicate more
ability or severity than that of the "average" speaker or rater.

We have established and maintained a metric that can
be used from year to year, and situation to situation . We have
the means to track and assess improvement .

Raters
The 151 raters are examined to determine how consis-

tent they are when rating speeches. An investigation of the fit
statistics shows that 84% of all raters are "good." That is, they
are internally consistent and are able to maintain a stable frame
of reference when evaluating speakers . This means we can
trust the speech measures . The raters are not behaving errati-
cally.

The raters' mean severity measure is 10.00 . They fit
well, but cover a wide range of severity from easy to hard when
rating speeches .

Items
The Item Map below shows the hierarchy ofitems . The

Butler University speech communication faculty determined
that these are the essential competencies required of the stu-
dents when giving a speech .

The calibration of the items goes from easy to hard . The
lower the number, the easier the item is to accomplish . The
items cover a range of95 points . The point biserials show that
all the items are related, and define a common variable . The
separation reliability is .99 .

At Level 1 the easist thing for the students to do is to
show their knowledge/mastery ofthe topic, pick a worthy topic,
and appear trustworthy.

At Level 2 the next easiest items include showing the
relevance of the topic, using appropriate language, being un-
derstandable, using materials appropriate to the audience, lim-
iting the topic, and using clear language .

At Level 3 the visual impression of the speaker, word
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choice and establishing common ground are a bit more diffi-
cult . A well-organized speech using good quality support are
next in the hierarchy.

At Level 4 ethical and appropriate emotion appeals are
slightly above average in difficulty, as are eye contact and a
poised demeanor.

At Level 5 a conversational style and variety in vocal
delivery are more difficult to accomplish . The quality and use
of visual aids are also in this strata .

It is progressively more difficult to use a sufficient quan-
tity ofverbal support with a variety of sources, and to respond
to audience feedback . Well-presented support with citations
and establishing a context is harder to do .

At Level 6 an enthusiastic delivery is quite difficult on
this scale . The flow of the speech with preview/review, sign-

posting, and transitions is also at this point.
Finally, at Level 7 fluency and smoothness in vocal de-

livery is the second most difficult thing for a speaker to do .
Gestures are the hardest for a speaker to effectively accom-
plish at Level 8 .

Speech Results
Ninety-four students in the basic course gave at least

two prepared presentations, 88 gave three, and 11 gave four.
Thirty-two students in the advanced course gave two prepared
presentations .

The mean of all speeches is 11 .64, or 164 points above
the mythical average speaker at 10.00 . This shows the Butler
University student body is an accomplished group . The sepa
ration of 8.18 and standard deviation of .75 demonstrate there

is a wide range of ability in this sample . The
normal, bell-shaped distribution shows
speakers' ability from about 8.20 to 13.60, a
range ofover 500 points .
Speaker Improvement - 2
Speeches

Ninety-four students gave two pre-
pared presentations . The mean measure for
the first speech is 11 .17 . The second speech
measure averages 11.45 . This is an average
gain of over a quarter of a logit, or 28 points .

A paired samples t-test tests the hy-
pothesis of whether the first round of
speeches is the same as the second round of
speeches .

In other words, does training make a
difference? Do speakers improve? The an-
swer is "Yes!"

The t-value of4.56 with a significance
of .000 means we are absolutely sure : The
two groups are truly different, and the im-
provement is not due to chance .

Speaker Improvement - 3
Speeches

We know students significantly im-
prove from their first to their second
speeches . Now we want to know ifthey con-
tinue to gain in ability.

Learning does not stop after two
rounds of speeches . Students have not
learned all there is to know about public
speaking after just two speeches, for they
continue to improve as shown by the follow-
ing table .

Seventy-seven students gave three
prepared presentations . The results of this
group are shown, for instance, through the
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ITEM MAP

EASY SPEAKER MESSAGE AUDIENCE

1 mastery worthy topic
trustworthy

2 understandable appropriate language relevance
limit topic materials appropriate
clear language

3 visual impression well-organized common ground
word choice

4 eye contact ethical emotion
demeanor appropriate emotion

5 conversational aid quality responds to feedback
variety aid use

quantity support

6 enthusiastic well-presented support
flow of speech

7 fluency

8 gestures

HARD



paired samples t-test ofthe second and third round ofspeeches .
The mean of this group of second speeches is 11 .49, and

the mean of the third is 11 .71 . Again the students improved
- this time by .22 logits, or 22 points.

The significance of .000 means we are 100% sure the
third round ofspeeches is truly different from the second round .

Speaker Improvement - 4 Speeches
Eleven students gave a fourth speech.

These students improved another 30 points.
The t-value of2.33 with a significance of .045
means we are 95.5% sure that the fourth
round gain is due to training .

Speaker Improvement -
Advanced Class

Thirty-two students in the advanced
classes gave two prepared presentations .
These students continue to improve by 35
points . (In reality this is the fourth and fifth
speeches for these students because they al-
ready had the basic course .) The t-value of
4.08 with a significance of .000 means we are
absolutely sure the advanced training has an
effect .

Rater Consistency and
Speaker Ability
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A Mean square (MNSQ) fit statistic evaluates the con-
sistency of the rater. A mean square of 1 .0 is exactly what is
expected ; .7 to 1 .3 is normal . But a mean square of 1 .5 means
there is 50% more "noise" in a rater's evaluations, and 1.9 90%
more variance than expected .

A rule of thumb is to look closely at any response pat-
tern with a mean square ofmore than 1 .4, or a standardized fit
over 2 . When this occurs, a red flag waves in the researcher's
mind, and a close examination of the data is
warranted to determine the cause of the mis-
fit. It may be that the rater is consistently in-
consistent and should not be used for assess-
ment purposes, or perhaps the rater had a bad
day.

Some raters have mean squares and fits
that are almost too quiet, mean squares of .5 or
below. They are close to Guttman-like in their
consistency. Their evaluations hold no sur-
prises or randomness . They are rating holisti-
cally instead ofdiscriminating among the items .

Fifteen ofthe 152 raters are inconsistent,
and 10 are overly consistent. The table above
shows these 25 rater fit statistics with their
speech measures . But there is no relationship
between a rater's consistency and speech abil-
ity.

Rater Severity and
Speaker Ability

The graph below shows there is not a clear relationship
between a person's severity as a rater and their ability as a
speaker. Some excellent speakers are easy raters, and some
poor speakers are quite severe .

SPEAKER by RATER

Measures and Raw Scores
The next graph demonstrates the importance of objec-

tive measures rather than a proportion of raw scores . When
the severity of the rater is taken into consideration, the results
can be different .

Fortyspeeches were randomly chosen from the database .
The average of the raw scores is plotted against the speech

SPEECH MEASURES BY SCORES 1

10.75 11.25 11 .75 12.25 12.75
SPEECH MEASURE
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measure . Eight speakers have a raw score of 4.9 . However,
their measures range from 10.82 to 11 .75, a difference of 93
points .

The worst speech is #39 with a raw score of 4.2 and a
measure of 10.39, yet the second lowest speech, #13, has a
measure of 10.45 and a raw score of 4.8 .

Speech #21 has the highest raw score, 5.5, but is third
in ability after the raw scores are conditioned into measures
(behind #32 with 5.3 and 12 .09, and #15 at 5.4 and 12.36) .

Now we have a method to not only ensure, but prove
fairness in the judging process . This is extremely important in
grading and other high-stakes
assessments .

Discussion
Meaningful
Measurement
Results

The results show that
training in Public Speaking
produces positive results . Stu
dents significantly improve
from their first to second
speeches, and they continue to
do so in subsequent speeches
and in subsequent advanced
classes .

We can have confidence
that these outcomes are not
dependent upon a particular
teacher, because the students
came from eight classes taught
by four different teachers . The
Butler University Speech De-
partment is fulfilling its mis-
sion, and should be com-
mended for the excellent job it
is doing in training its students .

This study also
demonstrates :

1 . Students are use-
ful, reliable raters . Since audi-
ence analysis is taught as an
important factor when prepar-
ing a speech, we can now de-
rive speech measures from the
entire class instead of only one
grade from one teacher.

2 . Averaging raw scores
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does not produce reliable speech measures .
3 . A student's consistency as a rater is unrelated to his

or her ability as a speaker.
4 . A student's severity as a rater is unrelated to his or

her ability as a speaker.
5 . The hierarchy of item difficulty improves our con-

cept of what is required for public speaking ability. Now it is
possible to identify the items that turn a poor speaker into a
good one . Expectations for progress can be realistic and pre-
dictable . Teaching methods improve because information can
be sequenced according to actual student development .
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Health Care
Outcome
Measurement
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William P Fisher, Jr. Ph.D.
LSU Medical Center, New Orleans

"The organizations that recognize the
challenges, opportunities and rewards of
measuring clinical outcomes will emerge as
and remain market leaders." from "Clinical Out
comes : The New Driving Force in Health Care" by
RaulA. Trillo, MD, Senior Health Care Consultant,
Deloitte &Touche Consulting Group, NewYork, ap-
pearing on page 17 of the October 27, 1997 issue of
American Medical News.

As everyone is well aware, health care costs are increas-
ing at several times the general rate of inflation . Most health
care consumers are also aware that health maintenance orga
nizations (HMOs) are managing care in an effort to slow the
spiraling costs, most usually by restricting access to care, as
when referrals are required for specialist consultations, or when
clinicians are required to follow procedural regimens in the
care they provide .

What is less widely understood, however, is that HMOs
and managed care produce, on average, only a one-time 7-9%
reduction in costs, after which the increases continue unabated .
Most approaches to cost reduction taken to date follow the
model of quality control, in which the low-quality tail of a
quality distribution is lopped off, with no overall change in the
structure, process, or outcome of the care provided .

In contrast with the quality control approach is the qual-
ity assessment and improvement approach, in which the en-
tire quality distribution is moved toward a higher standard . It
is crucial at this point to recognize that costs and outcomes
are opposite sides of the same coin . It is impossible to change
anything that reduces costs without also affecting outcomes,
and vice versa . The point is to be able to evaluate the relation

between cost and outcomes in ways that are sensi-
tive to both the organization's mission to pro-
vide care and its bottom line .

Outcome measurement systems make it
possible to show how much change in health or func-

tioning is obtained per unit cost, and outcome measures
have been focused on serving this accountability need, es-
pecially in the area of physical medicine and rehabilitation .
The key to better outcomes per dollar is process improve-
ment, but it is impossible to evaluate the effect ofchanges in
processes unless outcomes are measured with high reliability
and validity.

The vast majority ofoutcome measurement systems pro-
posed to date mistakenly treat raw, ordinal summed scores as
linear, interval measures . Accordingly, the various efforts un
derway ostensibly aimed at standardizing outcome measures
in health care focus on the hopeless task of devising a single
collection ofitems that will meet all users' needs . Though rec-
ognition of probabilistic measurement models in research pub-
lications is growing (see bibliography), there is not yet much
widespread appreciation in health care for the strengths of
models that 1) test data quality and the hypothesis that the
variable is quantitative ; 2) express each facet of the measure-
ment design (item difficulties, person measures, rater harsh-
ness/leniency) in a common quality-assessed-and-improved
metric ; 3) accommodate missing data; 4) facilitate adaptive
instrument administration, which adapts technology to the
needs of people instead ofvice versa ; 5) remove from the mea-
sures rater and other identifiable and consistent bias factors
that can be included in the model ; and 6) provide a basis for
standard metrics, i .e ., universally-recognized, variable-specific
quantities that can be read offany calibrated instrument shown
to measure that variable .



It is often instructive to observe where things have been
if one desires a sense of where they are going. Outcome mea-
surement research in health care employing RascHs probabi
listic models had its first applications in mental health and
psychiatry, in the 1970s in Europe and North America (Hehl
& Nussel, 1975, 1976 ; Kalinowski, 1985 ; Lewine, Fogg, &
Meltzer, 1983 ; Maier & Philipp, 1986; Olsen & Savroe, 1984 ;
Sorenson, Hansen, Andersen, et al ., 1989) . In the late 1970s
or early 1980s, Ross Lambert, MD, an ophthalmologist at the
Hines VA Hospital west ofChicago, and Benjamin D. Wright,
PhD, became acquainted during early morning swims at a Hyde
Park pool .

Lambert was involved in rehabilitat-
ing veterans suffering fromlow vision prob-
lems caused by accidents, diabetic retinopa
thy, or other problems . He needed an as-
sessment tool that would enable therapists
to document how well someone with se-
vere visual impairments could perform
travel activities, such as walking around at
home, in the local neighborhood, in new
places, as well as taking a bus or train, us-
ing an elevator, or shopping. University of
Chicago graduate students, including Larry
Ludlow, Matthew Schulz, Sheila
Courington, David Zurakowski, Mark Wil-
son, Patrick Fisher, and this author worked
as research assistants at Hines as a result of
Lambert's interest in Rasch measurement .

In 1985, Lambert decided to become
"double-boarded" and add a professional
certification in physical medicine and re
habilitation to his ophthalmology certifi-
cation . He became part of the first class of residents to rotate
through Marianjoy Rehabilitation Hospital & Clinics, also in
Chicago's western suburbs . At Marianjoy, Lambert learned that
Medical Director, Richard Harvey, MD, had devised a rating-
based functional assessment system, the Patient Evaluation
Conference System, for monitoring the outcomes of care .
Harvey took an immediate interest in testing data from the
PECS system to see if they could meet the requirements for
measurement specified in a Rasch model. He and Lambert used
Wright's software to analyze the data . They presented the re-
sults to the Academy of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation
in 1987 (Harvey &Lambert, 1987 ; Lambert &Harvey, 1987 ;
Lambert & Harvey, 1988 ; Lambert & Rao, 1989 ; Lambert &
Wright, 1989 ; Lambert, Yokoo, Kilgore, et al ., 1990) .

Following the success of these initial analyses, Harvey
brought in Burton Silverstein, PhD, in late 1987 to continue
the work. Silverstein had just finished a post-doctoral fellow
ship at the University of Chicago. Harvey and Silverstein saw
that the Rasch measurement research agenda held great po-
tential for improving the PECS's capacity to support program
evaluation and quality assessment applications, so in April,,.,,ublished the proceedings of a 1991 conference sponsored by
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1988, Karl Kilgore, PhD, was hired as Director of Research
and Education at Marianjoy, and in August this author started
as Research Associate . In 1989, Silverstein, Kilgore, and Fisher
published a monograph on patient tracking and outcome as-
sessment (Silverstein, Kilgore, & Fisher, 1989) . Over the next
several years, they together and separately published several
articles on functional assessment in rehabilitation, and made
many presentations on the topic .

With Harvey as editor and the submission of articles re-
porting advanced measurement research employing functional
assessment instruments, the Archives ofPhysical Medicine and

Rehabilitation became the leader in rating
scale measurement and practice among
health care publications. A key moment
arrived when the Archives published an
article that criticized the use ofordinal rat-
ing scale data as though they were interval
measures (Merbitz, et al., 1989) and con-
cluded that rating scale data were incapable
of providing a basis for the scientific mea-
surement ofoutcomes . Several letters to the
editor pointed out the possibilities for an
enhanced scientific basis for rating scales
that exist in Rasch's models, and the edi-
tors invited Wright and Linacre to write a
special article expanding on this theme
(Wright & Linacre, 1989) .

After the 1989 Wright and Linacre
article, research employing Rasch models
began appearing as articles in the Archives
and other journals (a sampling of the ar-
ticles at hand includes : Cella, Lloyd, &
Wright, 1996; Chang & Chan, 1995 ;

Daltroy, et al ., 1992 ; Fisher, A., 1992, 1993 ; Fisher, W, 1993 ;
Fisher & Fisher, 1993 ; Fisher, Harvey, & Kilgore, 1995 ; Fisher,
Harvey, Taylor, et al ., 1995 ; Granger & Wright, 1993 ; Grimby,
et al ., 1996 ; Haley & Ludlow, 1992a,1992b ; Haley, McHorney,
& Ware, 1994 ; Heinemann, et al ., 1994 ; Kilgore, Fisher,
Silverstein, et al ., 1993 ; Linacre, et al ., 1994 ; Ludlow, Haley,
& Gans, 1992 ; Lunz & Stahl, 1990, 1993 ; McArthur, Cohen,
& Schandler, 1991 ; McHorney, Haley, &Ware, 1997 ; Pollack,
Rheault, & Stoecker, 1996 ; Silverstein, Fisher, Kilgore, et al .,
1992 ; Stucki, Daltroy, Katz, et al ., 1996 ; Zhu & Cole, 1996),
and not just as abstracts of annual meeting presentations . In
1991, a report on the Functional Independence Measure (FIM)
employing Rasch models was made to the National Institute
on Disability and Rehabilitation Research. The authors in-
cluded Allen Heinemann, PhD, working at the Rehabilitation
Institute ofChicago, and his colleagues Carl Granger, MD, and
Byron Hamilton, PhD, of the Uniform Data System for Reha-
bilitation at the State University of New York in Buffalo, along
with Wright and John Michael Linacre .

In 1993, the American Journal ofOccupational Therapy
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the American Occupational Therapy Foundation and held at
the University of Illinois-Chicago . Half of the papers elabo-
rated on the scientific advantages of Rasch's models . Then in
1993, the journal Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Clin-
ics ofNorth America published the proceedings ofa 1992 con-
ference hosted by Granger and Hamilton at SUNYBuffalo ;
seven of the 13 articles were based on a Rasch analysis .

Since 1993, the research group at Marianjoy has moved
to the Rehabilitation Foundation, Inc . (RFI), with Richard

Smith in charge ofthe measurement and evaluation work . Also
in the last five years, the number and type ofjournals in health
care publishing Rasch analyses has grown considerably. The
Journal of Clinical Epidemiology has published three articles
in the last several years, and a research report (Campbell,
Kolobe, Osten, et al ., 1995) employing a Rasch analysis in
Physical Therapy was nominated as "the article of the year."

Researchers at Wayne State University, American Uni-
versity, and Indiana University have developed significant work
in outcome measurement for physical and health education,
especially as these concern persons with disabilities (Spray,
1987, 1990 ; Safrit, Cohen, Costa, 1989 ; Safrit, Zhu, Costa, et
al., 1992 ; Zhu & Safrit, 1993 ; Cole, Wood, & Dunn, 1991 ;
Zhu, 1996 ; Zhu & Cole, 1996 ; Zhu & Kurz, 1994) . Although
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this work situates itself within Item Response Theory, much of
it, in fact, takes a strong measurement theory approach .

A MEDLINE search of the years 1993-1998 in the bib-
liographic database done in February, 1998, using the key word
string, "Rasch analysis or Rasch measurement or Rasch model,"
produced 45 hits of articles appearing in 24 journals . Single
articles have appeared in Stroke ; Aging ; Pain ; Neurology ; Ar-
thritis Care and Research ; Biometrics ; and Nutrition & Health.
Six articles appear in four Scandinavian journals, and one each

in British, German, and French Canadian journals. The
Archives of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation has
the most Rasch articles in the 1993-1998 period, with
eight . The American Journal of Occupational
Therapy and the American Journal of Physical
Medicine & Rehabilitation both have five, with
the journal of Clinical Epidemiology and the Scan-
dinavian Journal ofRehabilitation Medicine each

with three .
The results of this search are

limited to only what is included in
the database . Not included was
the 1997 special issue of Physi-
cal Medicine & Rehabilita-
tion : State of the Art Re-
views, edited by Richard
Smith, which presents the
proceedings ofthe First In-
ternational Outcome
Measurement Confer-
ence . Significant work in
this area has also ap-
peared in the Objective
Measurement book series
(Fisher, A., 1994 ; Ludlow
& Haley, 1992 ; Ludlow &

Haley, 1996 ; McArthur, Casey,
Morrow, et al ., 1992), as well as

in non-medical journals, such as
the International Journal of Educa-

tional Research (Fisher, A., et al ., 1994) .
To take advantage of Rasch's models for measurement

we will need to establish the extent to which we can de-
pend on these constructs as bases of comparison for the
populations we serve . This calls for new ways of formulat-
ing research questions, reporting results, and collaborating,
but most of all it requires a new awareness in the psychoso-
cial sciences of the importance of metrology, the science of
maintaining and improving the reference standard metrics
through which we will most fully capitalize on scale-free
measurement principles (Fisher, 1997a, 1997b, 1997c) . For
the latest on what's happening in the metrology movement
among outcome measurement practitioners, be sure to at-
tend the 2d International Outcome Measurement Confer-
ence at the University of Chicago, May 15-16 .
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Instantaneous Measurement
and Diagnosis

John M. Linacre, Ph.D.
MESA Psychometric Laboratory

University of Chicago

Themanufacture ofmeasuring instruments is typically a large-scale, standards,
based process . Their use is frequently an on-demand, local operation requiring imme-
diate measures and measure interpretation. The FIM has been calibrated on large
samples. These calibrations are used to construct the KeyFIM, a one-page data col-
lection, measurement, and analysis device . This provides the physician the same mea-
surement ease and immediacy as the yardstick does the carpenter. The KeyFIM in-
corporates the measurement replication and quality control diagnosis that the care-
ful carpenter obtains by multiple measurements of the same unknown length.
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Better Measurement
Better measuring instruments are not only more accu-

rate and precise, they are also more immediate and intuitive .
In industrial instrumentation, "better measurements, and more
of them, have made it possible to interpret most data without
recourse to statistical techniques" (Youden WJ., 1954) .

Statistical techniques, particularly as implemented in
computer programs, enable the calibration of observation in-
struments, such as the FIM, on large samples of patient
records, representing many impairment groups and rehabili-
tation institutions . Collecting and analyzing large patient-
record databases is an expensive and time-consuming pro-
cess . Although this process yields useful information about
the FIM and the patients to which it has been applied
(Granger et al . 1993), it is far too slow and cumbersome to
assist in the treatment of the patients whose records are in
the database .

Effective use of the FIM requires that data collection,
analysis, and interpretation occur almost instantaneously,
preferably while the clinician is still with the patient (as with
the clinical thermometer and stethoscope) or at least in a
day or so (as with hospital-based laboratory tests) . The in-
creasing speed and ubiquity ofcomputers will ultimately per-
mit the development of artificially-intelligent systems to sup-
port the real-time analysis and interpretation of a patient's
ratings on the 18 FIM items . Such interpretation will be based
on the accumulated case histories of millions of patients to
whom the FIM will have been administered . Nevertheless,
the immediate local clinical experience of practitioners and
their personal knowledge of the particular patient will al-
ways play a part in FIM interpretation .

Most of the benefits of a sophisticated computer-based
system can be realized immediately with the KeyFIM, a simple,
paper-and-pencil implementation of the FIM. This form com
bines into one graphical presentation the essential steps of
data collection and measurement construction, along with a
convenient layout for intuitive quality control and diagnos-
tic interpretation .

Calibrating the Measurement System
The FIM consists of 18 items, each rated on a seven-

category rating scale with each succeeding category carefully
defined to represent an increasing degree offunctional inde
pendence . It is designed to be administered to patients on
admission to and discharge from a rehabilitation institution.
Data collected from thousands of applications of the FIM have
been subjected to extensive analysis . Linacre et al . (1994)
report that analysis of FIM data from a measurement per-
spective by means of the Rasch model discloses that decom-
posing the 18-item FIM into 13 motor items and the 5 cogni-
tive items produces two bases for measurement, clearly supe-
rior to the one composite original . For convenience, this
paper focuses only on the FIM cognitive items, but the same
considerations apply directly to the motor items .

Analysis of the FIM was conducted in the
computationally convenient unit of measurement known as
the Logit (log-odds unit, see Linacre, 1993, for other deriva
tions) . Though the Logit has a clear probabilistic interpreta-
tion (Wright & Stone, 1979 p. 36), its substantive interpre-
tation depends on the use to which the measures are put .
FIM measures are used in a rehabilitation setting in which
clinicians expect patients to be functioning within a bounded
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range of the conceptually infinitely wide variable (dimen-
sion, construct) of independence . The variable is infinitely
wide, because it is always possible to imagine a patient even
more dependent than any encountered to date (e .g., in a
deeper coma), or even more independent than any encoun-
tered (e .g., with greater physical and mental prowess) . The
bounded range of independence is that for which the reha-
bilitation setting is designed . Accordingly, it is convenient
to define a measurement scale with its "0" point correspond-
ing conceptually to the lowest level of functioning at which
a patient might be administered to rehabilitation . Similarly,
the "100" point is defined to be the highest level of function-
ing which a patient might achieve and still remain in reha-
bilitation . In order to maintain the interval-scale measure-
ment characteristics of the logit (Stevens, 1951), this "0" to
"100" scale is a linear transformation of the logit scale . For
clarity in substantive use, the new units of measurement are
called FIMITS (Linacre, 1995) .

5 6

Table 1 . FIM Cognitive Items,
condensed from FIM Guide (1993) .

Table 2. FIM Rating Scale,
condensed from FIM Guide (1993) .

Table 3. Expected FIMIT measures for each Level on each FIM Cognitive Items .

Tables of corresponding values of FIM raw scores and
FIM measures (in FIMITS) are given in Heinemann et al .
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(1994), as well as item calibrations in logits . For the pur-
poses of constructing the KeyFIM, the Cognitive score-to-
measure conversion table (op. cit ., Table 4) was recomputed
based on a random sample of 15,439 relevant patient records
from the Uniform Data System (UDS) database using the
BIGSTEPS computer program (Linacre &Wright, 1991) . For
the purposes of constructing the KeyFIM, a useful substan-
tive range was obtained when the linear conversion is 12.5
FIMITS per logit . Table 1 contains FIMIT calibrations for
the FIM item difficulties for this sample. Table 2 contains
FIMIT calibrations for the adjacent category (step) calibra-
tions. Table 3 contains the expected FIMIT measure corre-
sponding to each possible rating on each FIM item . Since
the expected measure for an extreme category is infinite, i.e .,
out of the operational range of the FIM, a Bayesian adjust-
ment is made so that, for the extreme categories 1 and 7, the
measures corresponding to expected FIM ratings of 1.25 and
6.75 are listed .

Table 4. FIM raw scores to FIMIT measures conversion table .

Table 4 contains a FIM cognitive raw score to FIMIT
measure conversion table. This covers most impairment group
codes (IGCs), except groups 1 .1 (left-hemisphere stroke), 2
(brain dysfunction), and 12 (congenital deformity) .

FIM Cognitive Items

Item Name FIMIT calibration

N. Auditory Comprehension 42
O. Verbal Expression ' 40
P. Social interaction 46
Q. Problem Solving 55
R. Memory 52

For most IGCs (except 1 .1, 2, 12)

FIM raw score FIMIT FIMIT
on 5 cognitive items measure S.E .

5 0 17
6 8 12
7 17 9
8 22 7
9 25 6
10 28 6
11 30 5
12 32 5
13 34 5
14 36 5
15 38 5
16 40 4
17 41 4
18 43 4
19 44 4
20 46 4
21 47 4
22 49 4
23 51 5
24 52 5
25 54 5
26 56 5
27 58 5
28 61 6
29 63 6
30 67 6
31 70 7
32 75 8
33 81 10
34 91 13
35 100 18

FIM Levels

NO HELPER FIMIT Step
Calibration

7. Complete Independence 24
6. Modified Independence 8

HELPER

5. Supervision 1
4. Minimal Assistance -5
3. Moderate Assistance -11
2. Maximal Assistance -17
1 . Total Assistance -

Expected Measures on FIM Cognitive Items
Item Name Level : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

N . Auditory Comprehension 8 24 34 41 49 61 82
O. Verbal Expression 5 22 31 39 47 59 80
P. Social Interaction

Solving
R. Memory

11

I 18

27

134
37

37
46
44

44

151
53

52

159
61

64

1
73
71

85

192
94



Constructing the KeyFIM
The measures and calibrations presented in Tables 1-4

are sufficient to draw the KeyFIM shown in Figure 1 . To ex-
plain its features and demonstrate its use, the analysis of two
patient records is described here.

Figure 1 . KeyFIM data collection and analysis sheet .

FEWCognitive Items MEASURE PATIENTHERE
Q1de Sum& Draw I,io=

X IN
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Figure 2 shows an actual patient record from IGC group 13,
"Other Impairments." The KeyFIM has been turned on its side
and the FIM levels recorded for each ofthe 5 cognitive items: 3 on
item N . Comprehension, 3 on item O Expression, etc . The FIM
ratings total 16 . The corresponding levels are circled in the body of

the KeyFIM. Data
collection is now
completed .

Figure 3 de-
picts the analysis
stage. The Key
FIM is rotated, and
a line drawn
through the FIM
raw score of 16 in
each of three col-
umns . The col-
umn "FIM at + 1
S.E ." indicates a
high measure cor-
responding to one
standard error of
measurement
above the ex-
pected measure .
Continuing the
line, by eye, to the
"Linear FIMITs"
column, indicates
that a high mea-
sure corresponding
to araw score of 15
is about45 FIMITs.
The column, "FIM
at - I S.E.," indi-
cates a low mea-
sure one standard
error below the ex-
pected measure .
The "Linear
FIMITs" column
indicates that this
is about35 FIMITs.
The third column,
"FIM Raw Score,"
indicates that the
expected measure
for a score of 16 is
about 40 FIMITs .
The right-most
column indicates
that the standard
error of this mea-
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RATE Level

PATIENT

HERE

Sum=

Figure 2 . KeyFIM data collection.

KeyFIM Patient Record

sure is about 4 FIMITs, i .e ., about the range 35-45 as illustrated .
The legend on the right of the Figure states "For Rating Unex-
pectedness : 1 S .E . =15 FIMITs." Based on conventional statisti-
cal testing, observations located further than 30 FIMITs from the
mean line would be suspect, but here the most outlying, "5" on
Social Interaction, is only 15 FIMITs away.

In this example there are no observations in extreme
categories, but these require special treatment . A rating at an
extreme level "1" or "7" corresponds to an infinite range of per
formance away from the next most extreme category. Accord-
ingly, this is shown by a "-" on the KeyFIM . Thus for "7" on N.
Comprehension, the KeyFIM has "7-7." This means that any
location along the "-" is a reasonable location for the rating to
be marked on the form . In practice, ring around the entire region,
as in Figure 4, and choose the point on the line most consistent
with the other ratings for measurement and fit analysis purposes .

Figure 4 . Locating extreme ratings on the KeyFIM .
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~xti ti 4~a~5Fr 4<
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Figure 3 . KeyFIM Measurement and Fit Diagnosis .

Instantaneous Measurement and Diagnosis
Since each FIM item provides a locally independent mea-

sure offunctional independence, they can be used as
the basis for an intuitive, rather than statistical, mea-
surement process. Figure 5 provides an example of
another actual patient record . Here the observation
to item R . Memory has been deliberately omitted-
as though it were not yet recorded, perhaps never to
be . There is no "complete" raw score, so the hori-
zontal lines cannot be drawn directly. Intuitively, it is
clear that the patient's typical level of independence
is described by the higher ratings. A line has been
drawn by eye through these, yielding a general inde-
pendence of 58 FIMITs . The S.E. of this measure
will be greater than the indicated 5 FIMITs due to
the missing observation and discrepant rating pat-
tern, treating theprecision ofthis measure as 8 FIMITs

f "2"would be reasonable . The low rating oon Ex-
pression is at 20 FIMITs, about 38 FIMITs below the
typical level . 38 FIMITs is twice the rating S.E. of 15
FIMITs, so that this rating is statistically unexpected .
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Figure 5. KeyFIM intuitive measurement and diagnosis.

More important for practice, however, is that it is obviously an out-
lier according to Leonard "Jimmy" Savage's "intra-ocular traumatic
test." For clinical practice, it is this rating that will motivate the
patient's immediate therapy.

In this example, measurement and fit diagnosis proceeded
successfully and immediately despite incomplete data and the in-

ability to use a "complete" raw score as the basis of analysis. Fur
ther, fit analysis and diagnosis could have proceeded successfully
even without any formal statistical tests.

Conclusion
The KeyFIM is an example of how any rating instrument

can be presented as a self-measuring form, supporting intuitive

measurement and fit diagnosis. Its format encourages the practi
tioner to evaluate the ratings as they are being collected, so avoid-
ing obvious data entry errors and misunderstandings . With a little
experience, the practitionercan perform measurementand fit analy-
sis in the same immediate, effortless and routine way that useful
measurements are obtained from bathroom scales and clinical ther-
mometers . The KeyFIM and instruments like it further blur the
artificial distinction between physical and psychological measure-
ment.

Notes :
1 . "The term accuracy usually denotes in some sense the close-

ness of the measured values to the true value, taking into consider-
ation both precision and bias . Bias [is] defined as the difference be
tween the limiting mean [of observations] and the true value" (Ku
H.H . 1967) . See also "Use of the Terms Precision and Accuracy as
Applied to the Measurement of a Property of Material" (ASTM Des-
ignation, E177-61T, 1961) .

2 . The Bayesian adjustment for extreme scores and ratings
employs this line of reasoning: the KeyFIM would not have been
administered to the patient if there were no chance that the patient
might have been observed in a non-extreme category. Accordingly,
the observation in the extreme category was barely enough to qualify
as extreme. For extreme scores, this corresponds to an unobservable
raw score that is 0.5 raw score points away from the extreme, i .e ., a
raw score of35 out of35 is treated as a score of 34 .5, andaraw score
of 5 out of 35 is treated as a score of 5 .5 . For individual ratings,
performances in the range 1 .5 to 2.5 would be observed as ratings of
level "2 ." Ratings less than 1 .5 would be observed in the extreme
level of "I ." Consequently any performance from 1 to 1 .5 is observed
as "I," and a "1" is treated as an "average" rating of 1.25 for the pur-
poses of locating the category on the KeyFIM . Similarly, a "7� is
treated as a 6.75 . References :

Granger C.V, Hamilton B.B., Linacre J.M . Heinemann A.W, Wright
B.D. (1993) Performance profiles of the Functional Independence Measure.
American Journal of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 72 :2 April 84-89.
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Rating Scales
and Shared Meaning

A rating scale is an aid to disciplined dialogue . Its pre-
cisely defined format focuses the conversation between the
respondent and the questionnaire on the relevant areas . All
respondents are invited to communicate in the shared lan-
guage of the specified option choices (Low 1988) .

Ambiguity and uncertainty, however, remain . First,
some respondents may not use the rating scale as it was in-
tended to be used . Choosing socially acceptable responses
or falling into a response set defeats the purpose of the ques-
tionnaire . Second, respondents can only interpret a rating
scale in terms oftheir own understandings of category labels .
Lack of clear, shared category definitions invites ambiguity
and idiosyncratic category use . Different interpretations lead
to inconsistent use patterns .

Traditional statistical analysis, however, mistreats all
rating scale observations as precise and accurate communi-
cations . Researchers seldom provide for differences in per
spectives among respondents. These differences cannot be
overlooked ifour objective is the pursuit of useful knowledge
and sound decision-making . We must recognize the various
ways in which rating scale categories might be used and iden-
tify those which enable the maximum extraction of mean-
ing . While this involves choice on the part of the analyst,
"selective emphasis, choice, is inevitable whenever reflec-
tion occurs" (Dewey 1925) . Because there can be no knowl-
edge without choice, it becomes the responsibility of the ana-
lyst to develop criteria by which those choices can be made .

"Meanings do not come into being without language
and language implies two selves in a conjoint or shared un-
derstanding" (Dewey 1925) . Some level of ambiguity is un
avoidable because language can never be exact . Neverthe-
less, shared meaning cannot be extracted from individual re-
sponses unless analysis can identify a common, cooperative
mode of communication among all parties concerned.

Rating scale analysis must take the perspective that
while a rating scale offers respondents a common language, a
tool for "categorizing, ordering and representing the world"
(Halliday 1969), it does not by itself make for meaningful
communication . Since "meaning is located neither in the
text nor in the reader but in their interaction" (Bloome &
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Green, 1984), we must include a step concerned with dis-
covering, rather than asserting, meaning as we conduct our
statistical analyses . just as readers "must choose between
competing interpretations of text" (Bloome & Green 1984)
so must the analyst choose between different interpretations
of the rating scale in order to find a coherent, shared repre-
sentation of what is investigated .

A rating scale, like any other tool, "is defined by how it
is used" (Halliday 1969) . A focus of our analysis must be
how the rating scale is actually used by respondents . We must
discover which transformation of the initial rating scale cat-
egorization extracts the "maximum amount of useful [shared]
meaning from the responses observed" (Wright et al . 1992) .

As shared meaning develops, we establish criteria so
that we do not ignore the individual, but rather provide a
scoring medium through which the dissenting individual's
voice may be heard more clearly. We set the stage so that
individuals who do not subscribe to our construction ofshared
meaning can stand out and be noticed . By establishing an
explicit commonality among most respondents, we enable the
meaning which stems from an individual's unique interac-
tion with an item or a group of items to emerge .

The constructive analysis of rating scale data can pro-
mote both general dialogue with the group and specific dia-
logue with the individual .

Bloome D, Green G (1984) Directions in the socio-
linguistic theory of reading . In PD Pearson (Ed .), Handbook
of Reading Research (pp 395-421) . White Plains NY:
Longman .

Dewey J (1925) . Experience and nature . Republished
in J.A . Boydston (Ed .) John Dewey : The Later Works, 19925-
1953, Vol . 1 . 1981 . Carbondale IL: Southern Illinois Univer-
sity Press .

Halliday M (1969) Relevant models of language . Edu-
cational Review, 22, 1-128 .

Low GD (1988) The semantics of questionnaire rating
scales . Evaluation and Research in Education 2(2), 69-70 .

Wright BD, Linacre JM (1992) Combining and split-
ting categories . RMT 6:3, 233 .
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Rating Scale Categories:
Dichotomy, Double Dichotomy, and the Number Two

My conjecture is that dichotomies in rating scales are
more useful than multiple ratings . This conjecture implies that
most multiple ratings can be reduced to a useful natural di
chotomy making construction of multiple ratings futile . Why
do I maintain such a conjecture when most rating scale prac-
tice uses multiple categories?
Personality Inventories

First, I illustrate my point by reminding the reader that
the most utilized of all standard personality inventories is the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, the famous
MMPI. It uses a dichotomy, true/false, for response alterna-
tives. MMPI protocol allows a "?" or "cannot say" response as
an alternative . But the directions ask the test administrator
to encourage the respondent to return again to such responses
and to decide in which direction to mark the answer. The
goal is to eliminate middle responses.

I don't argue that just because the test authors recom-
mend this, it is correct . I only remind the reader that if mul-
tiple ratings had been found to be more advantageous, you
can bet they would appear on the test protocol . I suggest this
has not occurred because after decades of use the dichotomy
still works .

Indeed, multiple ratings have not been found to add in-
formation, but rather provoke noise . When the number of "?"
responses is high it is a sign that the validity ofthe entire test is
in question . Graham (1987, p . 19) says, " . . . the validity of a
resulting protocol with many omitted items should be ques-
tioned . . ." and " . . . encourage individuals to try to answer previ-
ously omitted items, most people will complete all or most of
the items ." Graham says the same in his text on the revised
edition MMP12 (Graham, 1993) . The MMPI Manuals for both
editions recommend the same procedures .

We see that "forcing" a dichotomy is standard adminis-
trative practice for the two editions of the MMPI and the same
can be said for the competing personality inventories, the
Millon Clinical Multiphasic Inventory, California Personality
Inventory and 16PE

The earliest edition of the MMPI produced each item
separately, printed on a card, and the patient placed cards sorted
"true" in one box and those sorted "false" in the other. I have
always considered this process an intelligent procedure for
patients inasmuch as most of the people taking the MMPI are
less then optimally functional . Any strategy that assists them
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ought to be promoted . Sorting is a tactile activity as well as a
cognitive one that is advantageous to the subject. It gives the
respondent the opportunity to "handle" the question and physi-
cally sort as opposed to marking responses with a pencil on an
answer sheet . The size of the response window has progres-
sively decreased over the years . I doubt this has brought much
advantage to respondents . The main impetus for answer sheets
is that the original sorting routine was troublesome to score
for psychologists . Today's streamlined answer sheet can be
quickly scanned . Good for psychologists. Bad for subjects .

From appraising well-known personality inventories, we
observe that patients are asked to make dichotomous decisions
to each item . To inquire into motivation and other confound
ing variables behind their responses takes us away from the
problem at hand, but requiring a true/false or yes/no response
clearly seems the most useful way to collect responses from
patients . For people under stress, this is the most reasonable
expectation and solution. Of course, personality inventories
are not rating scales, but the problem of determining a valid
response alternative is common to Likert scales and personal-
ity inventories, and the latter have promoted the dichotomy
for more than 50 years with little motivation to change .

I think this example adds support to my conjecture, but
taken alone it is not an overwhelming argument for advocat-
ing a dichotomy . What adds more evidence to my conjecture
comes from the reasoning of individuals about the status of a
dichotomy in general . There are several quotes worth think-
ing about .

Karl Menninger in his book on Number Words and Num-
ber Symbols says

"Two has a special status and is not just a number
like any other in the number sequence, but instead is
that extraordinary number . . . . "
He then goes on to say that the number two has more

significance then we might assume today in the era ofbig num-
bers . It occupies a unique place after "one." But it is not only
the second numeral in our counting system . Two suggests some-
thing beyond "one more" because at this juncture we enter
upon the idea of contrasts, comparisons, and opposites.

The proverbial essay question that teachers frequently
give to students often requires "contrast and compare" in some
form or another. We pursue many tasks efficiently and effec
tively by dichotomous grouping, particularly when they are vo-
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luminous and tend to overwhelm us . Consider the following
categories and just one of the dichotomous groupings that can
result .

Spelling : words spelled phonetically vs . words
that are not.

Grammar: regular verbs vs . irregular ones .
Math:

	

plane geometry vs . spherical .
Alfred Adler and other psychologists have suggested that

a dichotomy is generally the haven of the perplexed, the neu-
rotic, and the primitive mind. The dichotomy comes forth
whenever we feel pressured or at risk . At such times we for-
mulate response alternatives by a dichotomy, not by imagin-
ing an array of alternatives . So whenever respondents do not
know how to answer an item they respond by falling back on a
dichotomy.

Jung also thought two had a special value.
"Two is the first number because, with it, separation
and multiplication begin, which alone make counting
possible . "
What the number two brings us is a phenomenon that is

omnipresent:
- from the body : two eyes, two ears, two hands, two

feet, two kidneys, two lungs.
- from nature : male/female, night/day, sun/moon .
- from contrasts : old/young, right/left, up/down,

plus/minus, hit/miss .
- from mythology: god/goddess, two in one - twins,

the Egyptian double lion, named Routi.
Given this ubiquity for opposites, are we not more at-

tuned to a dichotomy than to any other system?
Edward Edinger (1995) expands Jung's point in discuss-

ing Moby Dick .
Amajor theme ofMoby-Dick is the problem of
opposites. As we proceed we shall encounter
numerous antitheses : alienation and inflation, courage
and cowardice, strength and weakness, black and white,
good and evil, the bounded land and the boundless sea,
height and depth, the universal and the particular,
Christian and pagan, primitive and civilized, the
outer word and the inner soul, spirit and matter,
destiny and free will, love and hate, calm and
turbulence, delight and woe, orthodox and heretic,
reason and madness, God andman. (p . 30)
Paul Tillich, the philosopher/theologian adds this point,

"Philosophical ideas necessarily appear in pairs of
contrasting concepts, like subject and object, ideal
and real, rational and irrational ."

Tillich reminds us that ideas are "paired," that for every
point we conjecture an opposite .

Lastly, C.S . Peirce, the American philosopher/logician
expresses in a more comprehensive view the totality ofwhat is
found in the first three numbers.

"First is the conception ofbeing or existing
independent of anything else . Second is the
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conception ofbeing relative to, the conception of
reaction with something else . Third is the conception
ofmediation. . . . The origin of things, considered not
as leading to anything, but in itself, contains the
idea of First, the end of things that of Second, the
process mediating between them that of Third."

What these thinkers have to say about "two-ness" and
the dichotomy is more than idle speculation . They are speak-
ing about a phenomenon that permeates our thinking about
the number two and a dichotomy. We see most concepts in
terms of dichotomies - pairs, opposites, and contrasts.

George Miller (1956, p. 82) offers commentary that is
relevant in his paper entitled, "The magical number seven,
plus or minus two : Some limits on our capacity for processing
information." Miller defines "amount of information" as vari-
ance which is a dimensionless quantity. He goes on to say,

"When we have a large variance, we are very ignorant
about what is going to happen. If we are very
ignorant, then when we make the observation we get a
lot ofinformation . On the other hand, if the
variance is very small, we know in advance how our
observation must come out, so we get little
information from making the observation." (p . 82)

The key point from Miller which applies to rating scales
is whether or not we "get a lot of information." This can only
occur with multiple ratings when a two-step model is shown
empirically to be more informative than a one-step model, and
threesteps is shown to be more informative than two steps.
Instead, the construction style for most Likert scales seems to
be slapping as wide a range ofresponse alternatives as possible
to a varied collection of poorly worded items. Such a process
cannot produce information .

From this state ofignorance it is possible to "collect data,"
but the quality ofsuch responses is unknownand suspect. Not
knowing how a person will answer an item is an entirely differ
ent problem from not knowing what the possible response al-
ternatives might mean to a range of respondents . In the former
situation we have the state of ignorance prior to knowing the
outcome . In the second situation we are simply ignorant of
how to build a response alternative that is meaningful . We
might want to read the thermometer with scientific dispassion,
but we do not construct a thermometer dispassionately! We
give its construction our best attention. There is a big differ-
ence between these two states of ignorance, and there appears
to be misplaced credence in believing that "ignorance" ex-
presses the desired state of neutrality in scientific work . If we
propound ignorance do we produce knowledge or only become
more confused?

There is one response scheme that is popular on rating
scales . It builds on a double dichotomy offour alternatives . A
common example is "Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree or
Strongly Disagree ." Miller (1956) informs us that "Two bits
enables us to decide among four equally likely alternatives"
(p . 83) . As the number of alternatives increases by a factor of



two, one more bit ofinformation is added . Consequently, eight
alternatives equals three bits, which is about as many response
alternatives as are ever found on a rating scale .

Miller says,
"It is interesting to consider that psychologists have
been using seven-point rating scales for a long time,
on the intuitive basis that trying to rate into finer
categories does not really add much to the usefulness
of the ratings" P. 84 .

He goes on to cite four experiments in which a good
observer can identify about four intensities, about five dura-
tions, and about seven locations . Miller argues that our ner
vous system gives us a finite limit to our capacity for making
judgments . This limitation does not vary much from one sen-
sory attribute to another.

His article concludes by saying (1) we have definite limi-
tations of absolute judgment (2) chunking helps and is the
only way we can address this limitation . In his summary, Miller
suggests,

"the recoding that people do seems to me to be the
very lifeblood of the thought processes" p . 95 .

With four alternatives we must solve two dichotomies .
The first one is 1-2 vs . 3-4 followed by deciding between 1-2 or
3-4, or else the item is resolved as a single dichotomy 1 vs. 2-4
or 1-3 vs . 4 . We solve a double dichotomy of four responses by
chunking the problem into two groupings of two each- two
successive dichotomies - or else form it into a single di-
chotomy.

Lastly, Miller proffers his theory as
"a yardstick for calibrating our stimulus material and
for measuring the performance of our subjects" p. 96 .

His conclusion ofa natural limit ofthree bits makes eight
alternatives the maximum according to his evaluation of four
physiological and memory studies . He concludes that the prac
tical span of alternatives is, in fact, much smaller than eight .
On the basis of his studies we are advised to reduce rather
than expand the number of ratings . Miller infers that through
chunking and recoding we resolve a large number of alterna-
tives into a smaller number. The process may occur so quickly
with some items as to make us think it is a single solution, but
whenever we have to pause and deliberate over multiple rat-
ings, it is clear that chunking and regrouping are operating .

We need to be aware of the limitations of our nervous
system and not offer the possibility of multiple ratings when,
in fact, they are not easy to resolve . Multiple ratings have to
be demonstrated as empirically operating, not imagined to do
so. It is doubtful that we can actually cope systematically with
many alternatives . What we learn from Miller's investigations
is that the dichotomy is not easily transcended.

Support for my conjecture of the dichotomy also comes
from considering the practice of rescoring response alterna-
tives . I present two examples, showing in both of them that
the rescoring of four alternatives is efficiently reduced to two .

The first example concerns the Beck Depression Inven-

tory. It was administered in the Adler clinic to 266 non-clini-
cal subjects and 153 clinically depressed persons . This scale of
21 items has four responses to each item indicated by 0, 1, 2,
or 3 . James Natter and I recoded these responses to a dichotomy
of 0 = 0 and 1 = 1, 2, 3 which produced a dichotomous scor-
ing model that differentiated between clinical depressed and
non-clinical subjects better than the original category scale .
A second rescoring dichotomy 0 = 0, 1 and 1 = 2, 3 was not as
discriminating as the first, but stillbetter than the original scale .
The first dichotomy also produced better differentiation be-
tween persons attempting suicide or not in the depressed
sample than did the original scale . Natter (1994) concluded
that the original BDI scale is less effective than the dichotomy
for differentiating pathology.

The second sample includes responses of 233 outpatient
subjects in the Adler clinic taking the Wolpe-Lange Fear Sur-
vey Schedule II (1969) . This scale is a self-report list of 108
items to which respondents endorse the amount of unpleas-
ant feelings associated with each . Table 1 gives the complete
rescoring analysis for each of the 15 models .

Column

	

1 gives the scoring code .
Column

	

2 gives the steps in the model.
Column

	

3 PSEPR is the person separation reliability.
Column

	

4 PSEP is the person separation index .
Column

	

5 ISEP is the item separation index .
Column

	

6 UCON is the number of iterations for
convergence .

Column

	

7 PINSD is the person infit standard deviation .
Column

	

8 IINSD is the item infit standard deviation .
Column

	

9 is the number of items identified beyond a
standardized misfit of 2.0 .

Column 10 ISEPR is the item separation reliability.
Column 11 PSEP/PINSD is the ratio of person separation

to the person infit standard deviation .
Column 12 ISEP/IINSD is the ratio of item separation

to the item infit standard deviation.
Examination of the results shows that model 01111, a

one-step model, and model 01122, a two-step model, were
better than the original model 01234, a four-step model . Model
01222 does better than any other two, three, or four-step mod-
els in ISEP and PSEP but does produce misfit in 21 of the 108
items . Model 01111, however, while losing some ISEP and
PSEP saves 12 of these items . This model is efficient. The
ISEP and PSEP indices are among the highest values for sev-
eral models . The number offit items, although not the lowest,
is less than eleven other models . Model 01111 contains only
one step and indicates that the FSS can be efficiently scored
as dichotomous . Columns 11 and 12 produce their highest
values for the dichotomous model .

Comparing the dichotomous model of01111 to the two-
step model 01222 produces a PSEP ratio of5 .3/6 .0 = .88 indi-
cating the dichotomous model is 100(5 .3/6 .0) = 88% efficient
of the best scoring model of the fifteen . The original model
01234 is 100(5 .5/6 .0) = 91% of model 01111, but at the cost
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Table 1 Wolpe Fear Scale
Scoring Models Analysis
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1

Scoring

Model

2

Steps in

Model

3

PSEPR

4

PSEP

5

ISEP

6

UCON

# Its

7

PINSD

8

IINSD

9

# Items

Out

10

ISEPR

11

PSEP/

PINSD

12

ISEP/

IINSD

[T.3.11 [T.3 .11 [T.3.1] [T-0-2] [T.3.1] [T.3.1] [T.3.1] [T.3.1) C4/C7 C5/C8

1 SM 00001 1 0.71 1 .6 1 .9 4 0.07 0.13 4 0.78 22.86 14.62

2 SM 00011 1 0.87 2.6 3.3 4 0.12 0.12 8 0.92 21 .67 27.50

3 SM 00012 2 0.84 2 .3 3.2 8 0.27 0.17 8 0.91 8.52 18.82

4 SM 00111 1 0.94 4.0 5.4 3 0.16 0.11 11 0.97 25.00 49.09

5 SM 00112 2 0.94 3.8 5.2 3 0.30 0.16 11 0.96 12.67 32.50

6 SM 00122 2 0.93 3.8 5.2 8 0.25 0.13 10 0 .96 15.20 40.00

7 SM 00123 3 0.93 3.6 5.0 14 0.36 0.19 14 0.96 10.00 26.32

8 SM 01111 1 0.97 5.3 7.4 4 0.17 0.09 9 0.98 31 .18 82 .22

9 SM 01112 2 0.97 5.5 7.4 20 0.40 0.18 15 0.98 13.75 41 .11

10 SM 01122 2 0.97 5.8 7.5 9 0.35 0.18 20 0.98 16.57 41 .67

11 SM 01123 3 0.97 5.4 7.2 10 0.51 0.25 26 0.98 10.59 28.80

12 SM 01222 2 0.97 6.0 7.9 7 0.30 0.14 21 0.98 20.00 56.43

13 SM 01223 3 0.97 5.7 7.7 4 0.44 0.19 21 0.98 12.95 40.53

14 SM 01233 3 0.97 5.7 7.6 10 0 .40 0.19 22 0.98 14.25 40.00

15 SM 01234 4 0.97 5.5 7.4 15 0 .51 0.25 22 0.98 10.78 29.60



of 15 items! A plot of the dichotomy vs . the original model in
Figure 1 shows that the person measures for the two models
are consistent (r = .98) . Simple identification of fear is suffi-
cient . Attempts to discriminate further are not useful . The
FSS functions very well when scored as a dichotomy.

In both examples, reduction to a dichotomy was a rea-
sonable alternative . This is useful to know before beginning
further study of the data . It might prove useful to retain the
original format for administration, but it is clear that the origi-
nal model is only a conjecture of what the authors imagined,
not what occurred .
Conclusions

1 . Personality measurement has employed the dichotomy
for more than 50 years as a response alternative . The di-
chotomy has worked in this field .

2 . The dichotomy is a fundamental phenomenon of mind
according to those who have given it thought - Menninger,
Adler, Jung, Edinger, Tillich, and Peirce . It operates most no
ticeably when we are overwhelmed by experience that needs
reduction .

3 . Miller explains that multiple ratings are limited by our
span of comprehension and that we reduce multiple indices
by chunking and regrouping, especially when overwhelmed .

4 . Scoring model analysis indicates that dichotomous
models are as good or better than some original scales . These
examples show that devising multiple ratings requires more
than attaching a rating scheme to an item .

Based upon my conjecture, here are some suggestions
for scale construction .

1 . Put yourself in the respondents' role and carefully de-
termine what their responses might be . Utilize the psychology
of human behavior to determine how respondents might be-
have . Don't just slap a rating scale to an item .

2 . Write a strategic number ofcarefully crafted items that
contribute to the construction of a unidimensional variable .
Don't ask every question you can imagine .

3 . Begin with a dichotomy and forget about having mul-
tiple ratings until a well-defined variable has been constructed .
If you think it might be useful, expand the rating alternatives
and evaluate the results .

4 . Analyze all the scoring models to see how each is
working. Don't begin with a rating scale and pretend it works .

To construct a good scale we first need to address the
intent of the scale regarding person response behaviors, not

write items . We need to identify the characteristics of the in-
tended respondents . This will guide how items should be writ-
ten and response model alternatives.

The major question is, "Do author and respondent mod-
els coincide?" Ifwe do not make a careful analysis ofresponses
we will never know the answer to this question . Many re
searchers accept the responses according to their intention
without bothering to make an analysis of respondent behav-
iors . Scoring models need to be evaluated to determine how
respondents view the scale . My conjecture suggests we should
accept the preeminence of the dichotomy as the operating
model until other alternatives can be demonstrated.

Ben Wright has suggested that the scale is a "conversa-
tion"between the author(s) of the scale and the respondent(s) .
This is a useful model for scale construction and it reiterates
the idea that the first task in scale construction is not to write
items, but to address the possible range ofrelevant person be-
haviors that could occur. I have suggested a number of steps to
follow in item construction, but want to emphasize that plan-
ning for respondent behavior should always precede item writ-
ing.

The next step is creating a response format . I argue that
rather than create the typical Likert response format, use a
dichotomy to investigate whether a variable has been achieved .
When a variable has been successfully constructed, investi-
gate whether or not the measures are enhanced by a more com-
plex scoring format. Proceeding in a step-by-step approach is
more sensible than beginning with a more complex response
scheme that may not work. When in doubt, keep it simple .
Use a dichotomy.
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There are three stages to the life of revolutionary scientific ideas .

	

They are initially rejected as

outrageous heresies, then they are recognized as brilliant discoveries, and finally they are assumed to be

the way things have always been .
William James (paraphrased)
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Measure Accuracy:
Functioning.-Level vs. Grade.-Level Testing

In grade-level testing, all grade-three students take the same grade-three test ; grade-four
students the grade-four test .

In functioning-level testing, students take tests designed for their attainment level, whether
they are low-middle or high-achieving students . There may be five to six achievement levels at a
grade-level level .

Functioning-level testing is not equivalent to out-of-level testing, in which low- or high-
achieving students are tested at a lower or higher grade-level.

Data from test publishers' grade-level tests indicate that
few grade-level test items accurately measure low- or high-
achieving students' ability. This study shows that, when com
pared to testing students atgrade-level, testing students at their
functioning-level substantially reduces measurement error.

Since 1979 to the present, the Portland Public Schools
of Portland, Oregon administers a basic skills testing system
using functioning-level tests . Portland calibrates this testing
system with a Rasch measurement model and maintains records
on the performance of the students taking these tests at every
grade during that entire time . Students take one achievement
test out of a series of tests in the fall, and another in the spring.

Portland Public Schools selects a test level for a student
by finding each student's score on their last district test . Port-
land places a student at an ability level based on their expected
growth . By fitting a test to a student's established ability,
whether it is a high- or low-achieving student, sufficient items
in each functioning level test measure the performance of that
student.

The State of Oregon State Assessment Program tests at
grade-level rather than functioning-level . This study compares
the Portland Public Schools functional-level testing with the
State of Oregon grade-level testing results.

The State of Oregon employs the same testing proce-
dures and the same Rasch scale used in the Portland Public
Schools districts . The Oregon State and the Portland Public
Schools have the same curricular goals in reading and math-
ematics . Both Portland Public Schools and Oregon State test-
ing systems calibrate their tests for content difficulty with the
same Rasch scaling model. These factors facilitate direct com-
parisons .

The State of Oregon administers grade-level tests to stu-
dents once a year, in the spring. There are two state tests for
mathematics and two for reading . Depending on where they
live, students take one each of these state tests . The Portland
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Public Schools administers level-tests in fall and spring.

Procedure
We generate a quantitative probability that, given a test

scaled in calibrated measures, each item in that test has a level
of difficulty based on this scale . We predict the percentage of

We expect that 50 percent ofstudents who have
attained an ability measure of 200 on previous tests to
correctly answer an item that has a difficulty level cali
brated at 200. We expect 25 percent of students with
an ability level of 190 to correctly answer an item with
a difficulty level calibrated at 200 . We expect 75 per-
cent ofstudents with an ability level of210 to correctly
answer an item with a difficulty level calibrated at 200 .

students who we expect to answer each item correctly from
the calibrated item measures .

Then, we estimate differences between expected and ac-
tual performance of every item of each student group achiev-
ing the same Rasch scale total score . We group students from
low-, middle-, or high-achieving, based on their past ability
measures .

We define test accuracy based on the amount, not the
number, ofdeviations from the expected score . Tests with greater
deviation amounts are less accurate . Tests with the deviation
closer to expectation are more accurate .

Grade-level tests data were from 1993-94 state grade-five
mathematics tests administered to two groups of students and
another two groups of students taking grade-five reading tests .

Functioning-level tests data were from only one of five
1993 Portland Schools levels-tests administered to grade-five
students .

We compute Rasch scale measures for all Oregon State
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Assessmentgrade-five 1993-94 tests and the Portland spring 1994
functioning-level test scores . We exclude records ofstudents get-
ting less than 30 percent items correct from the analysis .

For each student scale score, we recover the probability
of success for that student on each item in the test taken .

For all students getting the same Rasch scale measure in
each compared group, we compute the differences between
expected and actual performance .

We examine the differences between mean expected
scores and the mean actual scores on all test items completed
by each total-score group .

We examine the differences between the expected stan-
dard deviation and the actual standard deviation on all items
attempted by students at each raw score level .

We aggregate the differences between expected and ac-
tual performance all items for all tests (reading and math) per
increasing student measures .

Findings
1 . For Oregon State grade-level tests and the Portland

functioning-level tests, students had the same rate of number
ofdifferences . In both student groups, a similar ratio did better
or worse than expected, Table 1 .

2 . The amount of difference between expected and ac-
tual performance is twice to three times as great for low-achiev-

a) Oregon State Grade-level Tests
--- -- - -------------- ------

Grade-level

	

. .Number of . . . . Number of .
tests

	

Students Differences items

vs.

	

b) Portland Area Functioning-Level Tests

.Funetioning~

	

Number o1 . .	Numberof

Reading 504

total

60
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Table 1

ing reading students taking State of Oregon grade-level tests,
Figures lb and c, as for those taking the Portland schools func-
tioning-level tests, Figure la .

3 . The difference between expected and actual perfor-
mance for low-achieving mathematics students is twice to three
times more on the State of Oregon grade-level tests, Figures
le and f, than the Portland functioning-level tests, Figure Id .

4 . Reading and math standard deviations aggregates
show functioning-level tests are two times more accurate than
grade-level tests, Figure 2 .

5 . Basic skills measures for all students are best for stu-
dents with mid-range scores for grade-level and functioning-
level tests . Differences in measurement accuracy between the
grade-level and the functioning-level groups are less pro-
nounced at the upper score levels than at the low score levels .

Conclusions
Students grade-level tests have unacceptable measure-

ment error, especially with low-achieving students . The func-
tioning-level test measures are two to three times more accu
rate than the grade-level test scores for predicting low-achiev-
ing students' achievement . This raises concern over the con-
tinued use ofgrade-level tests for student placement and school
program evaluation .

When used with the same students, functioning-level
tests like those used in the Portland Schools give more accu-
rate assessments than the grade-level tests .

Functioning-level

	

itom banks in which allto sts using
items are calibrated to a single scale of difficulty accurately
test students from the lowest grade-three level to the highest
grade-eight level, Figure 3 .

Figures 1, 2, and 3 are on next page (68) .

George S . Ingebo, Ph.D .
Dr. Ingebo brings a wealth of life experience to student achievement

testing . He grew up in Winnett, Montana, a small town in Petroleum County,
Montana, where he learned to box at Shorty's Gym . During WWII, he flew
combat missions with a B-24 bomber crew in India and China . He earned a
Ph.D . from the University ofWashington-Seattle. He taught high school sci-
ence and mathematics, coached football and track .

A pioneer in constructing standardized machine scored tests, Dr. Ingebo
established a college entrance testing program and developed predictors for
college success . He directed a child clinical testing service at the University of
Pacific . In 1969 Dr. Ingebo switched directions in testing . After hearing a lec-
ture on Rasch Model testing by Ben Wright, Dr. Ingebo introduced this model
into the Portland Schools. He established a new school testing program in Port-
land Elementary Schools . He provided technical planning in the Portland Met .
ropolitan Area School Districts' High school testing cooperative . He helped
found the Metropolitan Districts' Northwest Evaluation Association. He de-
veloped a variety of techniques for program evaluations based on Rasch equal
interval measures from levels tests . He conducted research on the use of the
Rasch Model over a 16-year period . Following on the Portland success, the
Rasch model is increasingly used for measuring student achievement in metro-
politan school districts .
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Reading 351 7,545 1,064

352 7,643 1,044

Math 451 7,443 1,380

452 7,347 1,334

total 29,978 4,822

1,000

13,272 2,220

20,585 3,220



Standard Deviation of Differences Between Expected and Actual Student Performance
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Figure 2

1994 Portland Public Schools Student Gains Compared
to 1993 Test Scores
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Comparing student triangles to the reference lines shows whether their
gain is greater (above the line) or less (below the line) . Comparing the two
reference lines shows whether, on the average, students in a school gain
more or less than similar level students in the rest of the District

Figure 3
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Biological Evolution:
A Tough Nut for Biology
Teachers in Singapore?

SPRING 1998

Yew-Jin, Lee and Oon-Chye, Yeoh

Why the Nut is Important
If there can be one basic theme which gives Biology a

unifying coherence, it has to be the theory of evolution . Evo-
lution provides a philosophical system that aids our understand
ing of the living world ; by experiment and theory. The famous
geneticist Dobzhansky put it well when he said that nothing
made sense except in the light ofevolution (Dobzhansky, 1973) .

Contrary to expectation, research into teaching and
learning about this major concept in biology has been sparse
despite its centrality to science literacy (Cummins, Demastes
and Hafner, 1994) . Indeed, the little that has been conducted
has largely been in exploring students' ideas (which usually
are quite inadequate in understanding) or on teaching for con-
ceptual change in the sub-areas of evolution, for example :
natural selection, competition, and population dynamics (see
Demastes, Settlage and Good, 1995) .

The first author is a practicing high school biology
teacher, and it has been his experience to encounter much
difficulty in getting his message across to his students in this
topic . One key factor, besides the prevalence of students' al-
ternative conceptions, was his less than satisfactory apprecia-
tion of this complex topic . However, he was not alone, as the
lack ofknowledge in evolution among teachers has beenwidely
reported in the literature by Cummins, Demastes and Hafner
(1994) .

We use the metaphor on the understanding of evolu-
tion as a tough nut to crack for teachers . We are suggesting
that teachers themselves are often unsure of evolution and
that this lack of competency might be a hindrance in student
learning. The many elegant concepts associated with evolu-
tion are truly `choice morsels' of knowledge and understand-
ing, but remain poorly taught in classroom learning and teach-
ing as they were often beyond the grasp of teachers . The nut
has not yielded its substance for many teachers!

Therefore, we wanted to find the levels ofknowledge in
local high school teachers (senior and junior high) regarding
biological evolution and its subconcept of ecology. If their lev
els of comprehension were low like other teachers around the
world, it would be understandable that students would also
find this topic to be difficult to learn . Finding this basic but
important piece of information would have implications for
teacher education and reeducation .

Amailed survey questionnaire to 70 teachers was developed .
It consisted of36 five-option multiple-choice questions (MCQ) on
evolution and ecology, while other sections gathered some demo
graphic data . The MCQ were based largely on assessment ques-
tions from the Cambridge General Certificate in Education(GCE)
`Ordinary' (atgrade 10) and Advanced' (at grade 12) level biology
examinations that had awide area ofcontent coverage over these
different levels ofcognition . Twelve items were on ecology, with 25
onevolution . Both typesofquestions were randomly mixed in the
first part ofthe questionnaire . The MCQ section was unspeeded in
order to discourage guessing behavior andwas intended tobe com-
pleted in one continuous session bythe highschool biology teacher.

As expected in the mailed survey questionnaire, the re-
sponses took a long time to be returned, in fact five months!
Twelve senior high(SH) and 40 junior high UH) teachers com
pleted the forms . This was 75% of the intended sample of 70
biology teachers in the study. We used QUEST version 2.0
computer program (Adams and Khoo, 1996) to apply the Rasch
model to our data . This obtained an objective representation
ofthe ability levels of the two groups of teachers placed along-
side the difficulty levels of the items on the same scale in logits .

Who Had Cracked the Nut?
Rasch analysis (see Figure 1 on next page) of items

(M=0.0 logits, SD=1 .231ogits) showed that items had a wide
spread in terms of difficulty from 3.05 to -3 .10 logits . There
were no items misfitting the Rasch model except for Question 1
which QUEST could not calculate, as it had obtained a perfect
scoring.

1)

	

Howmuch did the teachers know about biological evo-
lution?

The average raw score for the entire sample over all
36 items was 25.0 (69.6%) with a standard deviation of 4.9 ;
lowest raw score was 15 and the highest 34 . Generally, the
teachers had performed better than average . The average score
for SH teachers was 79.4%, and JH teachers was 66.6% . The
range of logits for SH teachers was from 3.53 to 0.33, and for
JH teachers from 3.01 to -0.56 . The variable map in Figure 1
shows that these teachers' ability levels were higher than the
difficulty ofmany of the items .
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Figure 1 . Item/Case map based on the responses by the jun-
ior and senior high biology teachers.
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Dosenior high orjunior high teachers have better un-
derstanding?

A t-test to compare the mean performances for SH
(M=79.4% or measure 1 .86 logits, SD=1 .0) and JH teachers
(M=66.6% or measure 0.89 logits, SD=0.9) was significant at
p <0.005 level in favor ofSH teachers . Figure 1 shows the item/
case map of the two subpopulations of teachers, together with
the items on evolution and ecology on the logit scale . Simi-
larly, SH teacher raw scores over the sub-section of evolution
(Table 1) were also significantly higher (p<0.001) but not with
regard to ecology. The evidence suggests that SH biology teach-
ers have a better understanding than JH teachers with regard
to evolution, as was to be expected.

There were eight misfitting cases in the Rasch model
(teacher nos . 6, 19, 20, 38, 42, 44, 50, and 51) according to
Figure 2 INFIT MNSQ (Adams and Khoo, 1996) . However,
none of the case values were more than 0.42 beyond the ex-
pected INFIT MNSQ value of 1 .0, and only three exceeded
1 .3 .

QUEST produces KIDMAPs of cases . These are graphi-
cal representations of response patterns of the respondent to-
gether with the ability levels and the item difficulties on the
same scale . These maps can help detect guessing behavior in
the respondents .

A teacher who showed possible guessing behavior was
case 42 . According to Figure 2, the response behavior of this
teacher was rather different from the rest of the teachers be-
cause they had a higher than expected INFIT MNSQ.

Examination of case 42's KIDMAP in Figure 3 reveals
many items in both Harder Not Achieved and Easier Not
Achieved categories . This might indicate guessing behavior.
Notice that while lucky guessing may have gained three right
answers, unlucky guessing lost five improbable wrong answers .
These features make KIDMAPs a valuable feedback mecha-
nism for respondents in any test
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ter grasp ofcontent than junior high teachers over the test as
a whole (p<0.005) and over the subsection on evolution
(p<0.001) . There was no significant difference with regard to
the section on ecology.

We recommend the Rasch model as a simple but valu-
able tool in the teacher's everyday repertoire of test data analy-
sis . In this example Rasch allowed the objective determina
tion of the levels ofcomprehension of evolution among teach-
ers . We do not see any difficulty in using this method to eluci-
date ability levels of students as well .

Among other things, Rasch analysis can perform scor-
ing, simple descriptive data analysis, and detect case and item
'misfits .' Though the relatively high levels ofknowledge in lo
cal biology teachers were a cause for satisfaction, we discov-
ered a number of alternative ideas or misconceptions, espe-
cially among junior high teachers . The QUEST KIDMAPs
furnish valuable feedback to respondents in terms of showing
their ability levels with respect to item difficulties, and can
help detect the individual's pattern of answering and miscon-
ceptions.
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A Second Scoring Mechanism
to Study Change

Winifred A. Lopez, Ph.D.
International Survey Research LLC

Fullan (1991) reminds us that "change is multidimen-
sional" and that it can "vary within the same person as well as
within groups ." Yet research frequently conceptualizes change
solely in terms ofdifferences in status . Researchers gather data
over two time points, compute the status for each time point,
and proceed to look for differences in status over time .

Consider the example of a survey of 7 items designed to
measure teacher dynamism in 89 urban elementary schools .
The survey administered in 1991 and 1994 consisted of items

that probed aspects of
teacher behavior ranging
from the more passive behaviors like acceptance of instruc-
tional goals and familiarity with school improvement plans,
to more active behaviors like voicing concerns, enforcing rules,
and helping to develop school improvement plans . Teachers
responded to these items using a four-point rating scale,
"Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Agree, Strongly Agree." These
responses were scored 1,2,3, and 4 respectively. To study how

Teacher Dynamism
Averageg4 - Averagegl

Note:

Figure 1: Teacher Dynamism - Patterns of Change 1991-1994

Decrease (-)

Acquiescence : Averageg4 - Averagegl

No Change (0)

	

Increase (+)

1 =Strongly Disagree, 2=Disagree, 3=Agree, 4=Strongly Agree
Laggards= Those who pick Categories 1 & 2 (Strongly Disagree, Disagree)
Moderates= Those who pick Category 3 (Agree)
Progressives= Those who pick Category 4 (Strongly Agree)
Arrows represent movement from one category into another
Thetopmost entry in each cell represents the number of schools

Increase (+)

No Change (0)

Decrease (-)
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labeled "Radicalizing") . The level of teacher dynamism re-
mains unchanged because gains in one direction (movement
from Agree to Strongly Agree) are offset by losses in the
other (movement from Agree to Disagree and Strongly Dis-
agree) .

We are now able to expand our original classification
ofschools . Of the 79 schools classified as showing no change
in teacher dynamism levels, 58 can be considered static with
respect to category use patterns . These schools did not show
a net movement either into or out of the "Agree" category.
In the remaining 21 schools there was a homogenizing trend,
i .e ., a net movement into the "Agree" category from the
more positive "Strongly Agree" category as well as from the
negative "Strongly Disagree" and "Disagree" categories . Two
patterns of change occurred in the 5 schools that showed a
decrease in levels of teacher dynamism . In 3 of these schools
there appeared to be an all-around deterioration . Two
schools showed localized deterioration, characterized by a
movement out of the "Strongly Agree" category to the
"Agree" category. Finally, among schools which showed an
increase in teacher dynamism, one showed all-around im-
provement, while 4 schools showed restricted improve-
ment, characterized by a movement out of the "Strongly
Disagree" and "Disagree" categories into the "Agree" cat-
egory.
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"What the human sciences requirefor more
dramatic progress [is] not simply more data (of
the same kind), as so many empiricists have
stated, but new instrumentation for obtaining
data, or reasonable theoretical restrictions ofdata
domain so that more exhaustive explanatory pos-
sibilities can be tried . "Ackermann, John R . Data,
instruments, and theory : a dialectical approach
to understanding science . Princeton, New Jer-
sey : Princeton University Press, 1985, p . 169 .
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teacher dynamism in schools had changed from 1991 to 1994
we used BIGSTEPS (Wright & Linacre, 1995) to assign a mea-
sure of dynamism to each teacher, aggregated these measures
to the school level, and computed differences in average mea-
sures over time . T-tests at the 5% significance level showed
that there was a significant increase in teacher dynamism in 5
schools (6%), a significant decrease in another 5 schools (6%),
and no significant change in 79 (88%) schools .

While interesting, the analysis is limited in that it fo-
cuses only on the magnitude and direction ofchange . We learn
nothing about the patterns of change . For instance, the condi-
tion of no change can occur in one of two ways . "It would
result ifeveryone is doing about the same as before" or if "gains
in some parts are being canceled out by losses elsewhere"
(Namboori et al ., 1993) . Similarly, we do not know what pat-
terns underlie schools where teacher dynamism increased . Spe-
cifically, we do not know whether improvement was universal
or if it was restricted to certain groups of people .

The discussion that follows outlines how two scoring
mechanisms can be used in conjunction with each other to
study patterns of change . This follows from Guttman (1950)
who proposed that a construct be investigated from two points
of view, "a content scale which ranks people from high to low
on a single continuum" and "an intensity scale which ranks
people from high to low on a single intensity continuum ." The
technique used BIGSTEPS (Wright & Linacre, 1995) and the
following scoring mechanisms to create two measures for each
person from the same set of items, a measure of teacher dyna-
mism and a measure of acquiescence .

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

Teacher Dynamism
Scoring 1 2 3 4
Acquiescence
Scoring 0 0 1 0

School means were computed for teacher dynamism
and acquiescence for 1991 and 1994, and TTests performed
for both aggregate measures . This allowed us to classify each
school into one of three categories (significant increase, sig-
nificant decrease, and no change) for teacher dynamism and
acquiescence. By considering changes in acquiescence
alongside changes in teacher dynamism, we can identify 9
different patterns of change (Figure 1) . For example, a de-
crease in acquiescence from 1991 to 1994 suggests move-
ment out of the "Agree" category. If the decrease in acqui-
escence occurs alongside an increase in teacher dynamism,
we can deduce that the net movement must be from a less
favorable category into a more favorable one (cell labeled
"Moderates Progress") . If teacher dynamism remains the
same while acquiescence decreases, we can deduce that the
movement out of the "Agree" category is bidirectional (Cell



"Imagine living in a fast-moving kaleidoscope, where sounds,
images, and thoughts are constantly shifting. Feeling easily bored,
yet helpless to keep your mind on tasks you need to complete . Dis
tracted by unimportant sights and sounds, your mind drives you
from one thought or activity to the next. Perhaps you are so wrapped
up in a collage of thoughts and images that you don't notice when
someone speaks to you" (Sharyn, 1994) .

This description is what 3 - 5% of all children feel like,
with approximately three times the number of boys being af-
fected . These children are dealing with Attention Deficit Hy
peractivity Disorder (ADHD) . ADHD is a disorder with no
physical signs . It can only be identified by looking for certain
behaviors . These behaviors are characterized by inattentive-
ness (e .g., failing to complete assignments), impulsivity (e .g .,
interrupting conversations), and hyperactivity (e .g., always in
motion, restless, fidgeting) . The diagnostic subtypes are pre-
dominantly inattentive, predominantly hyperactive/impulsive,
and combined inattentive and hyperactive/impulsive .

For years ADHD was considered a childhood diagnosis
that was outgrown . However, in recent years many late ado-
lescents and adults have sought help for ADHD. It has been
estimated that 40-80% of children with ADHD continue to
experience symptoms into late adolescence and adulthood . The
Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (DSM-
IV: APA, 1994) criteria requires the same number of symp-
toms for the diagnosis regardless ofage . However, college stu-
dents (the focus of this research) were not even included in
the DSM-IV field trials . Given the increasing number of col-
lege students seeking ADHD evaluations (at one large south-
western university the number of students receiving services
for ADHD has increased 150% in the past 3 years and the
number requesting evaluations for ADHD has increased 300%)
and mandates for colleges and universities to provide services,
studies providing evidence for the validity of the DSM-IV cri-
teria with college students are needed .

Smith and Johnson (in press) investigated the dimen-
sionality of the 18 DSM-IV symptoms in a college sample us-
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PAY ATTENTION!!!
Screening for Attention

Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
in College Students

Everett V Smith, Jr., Ph.D.
The University of Connecticut

ing The Adult Behavior Checklist (ABC : Johnson &
Lyonfields, 1995) . The ABC is a self-report assessment that is
designed to screen for ADHD as defined by the DSM-IV cri-
teria. The symptoms were reworded in order to allow partici-
pants to rate the overall frequency oftheir behavior. Results of
the Smith and Johnson investigation led the researchers to
conclude that 15 of the 18 symptoms could be used to reflect
the hypothesized dimensions of inattention and hyperactiv-
ity/impulsivity.
Should you be evaluated for ADHD?

Using the inattentive items from the ABC, the follow-
ing is a demonstration of how a qualified individual may use
the ABC to decide whether or not you should receive a more
extensive evaluation. For each item in Table 1, begin by asking
yourself "During the past six months . . ." . If you feel that the
behavior NEVER occurs, give yourself a 'I' for that item, if
you feel the behavior SOMETIMES occurs, give yourselfa'2',
ifthe behavior OFTEN occurs a `3', and ifthe behavior occurs
VERY OFTEN, a `4 ' . Repeat this process for all nine items
addressing inattentiveness and add the resulting values . Using
Table 2, which is a raw score to measure conversion table pro-
vided courtesy of BIGSTEPS (Linacre & Wright, 1995), find
the value of your raw score under the column labeled `Score .'
Find the corresponding linear measure under the column la-
beled `Measure' . This value represents the estimated amount
of the latent trait `inattentiveness' which you possess . Is this
value high enough to warrant a full evaluation? The current
cutoff for further evaluation corresponds to a measure of .39
logits (i .e ., the measure corresponding to a raw score of 25
minus one standard error) . Ifyour estimated measure is greater
than or equal to .391ogits, you may be a candidate for further
evaluation . If your measure is below .39 logits, add the stan-
dard error corresponding to your estimated measure (found in
the column labeled `S.E .') to your estimated measure . This at-
tempts to account for chance fluctuations in the estimation of
your `inattentiveness' measure . If this value is greater than or
equal to .39, you may be referred for a more comprehensive
evaluation .
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Table 1
Item content of the Adult Behavior Checklist
Item 1 -

Item 2 -

Item 3 -
Item 4 -

Item 5 -
Item 6 -

Item 7 -

Item 8 -

Item 9 -
Item 10 -
Item 11 -
Item 12-
Item 13 -
Item 14 -
Item 15-

Note :

You fail to pay close attention to details or make careless mistakes in
school, at work, etc .
You have difficulty sustaining your attention to tasks or in play ac-
tivities.
You do not listen when directly spoken to .
You do not follow through on instructions and fail to finish school.
work, chores, work duties, etc.
You have difficulty organizing tasks and activities .
You avoid, dislike, or are reluctant to engage in tasks that require
sustained mental effort (e.g., homework or schoolwork) .
You lose things necessary for tasks or activities (e .g ., books, school
assignments, tools or keys) .
You are easily distracted by extraneous stimuli (e .g., traffic noises,
conversations, or looking out the window).
You are forgetful in daily activities .
You have difficulty playing or engaging in leisure activities quietly.
You are "on the go" or act as if "driven by a motor" .
You talk excessively.
You blurt out answers before questions have been completed.
You have difficulty awaiting your turn .
You interrupt or intrude on others (e.g ., butt into conversations or
activities) .
Items 1 through 7 are for the inattentive dimension; items 8 through
15 arefor the hyperactive/impulsive dimension.

Discussion
Simple, inexpensive, and efficient screening assessments

such as the ABC are useful for an initial diagnosis of ADHD.
However, only a comprehensive ADHD evaluation done by a
trained professional (e .g ., a psychiatrists, psychologists, pedia-
tricians, or neurologists) can yield more definitive evidence of
an ADHD diagnosis. This type of evaluation may include a
review of medical, family, and academic records as well as for-
mal assessments of intelligence, memory, and attention/con-
centration . In addition, the behavioral symptoms need to be
confirmed with someone familiar with the individual's behav-
ior (e .g., spouse, parents, roommates) . Careful consideration
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ofother conditions (e .g ., depression, anxiety, substance abuse)
is also necessary.

Information has been provided for the inattentive set of
items from the ABC. Comparable information for the hyper-
activity/impulsivity dimension was not provided, as the intent
of this article is not to promote self-diagnoses of ADHD, but
rather to demonstrate some of the potential benefits of Rasch
measurement. Further benefits of Rasch measurement would
be realized when gauging the progress (i .e ., comparison ofpre/
post measures) of therapy. In this situation, Rasch measure-
ment would provide the interval level measures necessary for
arithmetic operations and many statistical methods. The
method presented in this article fails to directly take into ac-
count the influence of outlying and extreme responses on the
measurement process. See Linacre (1997) for the use of ex-
pected score maps to handle these situations . Interested read-
ers and researchers may contact the author for additional in-
formation on the ABC and its current state of development.
A comprehensive on-line source is also available from the
National Institute of Mental Health at http://
www.nimh.nih.gov/publicat/adhd .htm.
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Table 2
Raw score to linear measure conversion table

I SCORE MEASURE S .E . I SCORE MEASURE S .E . I SCORE MEASURE S .E . I
I + + I

9 -5 .47E 1 .47 I 19 - .62 .55 I 29 1 .69 .47 I
I 10 -4 .69 1 .08 I 20 - .33 .53 I 30 1 .92 .49 I
I 11 -3 .82 .82 I 21 - .07 .51 I 31 2 .17 .51 I
I 12 -3 .24 .72 I 22 .18 .49 I 32 2 .45 .55 I
I 13 -2 .77 .66 I 23 .42 .48 I 33 2 .78 .61 I
I 14 -2 .35 .63 I 24 .64 .47 I 34 3 .23 .73 I
I 15 -1 .97 .61 I 25 .85 .46 I 35 3 .95 1 .01 I
I 16 -1 .61 .60 I 26 1 .06 .46 I 36 4 .66E 1 .42 I
I 17 -1 .26 .58 I 27 1 .27 .46 I I
I 18 - .93 .57 I 28 1 .48 .46 I I

Note: Calibration based on 1503 participants .
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WHAT IS IN THE CRIMINAPS MIND?
A PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS

78 POPULAR MEASUREMENT

By George Karabatsos

Measurement is very useful when meaning is provided.
For instance, in describing rapists' attitude towards women, it
is vague if one concludes with a numerical an-
swer, such as the average questionnaire score .
It is more helpful to describe the specific atti-
tudes he possesses.

To illustrate, a Rasch analysis of a "Hos-
tility Towards Women" inventory was per-
formed for Rapists and Non-Rapists separately.
The item calibrations of each group are com-
pared on an X-Y Plot in Figure 1 .

Figure l . Item-identity plot of the "Hos-
tility Towards Women" inventory, comparing
Rapists and Non-Rapists .

Items in the upper left triangle of the
graph represent statements which Non-Rap-
ists agree with more than Rapists . The lower
right triangle contains statements which Rap-
ists agree with more than Non-Rapists .

Figure 1 is very informative . Rapists ap-
pear to feel criticized, abandoned, and rejected
by women . Also, they distrust and hold animosity towards the
opposite sex . Non-Rapists are more likely to feel teased by
women, and shame over hostile feelings . These
findings provide evidence that Non-Rapists have
more sense of shame and guilt than their coun-
terparts.

Figure 2 . An item identity plot ofthe "An-
drogyny Scale" which compares Rapists and
Non-Rapists .

What do rapists think of themselves? To
answer this question, the same procedure was

	

I

	

me

	

a
applied using a different questionnaire . Figure 2
shows that rapists, compared with the control
group, are more paranoid, asocial, revengeful, in-
secure, immature, presocial, and narcissistic .
These findings support the theory that sexually
aggressive men have infantile traits of domi-
nance, tend to be self-serving, are self-centered,
vindictive, and not concerned with the welfare ofother people .
On the other hand, Non-Rapists are more confident, in con-
trol of their emotions, social, mature, and responsive to other's
needs .

With two pictures alone, we have been able to learn so
much . Although objective measurement is the cornerstone of
good science, it is the meaning attached to measurements
which generate and refine useful theories .

NON-RAPISTS
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